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Interesting development education can reach new
groups in society
or
Creating new recipes for new guests to development education
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Imagine putting advertising and development education into a mixing bowl….
what do you get? Development education actions with a great new taste.
We, a consortium of NGOs spread over 4 European countries, looked into the
best of marketing and development education.
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In 25 actions over a period of two years we used techniques of the
advertising and marketing industry, mixed them with our topics of
development education, and got appealing actions out of it that addressed
people who were closed to our messages before. We especially reached out
to a new emerging group in society, which we barely got through to before,
which is called Young Modern Performers.
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Aged 25 to 35, they work in high level positions in economy, administration,
and cultural life or are students on the verge of becoming. With time
constraints but enough money at their disposal, they seek the extraordinary
and set trends for other groups.
In this database we share our experiences and the recipes of our
development education actions.
If you as an NGO are also interested in getting development education to as
many different people as possible, have a look and find out how we prepared
educational actions, and what happened.
And of course we would like to invite you to share your experiences and ideas
as well, and let this webpage become a place for exchanging interesting ideas
on development education actions.
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Casual learning in a nutshell

english

Are you working as an NGO in development education? Do you want to
inform and mobilize as many people as possible? Do you want to get in touch
with those parts of society that you have not reached yet? Then Casual
Learning may be a way to get in touch with these new groups. Let’s see what
we can do...
We want to address people out of our reach, for example Young Modern
Performers, with education on global topics and development. The only
problem is: they won’t come to our events like music festivals, lecture
evenings, and discussions because they either have no time or they just do
not find the usual NGO style of activity very compelling. What to do? Very
simple: if they are not coming to us, then we need to go to them! But how to
do this? A very effective approach to this is using Casual Learning.
Casual Learning means learning at the everyday places of the target group. It
means also quick learning "along the way“ with short and repeated messages.
This is very much like what advertisement has been doing for many decades
in all of our lives but what has not been used by NGOs yet to promote global
topics of development.
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We used Casual Learning because we knew that our target group, Young
Modern Performers, do not have much time to spare in their lives and also do
not participate, so far, in our events at all. Both problems are solved by using
Casual Learning as an NGO: we move the information to the target group
instead of waiting for them to come to us and we adapt our messages in a
short and interesting way to reach maximum attention by YMPs.
Innovative Casual Learning tools for YMPs that we developed are for instance
interactive napkins in cafeterias, bars and restaurants, water bottles on with
messages on climate change in beauty salons, labels for luggage of travelers.
Many other options are possible like development information on park
benches, in fashion shops, in gyms and other occasions of everyday life
Curious about Casual Learning? Find out more on how to do cheap, easy, and
effective development education with Casual Learning here.
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What?
What is Casual Learning exactly? First of all, Casual Learning means learning
in situations of everyday routines like walking on the street, waiting for the
bus, or going to a pub. So, everyone can learn casually. First of all, it
describes a human process and, secondly, innovative techniques to take
advantage of this process by placing short and eye-catching information at
these everyday places. The Casual Learning approach uses advertising and
marketing experiences but adapts them for education on development issues.
Casual Learning moves information towards the target group instead of
forcing the target group to head out for information by themselves. Thus,
information on global development topics can be integrated within the
everyday living environments of Young Modern Performers at places where it
surprises.
on the streets of pedestrian areas
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using web 2.0 like You Tube, flash mobs, and other multi media.
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In this way Casual Learning can be a very useful tool for NGOs to reach new
audiences. In our case we use it to address the group of YMPs but it can be
adapted to any new audience you aim to reach as an NGO.
Where?
But where to find them? A good start are places of leisure time - health and
sports to start with.
For example it can be
- Malls
- Exclusive shops
- Spas and wellness centers
- Gyms
- Bars
- Discotheques
- Restaurants

http://www.bakeabetterplace.org/methods%20-%20kitchen%20tools/CASUAL%20LEARNING/Casual%20lerning%20more.html[26.02.2013 13:49:34]
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-

Airports
Plaines
Business hotels
First class areas of high-speed trains
Technical universities
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Another good option is to target YMPs at working places such as
- Engineers’ offices
- City council administration
- Multinational companies
- Parking places in front of such offices

© SXC - Photo by Thoursie © mconnors

In short: we need to go to places that these YMPs normally go to every day.
Of course, these can be very different places from where we as NGOs
normally do education and awareness raising, but it is worth the effort as we
can thereby put information into the everyday life environment of YMPs and
thus really contribute to an enhanced spreading of development topics.
How ?

Using different materials:
However, if we go to these places we cannot just do awareness raising in the
way we normally do at our events. This goes, first of all, for the materials that
we use: for example, nobody wants to read a booklet when having a drink in
a bar with friends. What we need is something that people can make use of
in that very situation. Like, for example, a napkin that will be at the table and
that people having a drink will look at, touch, and use anyway. So why not
print on a napkin or a beer mat what we want them to know about
development?
In this manner there are many other options on what can be useful for
people like, for example: train ticket envelopes, rain caps on a rainy days, or
stickersfor a Christmas present.
All of these materials can be carrying our development messages. We just do
not use them very often yet. If you look around your city, you will find many
different objects that could be carrying development ideas in an innovative
way. There are no limits to your creativity …!

Using different messages:
Casual Learning does not only mean to use different materials and objects
from the ordinary. This is because people at everyday places have naturally
less time that they are willing to spend on educational content. We can
stimulate their interest but we should not try to overwhelm them with a flood
of information. Therefore our educational information needs to be short and
easy to understand.

A good advice is the 10-second rule:
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the general idea and main idea of our message needs to be understood in
just 10 seconds time. 10 seconds to make clear what development problem
we are talking about and what should be done about it. The idea of Casual
Learning is that information on development must reach the YMP on sight.
Another reason for short messages is simply the amount of space that you
have.
Take the example of a napkin with a 8 x 16 cm size.
This means that we have 4-5 sentences that we can
put on the napkin, so we need to really think about
how to present the core aspects of a topic with just a
few images and words. Therefore, we think of Casual
Learning as a sort of good advertisement which is
really adapted to the situation. But in this case it is
not an advertisement for some consumable but for a
development topic. Topics cannot be provided in
complete depth with all details included that are
related. Casual Learning is designed to just get topics
into the focus of the target group and motivate them
to head out for further information by themselves. It
can give incentives for self-guided research on the
topic, for example, through the internet.
This is especially suitable for YMPs who are more likely to conduct their own
research than to come to a two-hour education event on development topics
that they have never heard about before. However, it is very important to
emphasize that Casual Learning is not “education light”. It does not imply
transmitting only one side of the story. It also does not mean letting go of
complex topics in general but it poses the challenge of reducing them without
missing the most important aspects. Casual Learning should give accurate
information and get the viewer curious on the topic. A good approach to
overcome these limitations of Casual Learning is to directly link it on your
item with some hint to deeper knowledge that you provide at another place.
For example, this can be some background information that you provide on
Facebook or your organizations' homepage. For example, the napkin can have
a Facebook link or a link to your homepage. YMPs are also called the “always
online generation”. If you manage to light their fire, they will want to get
more information with the link that you gave.

Saving money:
That being said, finally some words on
money. Casual Learning can sometimes
be pricey. Casual Learning may not
always be easy to develop because it
takes time to think about the right item
and the right message. But in terms of
actual money being spent it does not
have to be very expensive at all. All the
actions that we carried out as a project
team were limited to 1000 Euro in
production including all costs of design,
materials and distribution. So it can be
a cheap and yet effective way of
reaching out to YMPs.
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effective development education with Casual Learning here.

Lifestyle education for development in a nutshell

Alexfiodorov ©2009

Lifestyle education for development means that each and every one of us can
contribute to global development and global aims such as the Millennium
Development Goals and others. And so can Young Modern Performers, as
well.
Not everyone is an activist by nature! Contribution can be very different for
each and every person. Coming from a development NGO we often dream of
people becoming engaged with spending time and participating in events.
However, for many groups in society this is not an option. May it be lack of
time, lack of interest in personal interaction with others on this topic, and/or
lack of interest in permanent commitment - there are many reasons. It is a
very important acknowledgement for us working in development that of
course not everyone, and especially not the YMPs, are willing to become
political activists, become engaged in an NGO, go to demonstrations for the
GCAP, or other forms of active support of the MDGs. But it would be rather
fatal to think that these social groups are lost for development topics and not
worth being addressed by us with development education.
Still, there are many other ways to contribute to the development topics
without joining a civil society group or movement. These can be very simple
things that also YMPs can change in their everyday habits. There are many
interdependencies between everyday personal lifestyles at home and
development topics. Thinking global involves acting local! Personal lifestyles
can be aligned to foster development and strengthen the Millennium
Development Goal process. Drinking fair trade coffee contributes to a decent
income for small-scale coffee farmers, producers and workers in developing
countries. Buying labeled clothing can prevent child labor in textile production
in South East Asia. Riding a bicycle for short distances and traveling by train
instead of taking cheap flights can reduce the personal carbon dioxide
footprint. These are just some examples of the numerous possibilities for a
personal involvement in MDGs by changing everyday lifestyle basis.

Everyone can still contribute!
Socially trendsetting groups like YMPs who are aware of the MDGs and
choose to adapt their lifestyles can be a most important multiplier group for
development topics.
Important areas of possible personal change that we can promote as NGOs
towards our target groups are:
Shopping behavior
Mobility patterns
Consumption of energy
Acting sustainably in professional life

How to put the message to Young Modern Performers?

To reach out to YMPs, we found out during our actions
that certain general tips are useful. When trying to “sell” our message about
changing lifestyles to groups like the YMPs it can be helpful to combine it
with other nice side effects that come with a change in lifestyle for
development - like, for example:

-Sustainable lifestyle is becoming a trend
-Quality of the product
-Money saving
-Personal benefit in terms of flexibility of time
This does not mean that groups like YMPs are not interested in moral
responsibility for global development by their actions. It just means that we
can boost support by also emphasizing other priorities of the target group. To
further increase support for a change of lifestyle we can moreover give very
concrete information on what to do. Advice like this will make it easier for the
target group to change their course of action:
-Information
-Information
-Information
-Information
-Information

on
on
on
on
on
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pages that inform about what ecological car to buy
where to find fair trade products
supporting development initiatives by internet
which computer to buy next
how to reuse old cell phones
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You will find much other concrete information that you know of and which is
useful for your audience.
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Shopping behavior

english

Reasons to change
Many manual workers in developing
countries suffer from a lack of social
standards at their working places
which means very low income,
inhumane working conditions, lack
of labor rights and also child labor is
a brutal reality in many countries of
the Global South. We are consuming
many products from developing
countries on a daily basis. Whether
© SXC - Photo by Lotus Head
these products have been produced
in a fair manner or with exploitation of both workers and nature makes a big
difference to the lives of people in developing countries. It is our choice as
consumers to make this difference. And it is an easy choice that does not
require a lot of long term commitment by the customer. Therefore, we can
reach many different groups in society with this approach that so far has only
a few connections to development topics - such as YMPs. So one important
topic of development education by NGOs is to promote a change in the minds
of our target groups about the products that they buy.

deutsch

česky

Some options for change that fit Young Modern Performers
First, we can make YMPs aware of what products are critical in regard to
social standards. Many different products that we use on a regular basis are
affected by the problem. In the very best sense of lifestyle education for
development, we do not only raise awareness of the problem of social
standards in production and background in development countries, but we
also want to promote, at the same time, concrete options for changing
consumption. Some examples of what we can suggest to YMPs in terms of
shopping behavior:

Whenever possible buying fair traded products.
Fair trade products guarantee that social standards
have been complied with along the whole chain of
production. This is possible for agricultural products
that are produced in developing countries like coffee,
tea, sugar, cacao, chocolate, bananas, mangos, and
flowers. But it is also possible for clothes and
textiles, and jewelry and other handcraft products.
www.fairtrade.net

© SXC - Photo by Ali Taylor

When there is nothing fair trade available, buying products with social
certification like, for example, carpets, sport textiles, natural stones
and many more.

Products as these comply with at least certain basic standards of decent
working conditions like prohibition of child labor or guaranteeing payment
according to national legislation

Buying regional product

Buying “slow food”, regional products
supports regional markets and also favors
environmental sustainability. This way,
negative side effects of global trade are
hindered such as competition of wages
between countries for the cheapest loans,
loss of jobs due to unfair trade, and CO 2
emissions for overseas transport. Buying

http://www.bakeabetterplace.org/methods%20-%20kitchen%20tools/LIFESTYLE%20EDUCATION%20FOR%20DEVELOPMENT/SHOPPING%20BEHAVIOR.html[26.02.2013 13:49:47]
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other goods. www.slowfood.com

regional is possible for many products such
as vegetables, fish, meat, and other food
but also for handcraft articles, leather
products, wooden products, and many

Sustainable products
When neither fair trade or certified products are available buying sustainable,
ecological and long-lasting products.
Producing only to be the cheapest competitor on the market leads in many
branches to dumping of loans, exploitation of the workforce, child labor and
insecure labor conditions, or lack of protection of the environment in
production processes. In addition resources in production such as metal,
plastics, water, and chemicals are invested to build a product for one time or
limited time use and then often go to waste.
Buying long-lasting products is, of course, no guarantee that social standards
have been observed during production. But with sustainable products there is
at least less consumption of critical products as they are longer in use.
Critical reflection on the sustainability of products covers almost every aspect
of consumption www.goodguide.com from shopping bags, furniture, kitchen
inventory, and paper usage up to IT-products like TVs, cell phones, laptops,
computers, and printers. www.climatesaverscomputing.org

How to put the message for Young Modern Performers?

So these are options to change shopping
behavior and consumption patterns. But what and how to tell YMPs about it?

Promoting concrete information
Having in mind that many YMPs are not interested in joining organizations of
the fair trade movement or in otherwise being activists, it is rather useless for
them to know about organizations, origin, and overall goals of fair trade or
the sustainability movement in general. They will be most interested in what
they can do very practically and by themselves. So they need concrete
information about sustainable products, where to buy them, and what the
benefits are. Rather than talking about the overall higher good of fair trade
we as NGOs can motivate our target group about a single activity to support
fair trade.

For example:
sensitize them about IT trash at their workplaces
motivate them to order a fair trade coffee at a bar
invite them to a clothes-swapping party
let them know what labelsto look for when going shopping
These practical hints are important so that it becomes immediately clear to
the YMP what can be done. Even better is to place the educational
information on lifestyle change at places where it takes place. In this case
maybe a bar that offers fair trade coffee or a shopping street where there are
shops that offer ecological fashion. This way the bridge between “I know” and
“I do” is closed as best possible.

Promoting quality of products
To maximize our output to this target group we found it very helpful to
phrase our messages not as a demand to the target group in the way of “you
should buy fair trade”, but “fair trade products are high quality and a pleasure
to taste/use”. Sustainable products are to be promoted as quality and
exclusive alternatives in the very first line and only in the second line to be
promoted as beneficial in some way to society.
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Mobility pattern

english

Reasons to change
MDG 7 is a goal that is directly
related to the protection of the
environment.
MDG
7
acknowledges
that
human
development is only possible if
environment is intact and
natural resources are used in a
sustainable manner. However,
climate change is a major threat
to
ecological
habitats and
biodiversity. The carbon dioxide
emissions that we produce by
using
fossil
fuels
for
© SXC - Photo by Marcello eM
transportation
and
personal
mobility are a major contribution
to climate change.
But also globalization of traveling and tourism is a major cause of climate
change. Regular long-distance traveling has become normal for many people,
and especially YMPs are flying a lot in both professional and private life. The
emissions from airplane travel are, however, only a part of the problem:
during the stay at another destination there is increased emissions and use of
natural resources such as the water and energy needed to change bed sheets
and towels each day.

deutsch

česky

Some options for change that fit to Young Modern Performers
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When thinking about alternatives and sustainable mobility one obvious area
of change is reducing individual travel by car. Cars with combustion engines
are not only producing carbon dioxide while driving, but already the
production of a car is a very energy-costing process, with an extensive use of
raw materials for the hundreds of parts that each car is composed of. These
materials have to be fabricated and then transported in complex global
supply chains - both additionally producing carbon dioxide. So instead of
traveling by car, well-known alternative options are:
Using bicycles for short distances
Using public transportation for special occasions such as going
out in the evening in the city center
Otherwise using energy-efficient cars
Increasing car sharing www.momo-cs.eu
When on long journeys by plane and staying
overnight there are options to:
Carbon offsetting when flying according to
the “gold standard”
Reducing room service in hotels
Lowering the heating when leaving a hotel
room
© SXC - Photo by pascal79

How to put the message for Young
Modern Performers?

Promoting small steps for change
We found out during our actions that it is important when addressing the
target group of YMPs with options for energy reduction to put these into the
right context. What does this mean? YMPs who love driving cars are not
interested in giving up their cars and use only bicycles or public
transportation. Riding a bike and using public transport is found by most
YMPs to be just an option for special occasions but not for everyday. We need
to take this into consideration when addressing YMPs.
Therefore, we need to suggest options to change their mobility patterns that
they will find acceptable. These can be things which also have a benefit for
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the YMPs like, for example: Public transportation to avoid traffic jams during
rush hours.
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Also, public transportation is a very flexible option when it comes to going to
a party or visiting a bar and only there deciding how you feel and how much
you want to drink without danger and restriction of traffic law.
Riding a bicycle to go shopping for
small things here and there and thus
reduce the time of the week that
needs to be specially dedicated to
sports, which then means that more
time for other activities is available.

© Robert Kneschke (www.robertkneschke.de)

Emphasizing personal benefit
We can promote buying energy-efficient cars to save money on fuel (and as
a side effect to save carbon dioxide). It helps us a lot in the messaging to the
YMPs to create a win-win situation: a personal gain for them, and a gain for
the environment.
The same is true for the topic of air travel. In professional life it is not always
easy to avoid trips by airplane. In personal life it is, of course, not always
desirable to avoid taking an interesting trip to an overseas country. YMPs are
very adventurous types of people and are quite keen on getting to know
other cultures as well. The message that we can give to YMPs is not to travel
less but to neutralize the carbon dioxide emissions with buying certificates.

Promoting green behavior as trendy
Green is the new black …
Setting trends is something that YMPs do. They seek to be new and different
from the general public. Setting trends can take many forms. There is a
movement of “lifestyle of health and sustainability” (LOHA) throughout
Europe and other parts of the western world. The message is: you can be
different and still be hip while acting responsibly towards others and
environment. Seeing movie celebrities walking on Hollywood Boulevard with
fair trade fashion is just one manifestation of this LOHA trend. It goes on
from special LOHA merchandising platforms for ecological shopping on the
internet, to forums for fans of electrical cars. The overall message is that
being sustainable does not have to include self-denial but can be sensual and
enjoyable.
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Consumption of energy

english

Reasons to change
Energy is consumed both in personal
mobility and in the manufacturing process of
many products. But there are also many
other choices in everyday life that affect our
energy consumption. There is, for example,
heating for houses and hot water heating.
And there is also electricity as a source of
energy consumption. All these demands
contribute to global climate change.
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Some options for change that fit
Young Modern Performers
There are many steps that can be taken in
everyday
life
to
reduce
our energy
consumption. Among the many options of
energy reduction, such as isolation of buildings,
saving electricity by energy bulbs and many
others, we found certain topics to be more
relevant to the target group of YMPs than
others. The topic of electrical devices and
energy is especially interesting to the target
group of YMPs.

Some things to change for YMPs in this area
could be:

© SXC - Photo by Alessandro Paiva

-Reducing standby mode of electrical equipment
-Buying energy-efficient IT
-Reducing electronic waste by increasing lifespan of IT through careful
handling, hardware and software upgrades
Greenpeace study on electrical waste

How to put the message for Young Modern Performers?

Promoting money saving
Besides ecological reasons for reducing energy consumption there is a definite
gain in saving money. And this gain has a high priority for YMPs in regard to
this topic. Therefore we as NGOs can increase the outreach to YMPs if we
emphasize the monetary advantages in our messages. This, of course, does
not mean that we need to forget about ecological reasoning when talking
about energy saving. But an approach of “good for your wallet and good for
the global climate” can have both aspects in it.
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Sustainability in professional life

english

Reasons to change
A huge part of our lives is occurring at the
workplace. Therefore, choices toward a
sustainable lifestyle are not only something
that is exclusively up to private life, but we
also make many decisions in a professional
environment that have, to some extent, an
impact on global development. This is
especially true for YMPs. They are very
often in key positions in professional life © SXC - Photo by omar franco
as advocates, consultants, and as highlevel employees of big companies. In these
high-level positions they either give advice to decision makers or they are
responsible for company operational policies, with effects on a global scale.
This is true not only for so-called multinational corporations, but also for
smaller companies that work and sell only on a regional level. It is also true
for public administrations, universities and research institutes, which are not
only where many YMPs are working, but also places where many people
working in general have not been reached by our message.

deutsch
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Some options for change that fit Young Modern Performers

Fair procurement

© SXC by Jan Stastny

Not only private individuals but also companies and, as well, public
administrations are consuming in the form of procuring supplies. YMPs can
have influence on what products are used in the office - starting with fair
trade coffee, continuing with recycling paper, and on to fair trade textiles for
workers in the company.

Fair supply chain management

© SXC - Photo by Philippe Ramakers

Therefore, a lot of change is possible here from the inside. In companies that
are producing, YMPs can also influence the supply chain management. Large
companies especially have an influence on the working conditions of their
suppliers. They can predominantly give contracts to those suppliers which are
guaranteeing social standards in their own production. This way they can
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support suppliers who align with labor rights and avoid those who do not.
Supply chain management decisions are made at all levels of companies.
Strengthening support for development education

Sustainable services and products
YMPs can also have a key role when it comes to what new services or
products their company is developing and providing in the future. Will they be
in line with sustainable development on a global scale or are they about to
violate labor rights and standards of environmental protection.
How to put the message for Young Modern Performers?

Promoting equality in global markets
What YMPs can relate to is fairness as a value. It can be helpful to appeal to
this value when addressing them in their working environment. A wellunderstood argument that we used was that exploitation of labor is not only
unfair towards the workers in developing countries, but it is also unfair to
those companies that try to provide decent working conditions for their
workers because they can hardly compete with minimum wages and lowest
production costs.
Therefore it is in our common interest to promote decent working conditions
for all, so that fair chances are offered to every player on the field including
those of us in developed countries.

© SXC - Photo by Stephen Stacey
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Different guests have different tastes

english

A chef in the kitchen needs to think about what kind of meal guests will
appreciate. The same goes for NGOs when doing development education. Our
goal is always to touch people and motivate them to contribute to global
development. But what motivates people? This can be very different when
comparing, for instance, a pupil in school and a business manager. Different
groups that NGOs address have different interests in the global situation and
they have different opinions on what they can each do about development. Of
course every NGO would like to have development topics that are known to a
broad public. But addressing everyone with the same content means that we
as NGOs will end up addressing no one in the right way.
The underlying idea of the actions that we describe here on the database is,
therefore, that it is far more promising to first select a group of people within
society and then specifically focus on this group with the contents and
methods that are most suitable. With the development education actions
described in this database we are addressing not just the broader society but
are also focusing on a special group of people. In social sciences they are
called “Young Modern Performers”. Let’s find out more about them….

deutsch

Who are Young Modern Performers?

© helix - Fotolia

Young Modern Performers (YMPs) are a new social class of around 10%
within the European population. The emergence of YMPs is a phenomenon
that has not been acknowledged by development education yet. YMPs are the
up-and-coming, unconventional professional elite (also called the “new upper
class”). YMPs are between 25 and 35 years of age. The group consists mostly
of young professionals within the first years of their careers but also recent
graduates and senior students of high level universities. Many women are
among YMPs, though slightly more men can be found in this social group.

Why target Young Modern Performers with
development education?
We are targeting YMPs with our development actions described herein
because within this group lies a great deal of influence in our society. They
work in economy, administration and cultural life.

© mconnors

They are well trained, achieve surpassing incomes and hold key positions in
working life (or are on the verge of applying for these positions after
graduation). YMPs work as political advisors, lawyers, media agents and
journalists, deputies, staff of CEOs, project managers, analysts and in other
high level positions. In contrast to the traditional upper class, YMPs are not
aligned to fixed value sets but are considered to be still flexible in their choice
of values. Open minded as they are, YMPs also show great interest in global
politics and are open to development topics as well. This is a chance for
NGOs to open development education to a new target group if we understand
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how to address their interests.

What are Young Modern Performers interested in ?
In order to get to know more about YMPs we did polls amongst them. The
polls were conducted in the countries of our partner organizations: Germany,
Portugal, Czech Republic, and Poland. Even though each country is different,
there are characteristics of YMPs that are common in all above-mentioned
countries:
Career
YMPs spend little time on educational activities not
related to career building, as they are very
constrained by their working life. Moreover, studies
show that YMPs dislike formal educational offers
such as seminars in adult education centers. They
prefer self-guided learning.
This is part of the problem that we face as NGOs
when addressing YMPs with the many events that
we usually organize.
And this is why we as a consortium of NGOs chose
to take information into the everyday life of YMPs
instead of waiting for them to come to our events.
To do so we used “Casual Learning”in our actions
as a new and innovative method.

© SXC - Photo by ugur can

Development topics
We found that YMPs are interested in many topics such as politics,
economics, sports, culture and healthy lifestyle. However, when it comes to
development topics the degree of knowledge among YMPs varies a lot. Most
of them claim to have at least medium knowledge of these issues. Also, they
generally claim to be interested in these issues. As for sustainable lifestyle,
the results are similar; there are YMPs with very good knowledge of
sustainable lifestyle, but also those that lack this knowledge. Overall the YMPs
are quite responsive to this issue and are interested especially in topics of
sustainability that refer to everyday life – organic food, electrical appliances
with low consumption of energy, green energy, etc.
This is why we focused on these topics in our development actions related to
everyday life of YMPs.
Leisure time interests

© Sergejs Rahunoks @ Yeko Photo Studio

© Minerva Studio - Fotolia

YMPs generally dedicate their free time to sports and to their friends. They
like to hang out in the cinema, restaurants, and bars. YMPs care about their
food. They prefer buying organic or locally produced food if possible.
However, fair trade products are not well known to them.

© SXC / Gabriella Fabbri

Fashion is very important to YMPs. Many of them shop in chains such as
H&M, while those with more money seek upmarket brands and more personal
approaches. YMPs mostly lack the background on questionable working
conditions in developing countries behind big fashion labels.
Mobility
Most YMPs use the car as a means of transport. Some of them are aware that
it is not the most ecological or economical way; however, they would not
sacrifice it for going by bicycle, although they would be open to the option of
electric cars if they were more widespread. They also fly a lot, as traveling is
part of their lifestyle.
Multimedia
The medium number one for Young Modern Performers is definitely internet.
YMPs are in fact the group within society that most intensively uses the
internet. Many of them also listen to radio. Fewer of them read newspapers,
news and lifestyle magazines, or watch TV.
This means for NGOs who want to target YMPs that connecting their
development educational actions to the internet will increase their
effectiveness. In our recipes you will find some examples of this, such as use
of Facebook pages.

Where to find Young Modern Performers?
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The answer to this question is essential to know if as an NGO you want to
address this group. YMPs like to enjoy their free time and relax from work.
They especially like doing sports and spending their free time actively. They
enjoy all kinds of individual sports including hiking, cycling, sailing, and skiing.
In the cities you will find them in gyms.

© Diego Cervo

© SXC - Photo by Benjamin Earwicker

When not doing sports, YMPs enjoy having a nice meal and meeting up with
their friends over a drink or coffee. Most of them have lunch in a restaurant
every day. You will encounter them in upscale restaurants, trendy bars and
cafés. Most of them care for their food and, if available, they prefer organic
food. Therefore an organic grocery shop or a farmers’ market might also be
good places to spot them.
YMPs are also keen on culture and clubbing. As for culture, they usually
prefer movies and concerts. Cinemas and clubs are therefore also places
frequented by YMPs.

© corepics - Fotolia

Shopping is also a popular pastime of YMPs and
fashion is very important to them. Malls are
definitely good places to address YMPs as apart
from the shopping, there are other activities that
YMPs enjoy as cinema and dining.
Want to have even more information about Young
Modern
Performers?
Check out our opinion poll results in detail.
(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE
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Why MDGs?

english

When addressing YMPs with development issues, a question for us is: what
development topics shall we address them with? In our actions we aimed at
topics concerning the MDGs. We found that MDGs give us a great framework
to talk about various ways to contribute to global development with small
individual contributions. Maybe the different sectors of development that form
the MDGs can also give you some ideas on what to promote to new target
groups.

deutsch

MD…what ?
MDG is the acronym for Millennium Development Goals. And now you are
wondering what these goals are? The best football goals of the millennium? A
new book of the Millennium Trilogy? The objectives of the Millennium Bank?
A governmental initiative to promote development in the new millennium?
Well...no!

What are MDGs?
The 60s and 70s of the 20th century have been called the “lost decades of
development”, and during the 90s, several international conferences took
place that highlighted the need for a new paradigm to lead the development
action of the UN member states. In March 2000, Kofi Annan, Secretary
General of the United Nations from 1997 to 2006, launched the report “We
the peoples: the role of the United Nations in the twenty-first century”, where
he highlighted the need for a new focused and measurable initiative to which
all the member states should commit to.
In September 2000, 189 world leaders came together at the United Nations
Headquarters in New York and adopted what was called the UN Millennium
Declaration (see more at http://www.un.org), committing their countries to
work together in true partnership to reduce extreme poverty and the
inequalities existing in global development. It was from this Millennium
Declaration that the Millennium Development Goals were born, appearing for
the first time in UN history as time-bound targets with a set deadline of 2015.
The eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) range from eradicating
extreme poverty to promoting sustainable development, going through gender
empowerment and promoting education for all.They were created with clear
measures and indicators that help world governments and Civil Society to
know exactly what they need to do to tackle global poverty.
As Kofi-Annan said at that time:
“The international community has just emerged from an era of commitment.
It must now enter an era of implementation, in which it mobilizes the will and
the resources needed to fulfill the promises made.”

The 8 Goals

And after 2015?
The MDGs will be outdated in 2015. So you may be wondering if it still
makes sense to promote them to YMPs and other target groups. We think:
yes it does! Within only 12 years, MDGs have become a landmark in the story
of international relations. The MDGs prove that a set of measurable targets
and indicators can be a driver for human sustainable development and for the
adoption of new lifestyles.
In fact, it is undeniable that MDGs generate a stage of support on poverty
eradication without precedents. From governments to civil society, from
international organizations to local communities, the public support for
development policies increased worldwide.
The past years also showed some weaknesses in the MDG process. For some,
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MDGs are a donor-led agenda that don’t take into account local contexts or
national priorities. Others argue that there are some missing dimensions in
the Goals, like human rights, good governance, and quality of education.
Other critics point out that MDGs neglect the poorest and the most
vulnerable. By measuring the average progress, the risk that some people will
fall behind the line is very high.
Since 2000, the world has been changing. Economic, social, environmental,
and cultural dimensions are pulsing by the second. The challenges are
increasing: overpopulation, economic growth, social protection, climate
changes, equity and cohesion, gender and human rights…and the solutions
are not clear for all.
What is now clear is that the eight MDGs will not be achieved by 2015. This
doesn’t mean that the international commitment to improve the efforts to
eradicate extreme poverty and promote human development are decreasing on the contrary, the post-2015 debate is already on the world agenda. Some
key issues like chronic poverty, climate change, human rights, urbanization,
and economic growth are being addressed in order to reflect the new thinking
on development.
There are some trends in the post-2015 discussion for the MDGs: retain the
MDGs with some minor changes; refine their contents and redesign the
architecture; develop a completely different framework, with a new structure,
or new targets and new indicators; and forward the same MDGs without a
timeline.
The debate will continue. We can follow the discussion through international
campaigns, such as Beyond 2015. Beyond 2015 “is a global civil society
campaign, pushing for a strong and legitimate successor framework to the
Millennium Development Goals”. Also on the website www.post2015.org, it’s
possible to find key documents, reports and ongoing research on the post2015 agenda.
The post-2015 agenda will for sure reflect new development challenges
towards a better world!
We invite you to take the MDG and post-MDG agenda to the YMPs like we did
in our actions addressing many different locations and occasions such as
shops at Christmas, travelers, bars, and many more.
You will find in the MDGs a set of many topics that can suit your target group
in many ways.
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Background
Airports are small cities with an exclusive atmosphere. More than arrival and
departure points, they are cosmopolitan and colored spaces. Young Modern
Performers (YMPs) like to travel exclusively when it comes to long distances.
Flying is a YMP’s regular activity, and also a passion. They fly for business,
romance, leisure, education…so they spent a lot of their time at airports.
Some airport management companies have a sustainability strategy that can
be linked to an action of development education. In its airport management
role, ANA Aeroportos, which operates the airport of Lisbon, seeks to find a
balance between creating value for its stakeholders, economic gain, and its
social and environmental responsibilities.
next page>
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Summary
When thinking about putting information in the vicinity of our
target group YMPs airports are a great place.
The 'Planebookmark – Flying for a Better World' represented an opportunity
to increase added value to this “casual learning”. With more than 100.000
daily passengers at the airports, and more than 40% of them YMPs, the
occasion to create synergies between the project and the airport was an
excellent challenge. Our main goal was to raise awareness and knowledge of
MDGs. By seeing all the MDG icons and by reading the message: “Flying for a
Better World”, we strongly believe that YMPs were curious to go to Facebook
and get more information on this.
Bookmarks are just one option to address YMPs at an airport. Every possible
item that is useful for travelers to have at an airport, such as luggage labels,
sleep masks, neck cushions, and fluid pouches for security control, can be of
interest for us to make development education with it. We hope this recipe
will give you inspiration on many other ideas for actions at airports.
<previous page
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Ups
Synergy with the Portuguese airport management company, ANA Aeroportos.
Thousands of people had the possibility to see the action.
A bookmark is always useful. The material will therefore not be thrown away
that often.

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Strong connection between the place and the design of the action.

Downs
The exhibitor with the bookmarks was placed where people pick up the
luggage instead of the check-in (when people have more time and are not
rushing to get out).
We cannot enter into the airport installations (only available to passengers
and staff), so it´s difficult to evaluate the action.
It is not clear on the 'planebookmark' that it is a bookmark! It’s important to
make it clear.

(M)BAKE

The design could have been considered childish by parts of the target group.
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Amount
1
1
5000
1

Name
idea for a bookmark
graphic designer
print copies of a bookmark
permission to distribute in
airport areas

Baking time

[5 months preparation + 30 days of action]

Expertise

[easy]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistant
Budget
€779
Tips for low budget
Choose a standard form for a bookmark so that you can print

(M)BAKE

more cheaply.
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Cake base
From thinking to action

1st step - Meeting with the project team to work on the idea
The entire actions program in IMVF (Instituto Marques de Valle Flor) is
discussed and analyzed. After a first meeting discussing what we would like
to develop, we shared our idea with the communication department. The
bookmark idea pleased everyone. Bookmarks are useful and therefore will be
accepted much better than just a simple flyer, and bookmarks will be viewed
many times by the readers: every time he or she opens the book. YMPs read
a lot, so a bookmark can be an effective medium for addressing them with a
development educational message.
Having in mind the characteristics of YMPs presented in the first meeting, we
started to think about the place, the format, and the message.

2nd step – Place
Our main idea was to link the bookmark drawing to the place where the
bookmark would be available. Because one of the main characteristics of
YMPs is traveling, we thought: why not expose the bookmark at the airport?
It’s a great place to leave messages in this form. Many people bring books, or
buy books before boarding, to read them during the flight. In every airport's
duty-free area there is a bookshop. So why not distribute useful things like
bookmarks at the airport? This was innovative both to development education
and to YMPs, because they are not used to seeing messages related to MDGs
or other development topics and social concerns exposed at the airport.

3rd step - Contact the airport company management
When contacting a big company, such as an airport, chances of success for
an action increase if we address the departments that are concerned with
sustainablility or other social concerns. These departments are more likely to
have worked with NGOs before and therefore understand better our cause as
an NGO. So, they will be more open to our ideas.
In the case of our 'planebookmark' described here in this recipe, after a first
google search, we discovered the name of the responsible department for the
sustainable strategy at ANA Aeroportos. We wrote a letter presenting our idea
and asking for a partnership. Together with the letter we sent our previous
materials. This is important, because it allows the company to see the quality
of previous materials and check that the messages would not jeopardize,
under any circumstance, the company’s image or reputation. This letter was
sent at the end of January 2011.
Letter to the airport
The reply arrived 2 months later! We were contacted by the department
saying that they really liked our previous actions and they were interested in
establishing a partnership, free of costs.

4th step – Design
We received a "yes" from the airport. Our idea was to create a
planebookmark so that the bookmark is connected to the location through its
design. We searched for some examples on the internet, but the costs were
too high, so we decided to create our own planebookmark.
We started with some sketches:

After some drafts we remembered this airplane cartoon: Jimbo. We checked
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on YouTube and it’s really similar. It was an opportunity because YMPs also
remember this cartoon. In our case a cartoon, connecting a development
topic to a motif, well-known to the target group, can be very helpful towards
increasing interest.

5th step - Message
As we were drawing, we were already developing a message. It could be
related to MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability....or to MDG 8: Global
partnership for development (making the connection with green tourism).
After some first ideas, we thought that the best way to please the company
and the YMPs was to draw all 8 MDGs. Why not go for a message related to
eco-tourism? Because there are a lot of YMPs that travel only for business,
and also because the companies provide several destinations. Therefore, to
mention only one could be misunderstood by the agencies. Why not refer to
the mobility impact of airplane travel? Because we can never be authorised
to do it in an airport. So by making a more general message, and having the
Facebook page available, we can refer to all these issues on Facebook, and
give tips for changing behaviors.
All the MDGs would be seated at the airplane window with the message:
"Flying for a Better World". A short message that could also be linked to our
Facebook name, 'Connected for a better world'.

6th step – Graphic production
Drafts
We contacted a graphic designer, and simply sent our drawings and asked for
something very similar. We did it in this way because we thought that the
price would be lower if the main idea was already there. But that, in fact, did
not happen. And probably we would also interfere with the art of the
designer.
Immediately the graphic designer told us that if we wanted the shape of an
airplane, it would increase the price, and the form to print and cut the
bookmark would take at least one month. For us to maintain the quality and
the creative style, it was important to have it cut in an airplane shape.
Regarding the dimensions, the designer suggested 20cm x 14cm as the
suitable dimension for this bookmark.They sent us the proof in 10 days.
Pretesting
Especially when working with a new target group, it proves to be an asset to
have pretests for the material that is produced. Different target groups have
different tastes in design, and also different languages that are used in the
messages. These can be very different from our own tastes. So for the
planebookmarks we first contacted two of the YMPs who we knew from
previous contacts, such as the polls on the target group, and they liked the
plane design. They loved the idea that it was cut in an airplane shape. One of
the YMPs referred to the color as a connection element to previous actions.
So we thought that we were heading in the right direction. Next step: send
the proof to the airport company.

7th step - The airport company’s feedback
When creating a partnership it is important to involve the partner in the most
important phases of the project. This is especially true when cooperating with
partners that are not used to our cause of development education. The
feedback on the proof was very positive, and then we suggested including
the logo of the company. This is important because it reinforces the action.
When YMPs see that this official and well-known company supports this
action, they already know that there is a previous quality stamp. The
company also showed us the type of exhibition support that they could
provide. By seeing the double-faced exhibition support we immediately knew
that we needed to create a poster.

8th step – Poster
In this step of the action we started to think about a poster. What should the
message be on the poster? The message should be visible on the bookmark,
in this case "Flying for a Better World", and also some word games that
attract people’s support.
We also made the draft of the poster [B2 (70x50)]. In fact we just needed
the plane, the message, the visibility rules of the project donors....and the
word game. After some team suggestions, like "take me to the flight", "let me
go with you", "hi gorgeous", we decided for “Psst psst can I go with you?
Take them with you and discover sustainable ways of living”. We chose this
because it was stronger in terms of communication, and also because it is
linked to changes of behavior.
Document: Poster
At this time we sent the poster, as well as the company logo, to the
designers in order to get all the materials ready to be printed.
In a few days we received the final proofs. Again, we shared the proofs with
the company and they gave us the green light to print.
Knowing that all we could do was wait, we started to establish a
communication plan.

9th step – Promotion
When starting a development action, we can use many different channels of
information. Think about a teaser for Facebook, the press release, the data
and information for Facebook. For the Facebook teaser, we agreed to use the
Jimbo cartoons with the message “coming soon”. Then, we prepared a list of
the internet resources and tips that we can use to adopt sustainable lifestyles.
<previous page
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The planeboomark started to be available at the airport on May 20, 2011. It
was available in one exhibitor placed where people pick up their luggage.
When cooperating with providers of public service, last minute changes can
occur due to various security and safety regulations. We were surprised with
this location, because our idea was to make them available near the check-in.
Why? Because when people fly they read, so they need the bookmark; when
people are leaving the plane they are always running to collect the luggage,
or to the exit. We kindly requested for a possible change of locations, but it
was impossible. The company could only put the exhibition support in the
luggage area, as the check-in area is not accessible to external information
providers.
Nevertheless, the result was very visual and attractive.

We established regular contacts with the department of activities at ANA
airport to receive regular feedback. They told us that they really liked the
bookmark and the poster, and that people were receptive to the action.

11th step – Additional places for spreading bookmarks
Because we wanted to cause a huge impact with this action, we also reserved
200 planebookmarks. As an IMVF office is located in the heart of Lisbon in
the area where most YMPs shop around, we also made the posters and
bookmarks available outside the IMVF office.

In one hour more than 100 planebookmarks flew!
It was also possible to distribute 50 planebookmarks in local authorities'
meetings. Please note that a lot of YMPs work in local authorities'
departments.
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In total, 5.000 units were printed. Unfortunately, because of the cut shape
the graphic didn´t have the possibility to be printed on certified paper or
using 'green' paints.

Facebook
Detailed information on sustainable lifestyles can be long and it is not always
possible to include everything that we want to say on small materials, such as
bookmarks in this case. Therefore it’s essential to disseminate the activities
and tips for the adoption of sustainable lifestyles through Facebook. This way,
the bookmark is a teaser that leads to detailed information on the web, and
also the other way around: Facebook and other web resources can be used
to promote the bookmarks.
We started with a Facebook teaser on May 20, 2011.
“Coming soon in an airport near you”!

Then, to promote the 8 MDGs, we decided to use concrete examples of
choices that people can make to help the efforts to achieve the MDGs, with a
particular focus on MDG7.
MDG 1: Eradicate Extreme Poverty and Hunger
We promoted the Walk Against Hunger (took place on May 22, 2011, in
Lisbon)
"End Hunger: Walk the World" is an annual event to raise money and
awareness for UN World Food Programme efforts to fight child hunger and
malnutrition.

MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education
The Hunger Project’s Women’s Leadership Workshop is held to improve the
quality of village schools, and make it safer for girls to attend them.
http://www.thp.org/
MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
African Women in Agricultural Research and Development (AWARD) is a
project of the Gender & Diversity Program of the Consultative Group on
International
Agricultural
Research.
http://www.awardfellowships.org/home.html
MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
UNICEF Tap Project - clean drinking water for children.
MDG 5: Improve maternal health
We promoted the ONE campaign on maternal & child health. In the world's
poorest countries, mothers risk their lives giving birth and millions of children
die each year from treatable, preventable causes such as diarrhoea.
http://www.one.org/c/international/issue/951/
MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Africa is moving on AIDS. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74wlkdTHIjw
MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Viral video of WWF: it all comes back to you. http://youtu.be/3Wht7Vj6u2g
Flight carbon footprint calculator.
http://calculator.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx?tab=3
Starbucks is the largest purchaser of fair trade coffee.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hapVwQrL38
Ben&Jerry's Coconutterly Fair.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=F_6OYOIOlEQ
What's An Ocean Garbage Patch?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-gqJAsXiKQ

MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Ecoturism and 'voluntourism'
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http://www.ekkobrasil.org.br
http://www.mamiraua.org.br/
http://www.aoka.com.br/
http://www.earthwatch.org/
http://www.sarvodaya.org/

Connected For A Better World: Facebook Page
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Connected-for-a-betterworld/154815624540299

The action was promoted from May to December 2011. Regarding the
increasing of Facebook likes, it’s difficult to allocate a specific number for this
action. Nevertheless, we can provide a timeline:
14 July 2011: 450 likes
21 September 2011: 520 likes
6 October 2011: 569 likes
30 December 2011: 700 likes
<previous page
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Topping
From the airport staff, to the local authorities and civil servants, and also from
the feedback on our Facebook page from YMPs, we can claim that the final
result of this action was very positive.
Tip:
As we mentioned previously, in this recipe we established regular
communication with ANA airport to understand the status of the action. How
many bookmarks were available? There were some reactions to the bookmark
- with the numbers they have provided us with some accurate information,
but not regarding the reactions. It’s almost impossible to ask the staff of the
airport for this kind of information.
We also contacted friends, family and co-workers to ask them to check the
reactions of the passengers at the airport terminal, and to capture some
pictures. They have done this most of the time.
Two main negative points of this action can be identified:
First: it is not written in the planebookmark that it is a bookmark. In fact,
only the poster in the exhibition panel indicates that.
Second: the exhibition panel was placed in the exit area, in a hall where
people are running to the luggage or towards the exit.
The positive effects of the bookmark far outweigh the negatives. Establish
synergies between the NGO and the airport, and between development and
mobility to demonstrate that casual learning is a concept that really works in
projects. Small actions that are supported by creativity and innovation are
well received by partners and by the general public.
<previous page
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Designer
Conception: €80
Poster: €120
Final art: €60
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Print
planebookmark: 5000 units = €492
poster: 5 posters = €27
Total budget: €779
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Background
Festivals are great opportunities to address YMPs. For example, it can be a
city festival. Festivals attract a great number of people, and among them also
a lot of those target groups that NGOs normally do not reach with other
events. This recipe describes how a festival in Lisbon was used as a platform
to address YMPs with development education. In your hometown maybe
similar festivals are taking place that you can make use of.
In June, the month of the Festas dos Santos Populares (Feast Days of the
Popular Saints), Lisbon nights are filled with llive music, parades, and lively
festivities that take over the city’s historical center. The main saints’ days are
for Antonio (June 12-13), John (June 23-24), and Peter (June 28-29).
Being the birthplace of St. Anthony, Lisbon celebrates the saint’s birth during
this period of time. In the historical center, one can watch street
entertainment ranging from theater to popular music, classical and ethnic
music, jazz, circus arts, mime, brass bands, and traditional games. On the
night of the 12th to the 13th, clubs and associations from the city’s different
neighborhoods march down Avenida da Liberdade, competing with one
another in flashy parades that include elaborate costumes, illuminated
banners, and music. In the old districts of Lisbon, the streets become
especially alive with lanterns, music, and crowds. In these parties – Arraiais –
the people of Lisbon go to dance and eat sardines. A lot of YMPs can be
found, as well, out on the streets, enjoying the festival in bars, shops, and
clubs.
The June nights are nights that no one in Lisbon (YMPs, locals, visitors) wants
to miss. We hope to inspire you with this recipe for some ideas to make your
own connection to a festival in order to reach out to new target groups like
YMPs .
If you have festivals that are taking place in your vicinity you may find this
recipe interesting. It shows various materials that can be useful for
addressing your target group during a bigger event such as beer mats, funny
games, and other ways of increasing attention for development topics.
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Summary
In order to follow this stream of emotions we decided to create the “MDG
sardine pack”.
Our pack included a badge, a beer mat, and a MDG paper fortune teller. A
paper fortune teller is a paper figure that most people will know from their
childhood. You can fold it and move the paper figure. Depending on the way
you move the paper figure, different parts of the inside of the figure become
apparent.
The sardine pack was distributed in bars, street bars, shops, and hotels that
YMPs were attending during the feast days.
<previous page
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Ups
The badge is attractive and could be kept as a symbol. The design used on
the badge can also be used as beer mat.
This is the first “MDG sardine pack”. It’s attractive, and can be used in the
next years.

COMMENT BOX

The paper fortune provides clear initiatives to promote MDGs. It can also be
easily replicated.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs
The paper fortune requires a lot of time to fold.
The beer mats are not easily received by those bars that have specific
contracts with drink companies.
The paper fortune could be considered childish when used out of context.
On a first look, people may not understand the drawing in the sardine, and
they need to go to Facebook to discover more.
<previous page
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Ingredients
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Amount

Name

1000
10.000
5.000
1

badges
beer mats
paper fortune teller
graphic designer

Budget

COMMENT BOX
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Baking time

[4 months preparation + 25 days of action]

Expertise

[Intermediate]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistant
(M)BAKE

Budget
€940
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1st step - From thinking to action
We had a meeting with the Communication Department (CD) to explain the
idea. We started to work on this action in February 2011. We thought that
regarding the main characteristics of the Portuguese YMPs, the sardine should
be very attractive, with a design that YMPs could use.
After a period of brainstorming we decided that we should have something
that YMPs could use not only during this month, but also something that they
could keep with them: a badge.
Unfortunately, badges are very small, so we agreed that we needed
something else. Apart from eating and dancing, there is a lot of beer
consumed during the festival days. Why not also create a beer mat? A
fantastic beer mat that bars and restaurants could put on tables during these
days.
But something was missing. We really felt the need to provide more
information on MDGs and also ways of supporting the MDGs: why not create
a paper fortune teller? Hip hip hooray…

2nd step - Get opinions of Young Modern Performers
To test our idea, we made a small poll among our YMPs: “do you think it is
possible to relate the festival days of the popular saints with the MDGs?”. The
feedback was very positive. A pretest of this kind can help in any case to
evaluate whether the material which was produced is not only corresponding
with our taste, but also the taste of the target group.

3rd step – Designing beer mats and badges
Design is a key point for a badge and for anyone who really gives importance
to the visual aspect of clothes. A badge with a message can be understood
as a statement. A badge can also represent the style of the person that is
wearing it. Style is especially important to YMPs. They like to surround
themselves with stylish items. Therefore, with any material that we want to
adress them with it is important to not only think about the message, but in
the same way think about the design that carries this message.
Due to budget constraints (€1000 per action), we decided that the badge and
the beer mat should have the same layout. We contacted the graphic
designer and briefed him on our idea: a sardine with MDGs and the Facebook
page. We asked about the budget. The budget was suitable for us, so we
decided to go forward. He told us that it would not be easy to develop a
sardine with the logos of all eight MDGs. But we insisted on his creativity,
and the result was amazing. Only three days after our request he sent the
proposal.

All eight MDGs were visible in the sardine as well as on the Facebook page.
This is extremely important. YMPs use Facebook daily. They can access
information every second using their high-tech gadgets, such as smartphones
and tablet computers. So having Facebook visible they could immediately
check the information. The badge worked like a teaser.

4th step – Developing a fortuneteller
How to develop a MDG paper fortune teller for development education to
YMPs?
The paper fortune teller has eight sides, the exact number of MDGs.
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Immediately we decided that each MDG should be represented in the paper
fortune teller. For each MDG an action should be promoted. So we were not
only raising awareness on MDGs, but also calling for an action. In this case it
was a call for eight actions.

5th step – Choosing messages
Casual Learning is about short messages as used in advertisement. Especially
in bars and clubs, a short message is much more likely to be received than
longer texts that people are unlikely to read. So our purpose was to have a
short, clear, and active messages related with the MDG icon. We choose the
messages and the links.

6th step – Designing the fortune teller
We contacted another graphic designer. We explained our idea, and then
provided a model of the fortune teller.
Tip: Our option was to provide the fortune teller nearly completed, in order to
keep the design budget low.

7th step - Establish an distribution plan
We had to choose the days and the team for distribution. We also had to
decide which shops, streets, bars, and restaurants should be targeted.
Focusing on the favorite locations of YMPs is of utmost importance when
trying to reach this target group.

8th step – Launching a press release
In order to increase public awareness, we gave information to
communications agencies after having approved the press release.
Summary of the press release: IMVF celebrates the Feast Days of the
Popular Saints with the MDGs. Within the European project "Lifestyles and
MDGs", IMVF will promote the adoption of new lifestyles. With the sardine
package, YMPs will learn about and act on MDGs. In the framework of this
initiative, the package will be distributed in bars, shops, and restaurants in
the Chiado neighborhood.

9th step - Preparing the information to use on Facebook
This step involves collecting all of the information and data to be used on
Facebook so that YMPs will find comprehensive advice on what they can
change in their everyday life to support the MDGs.

(M)BAKE
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Sardine MDG Badge
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Beer Mat Sardine MDG

MDG Paper Fortune Teller Luggage

Common elements of the package
- The badge and the beer mat have the same layout.
- The Facebook page – Connected for a better world
- Respect for the official color of each MDG. Both sardine badge/ beer mat
and fortune teller have the official colors of the MDGs. This allows that in the
future there is the possibility for a visual recognition of the MDG symbols,
icons, and colors.

MDGs Sardine Badge
A brand new and trendy fashion accessory has conquered YMPs and other
audiences. IMVF’s team distributed these badges in several stores that are
visited by YMPs, and also organized street campaigns in order to reach an
increasing number of YMPs. The badges were distributed in a recycled paper
box.
Stores we addressed were:
El Dorado
Porte Bonheur
Tom Tom
Agência 117
Skywalker
Benetton, Sneakers Delight
Funky Outlet
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Eastpack
Sacoor Brothers: Wesc
Custo Bercelona
Gardénia
M.Store
1.000 badges were produced and the number of demands didn’t stop
growing.

MDG Paper Fortune Teller Luggage

For each MDG, we provide one action that everyone could do for the
promotion of the MDGs:
MDG 1: Eradicate extreme poverty & hunger
Sign the petition www.1billionhungry.org/
MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education
Share knowledge and support the Global Campaign for Education
www.campaignforeducation.org/
MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women:
Support Women's Micro-credit Project www.kiva.org/
MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
Support and be active on the promotion of children’s rights www.unicef.pt
MDG 5: Improve maternal health
No woman should die giving birth http://campanhadarvida.com/
MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Support the fight against AIDS www.joinred.com
MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
On your holidays go for ecoturism
MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Today is the day…buy fair trade products
5.000 units were printed on environmental certified paper and distributed.
Besides the stores previously mentioned, fortune tellers were also distributed
in five of the main Lisbon streets with a high density of YMPs, namely
Avenida da Liberdade, Rua Barata Salgueiro, Rua Rosa Araújo, Rua do
Crucifixo, Rua Nova do Almada.
Extra note: to fold the fortune teller you need 42 seconds. If you are planning
on preparing a fortune teller here are some impressions that may help you.
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Insert sardine video

MDGs Sardine beer mats
Like with many festivals, drinking is one of the main activities during Lisbon’s
festivities. IMVF created an MDGs sardine beer mat that was distributed in
several bars and restaurants in the most typical spots and fashion streets of
Lisbon (Avenida da Liberdade, Baixa-Chiado, Bairro Alto, Príncipe Real).
Some of the bars and restaurants that the IMVF team visited didn’t accept
distributing the beer mat to their clients. The situation can be different in
your country with bars and beer mats. Still, our tip: get approval from the
bars that you want to target with this question before you print the napkins.
Then you will know how many bars and clubs you can address with beer mats
and how many beer mats you will need to print.
In the recipe described here, 10.000 units were produced and distributed.

Facebook
To empower our action and deepen the casual learning, we also published
several posts related to sustainable lifestyles on Facebook.
We started with typical popular rhymes connecting MDGs to the saints:
1
Oh meu rico Santo Antonio
Oh meu rico São João
Para alcançar os ODM
Precisamos de um empurrão
(free translation:
Dear Saint Anthony,
Dear Saint John
to achieve thee MDGs
we need a push)
2
Lá vai Lisboa
Com as Sardinhas na mão
e os ODM
no coração
(free translation:
There it goes Lisbon
with the sardines in hand
And the MDGs
in the heart)
3
Nas festas de Lisboa
Os ODM vai encontrar
E com a nossa sardinha
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Vai apregoar
Vamos acabar com a pobreza
Lutar pela igualdade
Vamos garantir a educação
E assegurar a sustentabilidade
Dizer Adeus à Sida
E olá à Vacinação
Nunca mais à Malária
E Vivas à cooperação
Pré Natal para todas
E uma parceria global
Alcançar os ODM
É o nosso ideal
autor: Sardinha ODMPré Natal para todas
(free translation:
In Lisbon Saints Days, the MDGs you will find, and with our sardine who will
sing
Let’s end the poverty, fight for equality, let’s support education and ensure
the sustainability
Say goodbye to Aids, hello to vaccination, nevermore to malaria and hooray
to cooperation
Prenatal to all, and a global partnership, achieve MDGs, it’s our ideal
author: MDG Sardine)
The second stage was to send a challenge to our Facebook fans. We asked
them to change their picture file and to use the Sardine MDG.

Third, we gave the list of shops, bars, and restaurants where YMPs could find
the Sardine Pack.
Finally we started to spread the information on MDGs.
MDGs Info

MDG 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Rising food prices - nearly one billion go to bed hungry. Put food first - every
day nearly one billion people go to bed hungry. Rising and volatile food
prices are causing pain and suffering for poor people around the world.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxJEwC38Wsc&feature=youtu.be
:EndPoverty-BetheGeneration .
Take action at http://www.inmyname.com/ In 2000, 189 governments made
the historic commitment to halve extreme poverty by 2015.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRyMxSS-KI0&feature=share
Sign the Petition: Horn of Africa crisis, help stop the starving – and its
causes.http://act.one.org/sign/horn_of_africa/

MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education
Learning for all.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=kWv72ZQRnY4
EducationForAll: Classof 2015 75 million children are out of schoool, and
millions more struggle to stay in school.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jieco-43WNI

MDG3: Promote gender equality and empower women
TrustLaw: Stop the violence against women. Support TrustLaw.
Trustlaw is a one-stop shop for news and information on anti-corruption and
women’s rights from our expert editorial team and content partners.
MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
The GAVI Alliance today announced it will provide funding for 16 more
developing countries to introduce rotavirus vaccines and 18 more countries to
introduce pneumococcal vaccines - a major step towards protecting children
against severe diarrhoea and pneumonia, the two leading child killers.
www.gavialliance.org/
MDG 5: Improve maternal health
No woman should die giving life. Disseminate this campaign among our
friends.
http://campanhadarvida.com/
Safe Motherhood Resource Kit.
http://www.unfpa.org/public/mothers/pid/4390
MDG 6: Combat Hiv/Aids malaria and other diseases
ReinventtheToilet | Bill & MelindaGatesFoundation Four out of 10 people
worldwide don't have a safe way to poop. Find out why we need a toilet
revolution. We need new ideas to help reduce disease.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdwvuTrycYU&feature=player_embedded
Pipa and the end of polio
http://www.theendofpolio.com/home/

MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
"The Animals Save the Planet” is a series of 11 funny cartoons from
“AnimalPlanet“, where animals provide tips on how to live an eco-friendly
lifestyle.
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?
u=http%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FzIforUNXrUQ&h=aAQG1FgMHAQEi43Zxs95HRUWLuyrPQlwZMBE2jHN48HO9w
Ecosia - Thegreensearch Ecosia is a green search engine which donates at
least 80% of its advertising revenue to a rainforest protection programm run
by the WWF. Each search at Ecosia contributes to the protection of the
rainforests.
www.ecosia.org
MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
The Paradigm Project…build towards a sustainable solution by funding the
implementation of stoves for an entire community.
Support the development in Mozambique….
http://www.mozambikes.com/doar.php
Fair trade coffee…sign the petition. The secret Clooney commercial that
shocked Nespresso.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhzHRuhzPSE&feature=share:
http://www.solidar.ch/fr/
Connected for a better world: Facebook page
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Connected-for-a-betterworld/154815624540299

As at 8 July

(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

As at 30 November 2011
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Topping
The core intention of this recipe is to adress YMPs during a bigger event.
With the sardine pack we achieved this aim. The feedback from the YMPs
could be measured with the increase in the number of fans on your Facebook
page, as well as by the comments and likes. During the festivities we had the
opportunity to stay in close contact with YMPs and they really enjoyed the
badges and the paper fortune teller.
Following a previous strategy of dissemination of the project, the MDG
sardine pack was sent to the office of the Secretary of State and Foreign
Affairs; to IPAD – Portuguese Institute for Development Assistance; to the
mayor of Lisbon (Lisbon hosted the Feast Days of the Popular Saints); to the
UNFPA Goodwill Ambassador Catarina Furtado (promoting a Television
program on MDGs) and to commercial radio. We received positive feedback
from the cabinet of the Secretary of State by letter and by Facebook and also
from the cabinet of the mayor of Lisbon.
The reactions on Facebook page were also strong and supportive.
Note: we still continue to promote the MDG paper fortune teller, using the
digital model.

Maybe this action will give you some inspiration on how to reach new target
groups like the YMPs on the occasion of a festival. May it be through beer
mats, small games that are distributed, or other any other item that is
connected to the festival. In your context the materials and contents may be
different. Your imagination will lead the way if you follow, like we did, the
basic idea to produce something that:
is connected to an activity that YMPs follow during a festival;
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can be distributed at a place that YMPs will visit during a festival;
and is connected to the topic of the festival.
We wish you a creative and fun action with this recipe.
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Badges & Beer Mats
Art Designer: €100
Badges: printing per unit, €0,39
Beer mat: printing per unit, €0,06

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Paper Fortune Teller
Art designer: €184.50
Printing per unit: €0,07

(M)BAKE

Total budget: €949
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Background
Because love is in the air, and Valentine’s Day was coming, we made a poll
among our Young Modern Performers (YMPs), just asking if they had a plan
for the day. For most of them it is an opportunity for going to a nice and
romantic restaurant or having a great car journey from the city to the beach…
So we had another challenge: how to reach our target group on this day?
Which MDG should be addressed? What should be the message?
next page>
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Summary
Valentine’s Day was a unique opportunity to address MDG 6 in a casual way.
Our challenge was to raise awareness of this MDG through a strong-visibility
action on the street.
We came up with an action of decorating the hot spots of many YMPs with
balloons that carried development education messages. The results have
shown that we had a great impact!
The recipe that you will find here shows options of how to get a maximum of
attention with a low budget for an action. Using cheap items in a huge
quantity and distributing them all over the city is a traditional instrument of
the advertisement industry. We used it for our development education
purpose and share it with you to inspire other ideas of massive, on the street
messaging methods.
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Ups
Ability to promote the MDGs and capture a lot of attention
Strong visual effect

Downs
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

The helium and the balloons are expensive
It’s a weather-dependent activity
Out target group might pay attention only to the balloon and not to the
sticker where MDG 6 is presented
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1000
X
10
1000
5

balloons in a heart shape
bottles of helium
cotton rope
stickers with the icon of MDG 6
carabiners to carry around the
ballons during distribution

Baking time

[16 days]

Expertise

[Expertise]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants
Dishwashers (assistance)

2

Budget
€555
Tips for low budget
A major cost in this action is nothing but air…helium is expensive!
Comparison of prices and finding the best price for helium can save a lot of
money

(M)BAKE
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1st step – Idea
After deciding that we would develop an eduaction for Valentine’s Day, we
scheduled a meeting with the communication department to present our first
ideas. The association of ideas was immediately: love...heart...MDG
6...Combat HIV/AIDS malaria and other diseases.
Then we started our brainstorming...
1. we want a high-visibility action
2.
unique message
3.
funny but serious message
4.
English language
5
promote lifestyles and MDGs
6. give data, information, and ways for people to act using the Facebook
page of the project

2nd step - Choosing the format
When it came to the question of what format the balloons and the material
would be, there were several thoughts to be considered. Our first option was
biodegradable balloons. Having in mind the theme, we choose a balloon in a
heart shape.

3rd step – Designing the balloons
The idea was to have asexual cartoons, to avoid stereotypes. Our colleague
from communication, Jacinta, used the Microsoft Word system to draw the
beautiful 'Hillys'.

4th step - The message
When doing development education on the street for a new target group, it is
very important to have a short, clear, and strong message. Those YMPs that
we target on the street have places to go to and thoughts on their mind.
They are not out with the initial intention of getting informed on development
topics. So the message must really catch them.
When talking about MDG 6, a most important aspect for us was to have a
message that didn’t create any stereotypes about AIDS.
The key words were 'love' and 'AIDS'...so we decided to use them in the
message. The result was:
Love is Beautiful but not AIDS!
To promote this MDG in its full dimension (that is to say, to speak also about
malaria and other diseases), we decided to use a label with the icon and the
complete description of MDG 6 .
Our main concern was to avoid stereotypes. So we had in mind several
aspects, to develop our action. These are questions which are helpful when
addressing any new target group:
Purpose of the communication
What do we want with the material? To share information? To raise
awareness? To change behaviors?
Obstacles
What are the obstacles to conducting this action with success? Will the
message be well understood?
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Benefits
What are the benefits for the target group?
Tone
What’s the most suitable tone to communicate with our audience? It could be
humorous, didactic, authoritarian, colloquial, friendly, caring…
- Channel of communication: what channel should we use to target our
group?
Taking these several aspects into account we chose to use an illustration with
a strong message. The illustration allowed us to clarify our message and
strengthen the written message.
We chose an illustration - 'Hillys' - that was adapted to our target group, with
a stylish retro look. Our 'Hillys' are asexual, very simple, and fashion icons,
and the drawing was also similar to the style that we chose to illustrate the
Facebook page “Connected for a better world”. The key was to discover the
illustrative style most suitable to our audience.
To remember
It’s very important to validate the message with technicians from
communication, information, and education as well as with members that are
targeted by the message. In this case the IMVF (Instituto Marques de Valle
Flor) had a telephone call with the president of the Portuguese League
Against AIDS. We explained the action but not the message. The feedback
was positive, but it was a risk. The message could be misunderstood by
people with AIDS.
Note
Our first idea was to hand out also a condom. After a team reflection, and a
brief question to our target group, we saw that by giving out the condom our
action would be very similar to the campaign on AIDS prevention. However,
we share this initial idea as it may fit an action in your context.
The visibility rules were guaranteed by printing on one side of the balloons
the European Commission logo, as well as the IMVF logo. The IMVF was
essential to give institutional support to the action.

5th step – Thinking about distribution
Regarding distribution our questions were: what should we do with the
balloon? Give it out directly, or tie the balloon on a car?
For awareness purposes we decided to tie the balloons on cars on the streets
of Chiado (downtown Lisbon, where the main banks and fashion stores are
located).
How to do it ? Using cotton rope to tie the balloon and the labels onto cars.

6th step – Gathering the material
Asking for the budget and timeline of production: balloons, labels, and
helium.
The budget was approved, and after three days we already had the balloons.
Two bags with 1000 balloons, and the labels.
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7th step - Fixing the labels on the rope
We bought five pieces of rope, blue and orange, and cut them into small
pieces of 50 cm.
Afterwards we made a small hole in the labels. That allows us to tie a knot
on the rope, that will hold the label.
We spent two days cutting and tying knots for more than 700 balloons. Why
700?
We thought that we could strengthen our partnership with the Portuguese
League Against AIDS, that also developed actions for this day, so we told
them that they could use 200 balloons. This agreement allowed more
projection for the activity and the project, keeping the target group of YMPs
in mind. So we wanted to create the maximum visibility for this target group
so that our action was noted by YMPs. In addition, the League has a lot of
YMPs as volunteers.
Seeking cooperation with other groups when addressing YMPs on the street is
a helpful strategy in general. Only if the action is large enough, so that it
catches the eyes of people who are not already informed on global topics, will
an action address YMPs on the street.

8th step – Launching press release
This includes preparing a press release and preparing the information to use
on Facebook. We also advertised the action on our Facebook wall.
Press Release
Because this action had all the ingredients of visibility, we decided to send a
press release to both national media and international agencies operating in
Portugal. We gathered all the information about the project, and the aim of
the action. Our colleagues in communications made the press release and
send it to the selected media one week before the action
Document: press release(February 8, 2011)
Summary
Title of the press release: "IMVF announces Millennium Development Goals
through guerrilla action on Valentine's Day"
“On February 14 the IMVF will develop a guerrilla action on the streets of
Chiado in the framework of the project, 'Lifestyles and MDG'. The main goal
of the action is to raise awareness for the need of adopting sustainable
behaviors by promoting MDG 6. On this day the streets of Chiado will be
invaded with red balloons with the message 'Love is Beautiful but not AIDS'"
In the press release we also mentioned the name of the project, the partners,
and funding. Most importantly, we described the MDGs.
Tip: In a press release use positive messages, such as “raise awareness of
the need to adopt sustainable behaviors”.

9th step - Fill the balloons
Because helium only fills the balloons for two days we waited until the 14th to
start to fill the balloons with the helium machine. Filling the balloons is an
easy process, but making that many knots is difficult and also painful.
We spent all morning filling the balloons, tying them, and finally, making
another knot in the rope where the label was hanging.
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Tip
Use gloves for tying the balloons to save your hand skin!

10th step - Putting the balloons into the 5 carabiners
This method allowed us to transport the balloons to the street.

Unfortunately, we had serious difficulties taking the balloons because the
cotton ropes were all mixed up...

11th step: Connecting Facebook & street action
Feed the Facebook page 'Connected for a better world' with data and
information on MDG 6 and then...street action!
<previous page
next page>
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Centre
We decided to tie the balloons on the cars parked on five streets in the
Chiado quarter.
As soon as we started handing out the balloons, journalists started to take
photos and make interviews.
Commuters were curious about the messages on the balloons and asked the
team (five people) for balloons!
We struggled to take the balloons out of the carabiners, because the
individual ropes were mixed, so we lost a few minutes in this operation.
After completing two streets it started to rain. Balloons with helium and rain
don’t match, so we had to return to the office and wait for the rain to stop.
After one hour we restarted our mission, by tying the balloons on street
markers and placing them in coffee shops that YMPs frequent.
In three hours, all the balloons were distributed.

Facebook
After publishing our 'Hillys' on the Facebook page we asked our fans to
change their profile picture.

At least 12 persons changed their profile picture.
Data information on Facebook: http://www.who.int/topics/millennium_
development_goals/diseases/en/index.html
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Topping
Photos and news of the action showed clearly that the action was a success!
We kept track of the number of visitors/fans of the Facebook page in order
to register any increase. More than 75 fans in a week, and more than 500
YMPs targeted - how? They work, eat, and shop in Chiado so it was
impossible for them not to see the balloons. The action was also advertised
on one of the most popular radio stations, Radio Comercial.
After this promotion we also sent 10 balloons to the radio journalist!
The reactions on our Facebook page were also strong and supportive.
We also would like to point out that we received a contact of a technician is
this area. In her message, she recognized the idea of prevention but she was
afraid that fear was also present. If our only option was the balloon, we
would have poor results. In fact, there was a label alerting to MDG 6 and also
redirecting people to the Facebook page, where data and useful information
on MDG 6 was available, allowing us to give correct information, to avoid
stereotypes, and to raise awareness on MDG 6.
We consider it essential to have a homepage, blog, Facebook and/or other
web instruments where official information can be reached.
With this recipe we described an example of a (guerilla-style) action of
development education on the street. This form of action uses advertisement
tricks and allows you to get a hugh amount of attention with simple means.
We invite you to try your own form of development action on the street to
reach out to YMPs and other target groups.
We wish you a creative and fun action with this recipe.

Pictures and comments on the action
General comments:
“Very nice, great photos, simple idea with huge impact”

We also made available, on Facebook, the media impact of the action. We
added a link to the news reports.

Media feedback
After the press release we were contacted by the Portuguese national news
agency, LUSA, which wanted to make an interview and take some photos of
the action.
They interviewed the Development Education Coordinator, Ana Isabel
Castanheira, and took several photos.
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Other journalists from different media also attended the action and took
several photos. We would like to point out that journalists from the
international agencies were also present

List of media news
http://diariodigital.sapo.pt/news.asp?section_id=13&id_news=494164
http://saude.sapo.pt/noticias/saude-medicina/dia-dos-namorados.html
http://sic.sapo.pt/online/noticias/vida/Baloes+enchem+baixa+lisboeta+para+chamar+a+atencao+da+luta+contra+a+Sida.htm?
wbc_purpose=basi%252525
http://srnnews.townhall.com/photos/view/media__culture/1003/a_woman_holds_valentines_day_balloons_to_hand_out_on_a_street_in_lisbon/b65d4d441da6-42a3-9b05-d79687dc43d7/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/gallery/2011/feb/14/valentines-dayaround-world-in-pictures#/?picture=371735151&index=1
http://www.lapatilla.com/site/2011/02/14/flores-y-globos-en-las-calles-detodo-el-mundo-fotos/a-woman-holds-valentines-day-balloons-to-hand-outon-a-street-in-lisbon/
(M)BAKE
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Cake base
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Budget

Internet links

Balloons (2-sided print): €258
Cotton rope: €10
Carabiners: €5 x 5 = €25
Labels: €59
Hellium bottle: 2 bottles x 2 days = €208

COMMENT BOX

Total budget: €560

SHARE YOUR ACTION
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MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Pages/home.aspx
United Nations
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
http://www.who.int/topics/millennium_development_goals/diseases/en/index
.html
The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria
http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/
RED
http://www.joinred.com/aboutred
Action for Global Health
http://www.actionforglobalhealth.eu/index.php?id=102
Fonte: Guia de Boas Práticas Para Informar, Educar e Comunicar com Eficácia
e de Forma Adequada para a Prevenção e Controlo das IST/VIH/Sida, Maria
Teresa Silva Santos.
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Background
Young Modern Performers (YMPs) are a social group that sets trends in
shopping and consumption. They like to go out shopping. Therefore, if we as
NGOs want to address this group with development education, shops and
malls are a good place to do this. And what better time to choose for that
than Christmas? Christmas is a time of peace and joy. It is also a season
when families and friends get together around festivities to eat and drink,
and, above all, shop. Hence, it’s one of the most “shopping season” dates on
the calendar. It isn’t nice, but it’s true. And it is also true for our target group,
YMPs, who are like anyone else searching for presents.
The challenge to be faced is: how can we reach our target group in shops
during this holiday season? How to make sure that our message is strong,
important, and unique? Our answer was: the 2010 MDGs Stickers Collection.
next page>
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Summary
In this recipe we describe how we produced and distributed small stylish
stickers to put on Christmas gifts. They had the name of the giver and donee
on it as well as some information on MDGs. They were distributed to the staff
of shops in Lisbon to give away to customers, and to use as part of the
Christmas gift-wrapping service for customers.
Using small slogans or sentences, in English and Portuguese, this action
raised interest in, and drew the attention of, the target group on MDGs.
Through visiting the Facebook address which was printed on the stickers,
'Connected for a better world', YMPs were inspired and challenged to change
their behavior regarding poverty, consumption, fair trade, and gender
equality, among others.
With this recipe we want to give an example of how development education
can be included in shops that YMPs visit. The basic idea is to produce
something that the shops and their customers will find useful, and by this
sneaking in development topics to locations and to people that they have
never reached before. In this way the action is using Casual Learning as a
method.
When reading this recipe we hope to give you some ideas for your own
actions in shops, may it be with stickers or with some other useful item that
you produce.
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Ups
A creative way of presenting MDGs
Ability to promote MGDs during one of the most special seasons, Christmas
Make one collection that gathered all 8 MDGs and allowed us to promote the
MDG cause

COMMENT BOX

The funny sentences allowed us to present MDGs in a more casual way

SHARE YOUR ACTION

The stickers are useful to identify the presents
The labels are the first MDG stickers collection
They can be used in all type of gifts, not only for Christmas

Downs
The engagement of shops is needed to distribute the stickers collection
The message can be considered too simple

(M)BAKE

People might not understand the message and think that it’s simply a label

THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE
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Ingredients

Centre
Topping

Amount

Name

X
200 meters

sticker paper
rubber bands insert photo icon
1
paper boxes insert photo 2
handmade labels

Budget
Internet links

COMMENT BOX

10
10

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

Expertise

[10 days]

[Intermediate]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant

Budget
€967

(M)BAKE

Tips for low budget
- Instead of rubber bands use colored rope
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Cake base
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COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

1st step – The idea
We gathered the development education team with the communication team
of our organization. Our main goal was to spread the message in a very
creative, simple (not simplistic), and attractive way. We also wanted to use
the Christmas season to develop the action.
Because in our city shops don’t offer stickers for Christmas gifts anymore, we
thought that this would allow us to have a double strategy: involving shops
and costumers (and costumer friends and family). For both groups the
stickers are something of use.
As we wanted to reach not just any group but especially the YMPs, it was
really important to be at the location with the stickers. So we also identified
the shops that YMPs normally go to, in order to approach them with the
stickers.
While looking at each MDG icon we thought that using small and funny
sentences would be the perfect way to raise awareness. We started to think
about the messages and we made a list of possibilities. Then we chose the
one that was most suitable for the icon.

2nd step – Contacting the graphic designer
We clarified the budget and the timeline. We sent the official icons, the
sentences, and the Facebook address.
The graphic designer sent us the draft version of the stickers. The proposal
was great.
Afterwards, we contacted a graphic office to print the stickers collection.
We also bought rubber bands to wrap each sticker collection.

3rd step – Finishing the sticker collections
For each MDG we had two stickers. These needed to be put together in a
collection with a rubber band. This way the sticker collection was like a tiny
book of stickers to take away.
The team spent almost an entire day wrapping the collections - more than
500 collections.
In order to hand out the collection in 10 shops in Lisbon, we bought 10 paper
boxes to put in the sticker collections and made a label saying “Free MDGs
Christmas Stickers”.

(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

Insert Video Stickers_IMVF
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Stickers collection: PDF
As mentioned before, each collection set contained 16 stickers (2 stickers per
MDG).

Internet links

Sticker 1 - MDG 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
COMMENT BOX
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english
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Summary
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GALLERY

Etiqu 1

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Idea: “Fome Zero”/Zero Hunger
Facebook Message:http://www.1billionhungry.org/ : Petition online
467 impressions: Number of times this story has been seen on the CBW
Facebook wall and in the news feed of the CBW fans.
Note: Why did we choose this sentence? Because Fome Zero is one of the
most successful programs (implemented by Brazil) on poverty eradication and
food security.

Sticker 2 - MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education

Idea: “Vamus encinar a iscrever” where it
should be written “Vamos ensinar a escrever”. The sentence is written in bad
Portuguese on purpose in order to raise awareness of the need for quality
education.
Facebook message: Number of children out of schools in developing countries
and to YMPs we promote The Global Campaign for Education (GCE). The GCE
is a civil society movement that aims to end the global education crisis.
Together we hold governments to account for their promises repeatedly made
to provide education for all. The GCE's mission is to make sure that
governments act now to deliver the right of every girl, boy, woman, and man
to a free quality public education.
418 impressions: Number of times this story has been seen on the CBW
Facebook wall and in the news feed of the CBW fans.
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Sticker 3 - MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women

Idea: “Viva o homem-a-dias!”/Hurray for
the cleaning man (Usually women are employed as cleaning ladies. Therefore,
we are raising awareness to the fact that there are no women/man jobs).
Facebook Message: Message on womens' situation in the world and then a
post with a link to the video "The Girl Effect". The Girl Effect is a solution to
poverty.
If we do our part, 600 million girls in the developing world will do the rest.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIvmE4_KMNw
415 impressions: Number of times this story has been seen on the CBW
Facebook wall and in the news feed of the CBW fans.
Note: In this case we want to tease with a stereotype. It is not common to
see men in the cleaning services.

Sticker 4 - MDG 4: Reduce child mortality

Idea: “Quando for grande...”/when I
grow up (one of the other ideas was: heaven can wait).
Warning: Avoid all expressions that could be connected to paedophilia.
Facebook message: Facts and numbers on MDG 4 and a link to the
Compassion’s Child Survival Program. This program helps developing-world
mothers and babies in their most vulnerable times, offering practical care and
"extending God’s love". By joining with Compassion, you’re giving them the
best chance at life. Read below to learn how you can help moms and babies
break the cycle of poverty.http://rescuebabiesnow.org/rescue-babies/#ixzz1
D0WiHPx5
400 impressions: Number of times this story has been seen on the CBW
Facebook wall and in the news feed of the CBW fans

Sticker 5 - MDG 5: Improve maternal health

care for all

Idea:

“Pré-natal para todas”/Pre-birth

Warning: Avoid expressions which are related with anti-abortion/abortion
campaigns.
Facebook message: Facts and numbers
Note: Prénatal is the largest chain of stores in Portugal specializing in the
sale of products for mothers and children, including clothing, juvenile items,
toys, accessories, and special toiletries. By using this brand we thought that
the connection to MDG 5 was clearer.
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Sticker 6 - MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases

AIDS and malaria"

Idea: “Bye bye Sida e malária”/"Bye bye

Facebook Message: Facts and numbers and the link to The Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation. This foundation is dedicated to bringing innovations in
health, development, and learning to the global community.
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Pages/home.aspx
446 impressions: Number of times this story has been seen on the CBW
Facebook wall and in the news feed of the CBW fans

Sticker 7 - MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability

Idea: “Green is the new black”
Facebook message: Save as WWF, Save a tree: http://www.saveaswwf.
com/de/ From this link it's possible to download the program.
We also post the The Billion Tree Campaign - Growing Green. The Plant for
the Planet: Billion Tree Campaign is a worldwide tree planting initiative
facilitated by the United Nations Environment Programme. People,
communities, businesses, industry, civil society organizations, and
governments are encouraged to http://www.unep.org/billiontreecampaign/
Note: black is always one the most favorite fashion colors...now let’s change
it for green, the color of sustainability.

Sticker 8 - MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development

can!)

Idea:

“Playing

global”

(together we

Facebook message: Facts and numbers and link http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zeDFWAr3pIk&feature=player_embedded
Overseas Development Aid (ODA) provides those countries with weaker
economies the additional resources instrumental to achieve the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). In the year 2000, at the Millennium Summit, rich
countries promised to provide 0.7% of their Gross National Income (GNI) for
ODA until the year 2015. But most rich countries, including Portugal, are not
living up to that promise: Portuguese ODA fell from 0.21% of GNI in 2006 to
0.19% in 2007.
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Presenting the stickers collection to the shops previous identified.
December 10, 2010: we made a teaser on our Facebook page alerting to the
stickers collection,
“Soon in a store near you”
December 13, 2010: we delivered the stickers collections to the shops that
YMPs usually frequent (list of shops previous identified).

Strategy: have a good and brief definition of the project, and be alert
to always keep the message simple and positive. This message will be
spread to customers by the shop staff.
Extra: Because one of our colleagues is from Madeira Island, we asked her to
distribute the stickers in the fashion street markets there. The photos show
that the sellers were very receptive to the idea.
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Topping
As a topping to our recipe there was not much left but to distribute the
stickers. But, there were two things of importance that we needed to take
care of:
1. Choosing the right shops that are really well-frequented by our target
group of YMPs.
2. When doing something new as an action it is always good to keep
track of the results.

This is where we put the stickers and what we got as feedback from stores
and also the YMPs themselves:

SACOORBROTHERS
We were received by the shop manager. We presented the project in a very
simple way. Next we showed the stickers and the messages. Because it’s a
chain of stores, all the decoration and messages need to be approved by the
management, so the manager told us to come back later, after he had time
to call the management. We left the stickers in a box with the promise to
return. After two hours, the stickers were available in the balcony near the
cash registers.
Lessons learned:
Always leave the product in the shop, in order that the person responsible
can check the messages and decide without pressure.
Avoid chain stores - it’s a difficult procedure and in the end it will be
depending of the good will of the manager.
Feedback: the next day the box sticker was empty!!! So we brought 50 more
stickers collections (100 in total).
The manager told us that customers were very interested in the stickers and
really liked the massages.

CUSTOBARCELONA
Like the previous shop, it’s a chain store with the same constraints. We used
the same strategy, left the stickers and came back later. After two hours the
stickers were available (50 collections).

Feedback: because there were a lot of free publications on the balcony,
customers didn´t look very interested in the stickers. The sellers had to offer
the stickers to the customers that were receptive to the messages.

GARDENIA
Gardenia stores are a fashion icon in Lisbon. The sellers were very receptive
to the stickers collection and were very interested in the message topics.
They asked us what the F at the end of the sticker represented - we
explained that is F for Facebook. It was a great alert.
Feedback: The costumers were very interested in the stickers collection and
asked how they could get more! They told the sellers that it’s very important
for these kind of messages to use positive creative and informal strategies.

MStore
Prestigious store with Mac and iPod items. We were stunned with such an
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amazing reception. They were very interested in the stickers and the
messages in order to transmit all the info to the costumers.
Feedback: Great support of the messages and of the means (creative and
informal) used to convey the messages, without losing the aim: to raise
awareness.

Santini
The best ice creams in the world. A spot for YMPs. Again, very well received.
Good comments on the initiative.
After two hours the sticker box was empty. We refilled the box with more
than 50 collections.

WESC
WeSC is a street-fashion brand for intellectual city slackers. Very receptive.

Feedback: The costumers really like the stickers and ask for more.

MUJI
This company’s basic principle is to develop new simple products at
reasonable prices, by making the best use of materials while considering
environmental issues. At first we felt resistance from the sellers to listen to
our brief comments on the project - it was the opening week, and it was
crowded - so we return at the end of the day, and they allow us to leave the
messages on the balcony.

Feedback: The sellers were not able to share their perceptions. They told us
“yes, the costumers take it”.

Next stop
AnaSalazarBoutique: fashion designer
Ana Salazar dignified the concept of fashion in Portugal, playing a key role in
the way fashion was presented, creating shows, exhibitions, and other
events.
The shop sellers really enjoyed the aim of the action and the short messages
on the stickers.
In five minutes the sticker collection was available on the balcony.
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MARIAS: boutique store, exclusive brands, Valentino, Dolce
Gabbana, YS, etc
At Maria’s the shop sellers were really happy with the initiative. They asked
more about what the MDGs were about and were glad to place the stickers at
the center of the balcony in a very visible way.

&

Metro Studio: fashion hairdressing
The Metro Studio Hairdressers were really surprised with the initiative and
were really excited to have the opportunity to participate. They immediately
placed the stickers near the cash register and said that they would distribute
the stickers to each client.
We keep track of the number of visitors/fans of our Facebook page in order
to register an increase in the number. From 80 fans we increase our number
to more than 250 fans.
Apart from it, we conduct small interviews with the shop assistants that
provide us with some feedback regarding the target group reaction and
response to the stickers collection.

Suggestions
The Christmas sticker action that we describe here in this recipe is all about
reaching YMPs in shops. It is an example of an action to reach new target
groups in the shops they visit. When thinking about the group of people that
you want to target with your own action, you will possibly come up with
many other great items that can be used in the same way. It could be
business cards for the shops, or designing of mirror stickers for the change
rooms of fashion shops, or other interesting materials. The slogans and
Christmas labels that we have created for this action can even be used in
completely different locations such as school book labels. The sentences and
the cards can also be used to prepare business cards of museums or
cinemas, or a deck of cards as a game can be created from it.
<previous page
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Budget
Stickers: €636
Rubber bands: €77
Paper boxes: €1,30 x10 = €13
Graphic designer: €250

Total budget: €976
COMMENT BOX
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MDGs
http://www.un.org/en/mdg/summit2010/

MDG 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
http://www.kiva.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AU8VctKSxi0&feature=player_embedded

SHARE YOUR ACTION

MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education
http://www.educacaoparatodos.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gyav93O2jA&feature=related

MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1e8xgF0JtVg

MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
http://rescuebabiesnow.org/rescue-babies/#ixzz1D0WiHPx5

MDG 5: Improve maternal health
http://www.campanhadarvida.com/

MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Pages/home.aspx

MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbqJ6FLfaJc
http://umavidaverde.com/artigos/60-coisas-que-pode-fazer-hoje-para-vidamais-verde
http://www.unwto.org/worldtourismday/photocompetition/photogallery.php?
lang=E
http://gadgets.infoniac.com/top-5-eco-friendly-toys.html
http://www.earth-water.org/

MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Fair trade
http://equacao.comercio-justo.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=
view&id=12&Itemid=27
Ethical consumption
http://www.dolceta.eu/portugal/Mod5/
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Background
Even though it has been practiced in several European countries since the
60s, fair trade only started to become an organised movement at an
international level during the 80s and 90s. Besides their tremendous growth
in recent years, a major part of society still does not know about fair trade
products and their benefits for producers in developing countries. Young
Modern Performers (YMPs) can especially play a vital role in making fair trade
more common in broad society, as they are trendsetters in consumption, and
others follow their lead in buying trendy products.
The action described here took place in Portugal. Here, the situation is like
this: the first fair trade shop in Portugal was created in 1999 in Amarante,
North Portugal, by a group of young people that had participated in the
European Voluntary Service (EVS) program and had contact with the reality
of fair trade during that experience. Today, there are five fair trade shops in
Portugal, but the prospects are not very positive. In fact, in 2005, Portugal
had almost twenty fair trade shops, fifteen of which closed in the last two
years due to financial difficulties. This means that there is still a lot of work to
do where campaigning in favor of this kind of trade is concerned. For
promoting fair trade in Portugal we decided that we had to deliver to YMPs an
original way for them to remember the importance of fair trade. How to
promote fair trade, having in mind the main characteristics of YMPs? Easy,
and short: internet video.
For every minute that passes in real time, 60 hours of video are uploaded to
YouTube. Sixty hours every minute. That´s five months of video every hour.
That’s 10 years of video every day.
There’s never been an object like YouTube in human history. It gets
4,000,000,000 page views a day, which adds up to 1,000,000,000,000, that’s
a trillion, a year.
Anybody can post videos easily, and for free. That puts individual YouTube
users on the same footing with celebrities and major networks, and YMPs are
a big part of this trend as they are a group of people that is always
connected and always online.
Having in mind the potential impact of an internet video on our target group
YMPs, we decided to go ahead and create an online spot on fair trade. You
may have other topics than fair trade on your agenda. But this recipe shows
how YMPs can be reached in a casual way with development topics via
YouTube. It describes what kind of criteria a short clip needs to fulfill so that
YMPs will like it. In the future you may find many ideas for your own action
related to internet spots.
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Summary
With this action our main goal was to raise awareness and knowledge of the
fair trade movement and promote MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for
development.
Fair trade is about better prices, decent working conditions, local
sustainability, and fair terms of trade for farmers and workers in the
developing world. It’s about people.
The video Did You Ever Drink a Fair? aims to link one of the most popular
products in Portugal, coffee, with the need to increase knowledge on the
importance of fair trade.
Portugal is a country of coffee consumption: on any corner of a major city
you will find a coffee shop. And you can order your coffee in at least three
different ways: Café, Bica and Simbalino. (Americano, espresso, latte, black,
light…) It’s a regional specificity.
So we thought: why not create a fourth different way for ordering coffee:
Café, Bica, Simbalino and…Justo (Fair).
As an NGDO we can clearly affirm that promoting online video is a great way
of promoting projects and ideas. With images or words it’s easier for
spectators to understand the image! Only video can easily be shared or
distributed, providing you with the perfect tool to reach a wider audience via
social networking and mobile marketing, or at exhibitions, conferences, and
live events.
<previous page
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Ups

Centre

A unique experience:
preparing the process of video making it a great experience that requires
innovation, creativity and luck!
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

An original video:
this video is the first one of its kind in Portugal. Until now there were no
videos promoted by an NGDO in Portugal relating to coffee and fair trade.

Creative message:
in Portugal you order your coffee in at least three different ways: Café, Bica
and Simbalino (Americano, espresso, latte, black, light…). It’s a regional
specificity. In this video we use this country curiosity in a funny and original
way.

Downs

Dissemination channels:
despite the fact that online video can be easily shared or distributed, you
need to have strong disseminations channels, good social network
connections, and luck. We established a communication plan to spread this
video, but there were some constraints: some NGDOs don’t share material;
it’s easy for people to click 'like' on Facebook, but it’s more difficult to 'share';
restaurants and bars don’t usually promote small videos; and institutional
organizations need previous authorization to promote an action.
Nevertheless, until the date May 2012, we promoted and disseminated the
video.

Measuring the impact:
measuring the impact of this kind of action is difficult. You can easily know
how many people saw the video, and even how many likes on Facebook, but
we cannot ensure that citizens' consumption behaviors will change after
seeing the video.
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Amount

Name

1
3
1

film director
actors
scriptwriters

Baking time

[6 months preparation + 10 days action]

Expertise

[Expertise]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant

Budget

(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

€779
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1st step - The idea: from brain to paper
We already had decided that this action had to be related with fair trade. As
fair trade doesn’t have a wide acceptance in Portugal, the development
education team of our organization IMVF (Instituto Marques de Valle Flor)
was gathered in the room thinking, what should we do? In a few minutes we
thought, let’s promote fair trade coffee.

2nd step - How ?
How can we promote fair trade coffee? How can we target YMPs? How to
address fair trade consumption? We started to identify our main questions
and give simple answers for them. Keep it simple. Having in mind the
characteristics of YMPs, we defined online video as the ideal means to
achieve our idea.

3rd step - Learning more about online videos
For our department this was the first time that we had to promote an online
video about fair trade. To learn more about online video rules, we started to
research.

4th step - Research
There are some golden rules when we are creating a online video. These did
not only help us in addressing YMPs with our action, but are generally helpful
for getting across a message on development topics by means of a short clip.
Rule 1: Keep it short
Viral videos with short run times historically do far better than longer videos.
There’s an obvious reason for this: people have crappy attention spans.
Rule 2: Speak clearly
Anyone who has dabbled in online video production knows the first rule of
narration: speak clearly.
Rule 3: Avoid copyrighted material
Copyrighted material is a big no-no on YouTube. They have their fancy
content ID system, which finds such material and then alerts the copyright
holder – all without the help of a human being.
Rule 4: Reinvent yourself
The best viral video creators are the ones who keep innovating.
Rule 5: Be timely
It’s always a good idea for your viral videos to be current. You want to play
off current trends, news events, hot gadgets, or popular memes
All rules have an exception:
At the end of the day, these videos go viral for one reason: luck, empathy,
and promotion by celebrities.
We also can’t forget to mention humor, because these videos would have
fallen flat immediately if they didn’t make their target audience laugh.
Be alert
Even when you follow the “rules,” there’s no guarantee of success.
Source: Viral Video Rules: How to Break 'em & Still Go Viral - Red Letter
Media www.reelseo.comvideo
To learn more about online videos
http://youtu.be/COvrf6NoCog

5th step - Starting to create
After some tips and research on how to produce an online video, we decided
to go ahead with our own.
Our idea was to bring the development topic, fair trade, closer to the
everyday lifestyle of our target group, YMPs. So when thinking about the
message, it is a good start to think about the possible connections between
this development topic and what our target group does everyday. This goes
not only for producing a short clip, but really for any kind of action that is
about lifestyle change.
Portugal is a country of coffee consumption: on any corner of a major city
you will find a coffee shop. And you can order your coffee in at least three
different ways: Café, Bica, and Simbalino (Americano, espresso, latte, black,
light…). It’s a regional specificity. So we decided that we can use this and
make a funny video.
We thought: why not create a fourth way for ordering coffee: Café, Bica,
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Simbalino and…Justo (Fair)?
Message and Visual:
Four YMPs in a coffee shop after a day of work, talking and relaxing during
happy hour. Then they decide to order a coffee. One of them asks for a Café
(Coffee). The other one orders a Bica (espresso). Then, the third one asks
for a Simbalino (Americano), and finally, the fourth YMP asks for a “Fair”. The
waitress is surprised with this order and asks: what is a fair?
Then a subtitle appears:
With fair trade coffee you guarantee that a fair price is paid to the farmers.
Producers decide how to invest this additional money in their local community
- on education, clean water supplies, health care, or other vital facilities.
We then show short sequences of children in a school in Africa.
The next subtitle is: Fair trade = education + health + environment
And the next one: Join us at 'Connected for a better world' and discover new
lifestyles for a sustainable world.

6th step - Validate the message
To test our message we presented our idea to the communication team of our
organization, and to our colleagues in the IMVF. (Please note that it’s
important to first validate the message. When addressing a new target group
like YMPs a pretest can help to get some first reactions and to be able to
review any misleading parts of the action design.)
Besides one comment that the message was not understood, everyone asked
was very keen on the message. They told us: “nice association”, "great
message”, “it’s funny”, “for me it would work, I would be curious to find out
more about fair trade”.
Now that we were sure that our messages could work, we were prepared for
the next step.

7th step - Contact the filmmaker
With a tight budget, we decided to contact a university cinema student.
Fortunately for us, our process was easy, because one of our colleagues in
the communication department knows how to do it. We went to the
university, talked with a teacher (previously identified), and explained our
plan. The teacher told us that students could be very enthusiastic for this type
of work. Then we identified one student. We explained our project (by emails,
because it was a student from Oporto, 3000 km from our office), and the
message.
PDF: letter to filmmaker 1
PDF: letter to filmmaker 2

8th step: Filmmaker’s feedback
We as NGOs may have an idea of how a clip would work, but a media artist
should always be asked to also bring in her/his experience and ideas. This
may lead to some changes, but in most cases will improve the quality of the
clip. And quality is something that YMPs will expect above all. We have
experienced YMPs to have very high expectations of any kind of media that
they consume.
In our case the filmmaker was very positive about the message and the
proposals for dialogue. We asked him to send the images of children in
schools, in order to start the preparation of the movie. Unfortunately our
sequences of African schools were not in a high quality standard. The
filmmaker suggested that if we didn’t have the images, that he could do the
second part of the film with photos. So we needed a plan B.

9th step - Plan B
How to get images from schools in developing countries? As an NGDO we
have a lot of photos, so we decided to check all our photos and choose
photos that could be used in the film. Our idea was to show that with fair
frade, children can get access to school, and the livelihood of farmers'
communities could be improved.
After this first stage selection, we sent the photos to the filmmaker.

10th step - Production of the short clip
This was a long stage of the process. There are many variables that need to
be calculated to be able to shoot a film or spot: locations, weather, and crew.
As a student the filmmaker had some university works to finish...and we also
had some difficulties to choose the place for shooting.
Trying to accelerate the process, we used the internet to find some places in
Oporto for the shooting. In order to make a real connection with our target
group, we wanted to shoot at places that YMPs would go to so that they
would relate more to what they see.
We identified at least two places and sent them to the filmmaker who was
then responsible to contact the owners of the bars to request authorization.
Only at the end of November did the filmmaker establish the first contact.
One of the owners said that there was no problem. The filmmaker was also
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responsible for identifying the actors (we indicated gender balance in this
process). We defined December 6th to start the short clip production. On this
date, because of bad weather conditions, they had to cancel the film shooting
and reschedule to another date.
There was a significant delay at this stage, and we received the first draft of
the spot only at the end of January.
Tip: Weather is an especially crucial point in the production of a movie. You
need dry conditions and also very bright sunlight. Only then will the results
look professional, which is needed when addressing YMPs.
Of course, with enough money at hand, a film crew can reproduce these
conditions (shooting in a big hall and having dozens of expensive spotlights to
generate enough light). These financial means exeed the budget of most
NGOs by far. Therefore, if you want to stay within a smaller budget (like
around €1000 in our case), production can be delayed. This is a point to be
included in the planning of any development education action with movie
production involved.
After having received the draft from the filmmaker we identified little
mistakes, initiated a revision of them, and after a final review in February the
spot was ready to go!

11th step - Dissemination plan
While we were waiting for the spot to be finished, we prepared a short
dissemination plan in close partnership with our communication department.
A dissemination plan makes sense in any action that involves several channels
of communication to reach the target group. The idea is to reflect and write
down:
a) who you plan to address
b) which communication channels you want to use
c) at what time you want engage which medium
In our case, because the target group was already defined and the Facebook
page was created, it was easy to identify the means that we wanted to use.
<previous page
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12th step – Going viral
We decided to focus on Facebook and spread the clip with email to some
additional important stakeholders. We chose Facebook because at the time
that we did this action, we had already gathered a lot of YMPs as fans on our
Facebook page.
For choosing the right medium of dissemination there is no simple answer
which is always true. It always depends on how deep the target group can
be accessed with this medium. Your choice of media channels may be very
different with your own action. A great advantage of a short clip is that it can
be used for various channels, may it be internet, cinema, television, or public
screens. The leading question is: which media are used by those YMPs that
you want to address?
Here is our example of how to do it:
On February 10th, we made public the online video Did You Ever Drink a
Fair?
With a small teaser, “And you? Do you ask for a Fair?", we presented our
online video to the web community.
In the first 10 days we had more than 200 views. There was sharing between
fans and between NGOs.

To help reach our dissemination objectives we prepared an email, promoting
the online video. This email was sent to more than 2000 email contacts
(ministries, members of Parliament, university centers, youth sections of
political parties, and local authorities). This way, we were able to reach a
large number of YMPs.

Facebook
Like all the recipes presented here, this one also follows the idea of
Casual Learning. This means quick information. With our clip, we intended to
get our target group mainly interested in the topic of fair trade. There is little
space in such a short time for deeper information. Facebook was essential to
provide the tips for the adoption of sustainable lifestyles.
We started with a teaser on February 10th and on the same day we
challenged our fans to go to the street and ask for a Fair.
On Monday, February 13 we made a new post:
“In the world there are millions of people that start the day with coffee. This
morning drink a Fair."
Then, to promote the 8 MDGs, we decided to use concrete examples of
choices that people can make to help the efforts to achieve the MDGs, with a
particular focus on MDG 7.
MDG 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
We promoted the Walk Against Hunger (took place on May 22nd 2011,
Lisbon)
"End Hunger: Walk the World" is an annual event to raise money and
awareness for WFP efforts to fight child hunger and malnutrition.
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MDG 2: Achieve universal primary education
The Hunger Project’s Women’s Leadership Workshop is to improve the quality
of village schools, and make it safer for girls to attend them.
http://www.thp.org/
MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
African Women in Agricultural Research and Development (AWARD) is a
project of the Gender & Diversity Program of the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research.: http://www.awardfellowships.org
MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
UNICEF Tap Project - Clean Drinking Water for Children.
MDG 5: Improve maternal health
We promoted the ONE campaign on Maternal & Child Health. In the world's
poorest countries, mothers risk their lives giving birth and millions of children
die each year from treatable, preventable causes such as diarrhoea.
http://www.one.org/c/international/issue/951/
MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Africa is moving on AIDS http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74wlkdTHIjw
MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Viral video of WWF: It all comes back to you. http://youtu.be/3Wht7Vj6u2g
Flight carbon footprint calculator :
http://calculator.carbonfootprint.com/calculator.aspx?tab=3
Starbucks is the largest purchaser of fair trade coffee.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hapVwQrL38
Ben&Jerry's Coconutterly Fair.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=F_6OYOIOlEQ
What's an ocean garbage patch?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-gqJAsXiKQ
MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Ecotourism and voluntourism
http://www.ekkobrasil.org.br
http://www.mamiraua.org.br/
http://www.aoka.com.br
http://www.earthwatch.org
http://www.sarvodaya.org
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Luggage Labels

Background
With the recipes on development education that are provided on this
webpage, we were seeking ways to address new target groups in many
different situations in life. Of course, traveling is a regular activity and also a
passion for many people. This is especially true for YMPs. They travel for
business, romance, leisure, education…regardless of the reason, there is
always a common element in their travels: luggage. Why not use this for
development education? This recipe will give you an example of how to make
use of a regular object that your target group uses, such as a luggage bag,
and to open it to development education.
next page>
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Summary
We all know that we need to put ID on our luggage when we travel. With the
amount of people traveling constantly from one place to the other, for
different kinds of reasons, luggage tags have grown to be very popular. So
many people traveling and going toward different locations makes us feel the
need to identify our belongings as well as possible, just in case our luggage
gets lost.
We can find these luggage tags almost everywhere - or we can even make
one of our own, a fashionable and unique luggage tag: the Millennium
Development Goals luggage tag. A simple “device” that allows us to raise
awareness for MDGs in a casual way .
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Ups
Very useful.
MDGs can be presented in an informal and attractive way.
Synergies with travel agencies open the door for future actions.

COMMENT BOX

Disseminated at the largest international tourism exhibition promoted in
Portugal: great visibility.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs
Recycled paperboard is easily destroyed by the rain.
The rope was, in our case, not appropriate for the labels.

(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

Preparing the luggage labels by yourself is very time consuming.
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X
6000

recycled paperboards
eyelets

5

eyelet machines

1260 m

waxed cotton rope

4
1

paper boxes
art designer
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Baking time

Expertise

[20 days]

[Intermediate]

Nº of Chefs
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Budget
€1166
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Cake base
In order to get our luggage labels to the target group, we planned to
distribute the luggage tags at a special exhibition for tourism. This way we
could reach YMPs as visitors, and travel agencies who would then distribute
the luggage tags to those YMPs visiting these travel agencies as customers.
The International Tourism Exhibition (BTL) took place in Lisbon between the
23rd and the 27th of February, 2011. That year, more than 60.766 visitors
attended BTL to get acquaintance with innovations and trends in the sector.
The main exhibit sectors shown at BTL are:
diverse tourist accommodations, hotels and hotel services, tourist carriers,
tour operators, travel agencies, national and international organizations,
regional and local tourism organizations, tourist leisure attractions, health
tourism (spas / warm springs infrastructures / services, equipment and
consumables for spas), active tourism / nature / adventure, ecological
tourism, golf, tourism of Portuguese vineyards, senior tourism, technology
(telecommunications, booking systems, databases of tourist destinations,
video conferencing), services for the tourism industry (consulting, professional
training, decoration, insurance, banking), and specialized press.
Having this great opportunity to develop an action in one of the most
important exhibitions in Lisbon for traveling, and following our casual learning
methodology, the development education department team of our
organization scheduled an internal meeting with the communication team to
initiate the creative process.

1st step - Choosing the format and material of the luggage tags
When developing an action that is part of a package of actions, we should
maintain our profile and standard procedures.
Therefore, we decided to use recycled material and the standard format of
luggage tags. This is to say, one of the faces of the labels should contain the
traditional information: name, address, telephone number & country of
residence.

2nd step - Designing the tags
Design is a key point for anyone who wants to address a target group that is
focused on style like the YMPs. They want to buy good-looking luggage, and
they really give importance to the look of their luggage. Remember that many
times it is important to have a good-looking piece of luggage because it may
represent the style of the person that is using that tag (creative, formal,
luxurious, geek, etc).
In order to maintain the coherence with other actions of IMVF (Instituto
Marques de Valle Flor) for YMPs, our choice was to use the colors and icons
of MDGs. This also allowed that in the future there is the possibility for a
visual recognition of MDG symbols/icons.

3rd step - Number of tags
Individual labels or a package of labels? We started thinking that for traveling
we use more than one piece of luggage, so how many labels should we
made? We decided to make three different tags.

4th step - Asking for the design and printing budget
We contacted the art designer, and provided all the first information about the
tags, namely: two-sided labels; standard format, with one of the sides
having the basic information (name, address, country, telephone); and also
the logos and the Facebook page name. With all this information it was
possible for the designers to send us a first budget.

5th Step - Choosing the MDG icons
Our purpose was to have a short, clear, and strong message related to the
MDG icon. Because we opted for developing three tags, we started deciding
which MDGs should we promote. MDG 7 was immediately chosen. It‘s very
simple to establish a connection between traveling and the environment. After
a few hours of brainstorming we also decided to use MDG 8 because the idea
made sense for us that when we travel we are making partnerships: cultural,
social, and economic partnerships. And for educational reasons, the third tag
should contain all the MDGs.
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6th step - Message
Our purpose was to have a short, clear, and strong message related with the
MDG icon and travels.
To give the right tone for the package we agreed that the slogan should be
“Destiny...2015. 8 Steps for a Dream Destiny". Below this message should
appear the 8 MDGs.
For MDG 7 (Ensure environmental sustainability), we started thinking about
CO2 footprint, fuel, flight emissions, etc. The final message was "smart
people, smart choices, green options". This neutral message allowed us to
approach a range of issues on the Facebook page.
For the third label, MDG 8 (Develop a global partnership for development),
our option was “you don’t need to be a super hero to save the world”.
To validate our messages, we conducted a simple poll on Facebook, asking
our fans which tags they liked most. The majority vote was for label MDG 8.
As always when addressing a new target group, this step of pretesting is
important to get immediate feedback on the materials that you have
prepared, even before the initial action starts.

7th step - Giving the final messages to the art designer
We received the first draft of the final art. The results were amazing. We
really made some great work with the luggage labels, so our first step was...

8th step - Ways of reinforcing the action
The best way to reach out to the BTL fair is through a travel agency. Also
when thinking about our target group, YMPs, addressing travel agencies is a
good option because YMPs are often traveling for business and thus book
their flights with travel agencies and not on the internet. So we needed to
contact a travel agency to present the luggage tags. We contacted one of the
travel agencies with whom we work (usually to book our flights), and
presented them with the idea. They scheduled a meeting, and in a few days
we presented the luggage labels. They were really impressed by the luggage
labels and they agreed to present the luggage labels in their stand at the fair.
This was a major victory because they are one of the biggest national travel
agencies. This institutional support was mentioned also on the luggage labels,
with the agency logo. We also had a guarantee from the travel agency that
they would make some publicity of our 'Connected for a better world'
Facebook page on their own Facebook page with more than 22.000 fans.
Tip: As we did in this case, a strategy of using third-party service providers is
always good advice if your target group can not be directly reached by your
organization. In our case, we could not wait in the travel agencies, or at the
airport, all the time to approach YMPs with bags in person.
Including service providers means that you will have to agree with them to a
design and message. But if you manage to convince them and make them
feel that it is also their material, they will distribute it widely and reach
members of the society that you could not have reached. So involving those
intermediate service providers between us and the target group is an
excellent possibility to extend the range of your action.

9th step - Producing the luggage labels, eyelets, and ropes
As with all recipes you will find on this web page, we kept this action around
€1000 so that other organizations which may have small budgets can
reproduce this action. Hence, the budget constraints only allowed us to print
the luggage tags. But they still needed holes and ropes so that they can be
attached to bags. Now it was time to make the hole in the labels to insert the
eyelet.
As usual, when you do something on your own, it is cheaper but takes a lot
of time.
With the eyelet machine, we made 6000 holes in the tags! We spent more
than 100 hours to make the holes and insert the eyelets.
After a few hours of making pressure to insert the eyelet we almost lost our
hand sensibility.
Then, we decided to use 23 cm of waxed cotton rope for each tag. This
permits YMPs to tie the labels on their luggage.
Our option for “a rope to each tag” could be explained by the perception that
YMPs will not use the three luggage tags if they only have rope for one.
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10th step - Addressing the media
We made a press release and prepared the information to use on Facebook.
We also advertised the action on our Facebook wall.
Press Release.pdf
Summary:IMVF raises awareness on MDGs at the International
Tourism Exhibition Instituto Marques de Valle Flôr, a Non-Governmental Organization on
Development (NGO), in partnership with Top Atlantic, will make available at
the stand of the agency at BTL, MDGs Luggage Labels that appeal to more
sustainable lifestyles. Within the European project "Lifestyles and MDGs”.

11th step - Sending the luggage tags to the travel agency
Two days before the exhibition we sent the luggage labels to the travel
agency, as they were responsible to bring the luggage labels to their stand.
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PDF: Luggage tags
Luggage tag 1: Millennium Development Goals
Message: Destiny...2015. 8 Steps for a Dream Destiny
Luggage tag 2: MDG 7
Message: Smart people, smart choices, green options
Luggage tag 3: MDG 8
Message: You don’t need to be a Super Hero to save the world

Common elements on the luggage tags
- The number of the MDG addressed in the top right corner
(lesson learned from our 1st action, Christmas Stickers Collection )
- The Visibility rules
- The Facebook page – Connected for a better world
- Respect for the official color of each MDG. To allow that in the future there
is the possibility for a visual recognition of the MDG symbols/icons/color.

The luggage tags at the international tourism exhibition
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The luggage tags were available at the travel agency stand (Top Atlântico) on
the balcony for three days. Sometimes they were also distributed by the team
at the stand.

Facebook
To empower our action and respect the casual learning concept, we also
published on Facebook several posts related with sustainable lifestyles.
We started to present the action:
1 Teaser
The project 'Connected for a better world' will surprise you soon, come to see
us at Bolsa International Tourism Exhibition (Fil: Parque das Nações)
741 impressions : 5 likes
2 Responsible tourism - MDG 7
7Djorson-Turismoresponsável
https://www.facebook.com
596 impressions: 4 likes
3 Ecotourism – MDG 7
“take nothing but photographs, leave nothing but footprints"
https://www.facebook.com/
606Impressions: 3 likes
4 Video makes poverty history - MDG 1
At Oscar night this is a film that you must see!
726 impressions: 5 likes
5 Green Technology – MDG 7
Mobile phone giant Nokia has taken first place in Greenpeace International's
newly released "Guide to Greener Electronics"
647 Impressions : 5 likes
6 - Responsible consumption - MDG 8
http://www2.americanprogress.org
Conflict minerals -TakeAction|RAISEHopeforCongo
http://www.raisehopeforcongo.org/content/take-action
660 impressions: 3 likes
7 - What is sustainable tourism? MDG 7 and MDG 8
739 impressions : 5 likes
8 - Petition EU budget – MDG 8
EU budget: how much of its expected €1 trillion overall budget will it spend in
the fight against extreme poverty over the next seven years? - sign the
petition – MDG 8
http://one.org/international/blog/category/development-assistance/
611 impressions: 4 likes
9 - Are you a sustainable consumer? MDG 8
http://simula-residuos.apambiente.pt/
639 impressions
10 – Micro-credit – MDG 8
Micro-credit, when combined with learning new agricultural techniques, basic
business management, and literacy and numeracy skills, is being used
effectively by USAID to promote food security in some of the poorest areas of
Guinea.
701 impressions : 4 lIkes
11 - Women and new technologies – MDG 3
596 impressions : 3 likes
12 - Combat HIV/AIDS malaria and other diseases - MDG 6
We can make the difference
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?
u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stoptb.org%2F&h=cecb4
656 impressions : 4 likes
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Connected for a Better World
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Connected-for-a-betterworld/154815624540299
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Topping
The feedback from the travel agency team was very positive. The agency was
very keen about the luggage tags and they are very interested to make more.
The YMPs present at the exhibitionlwere also very impressed by the luggage
tags. The number of fans on Facebook increased.
Our confidence in the luggage tags was so high that we sent a pack of
luggage tags to the Portuguese Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and
Cooperation, and to his team; to the Secretary of State for Tourism; to the
president and vice presidents of the Portuguese Institute for Development
Assistance; to a television journalist that presents programs related to the
MDGs; and also to all our samples of YMPs.
The feedback was great. We are still receiving requests for luggage tags!
PDF LETTER SENEC
We would like to share our action on targeting travelers with development
education with you, as an example. For reaching YMPs while they are
traveling there are plenty of options. Just think of anything that YMPs
encounter while being “on the road”: drinking glasses in airplanes,
refreshment tissues handed out to travelers, and many more things. When
reading this recipe we hope to give you some ideas on the crucial points and
benefits of this form of action and to give you many ideas for addressing new
target groups on your own.
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Budget
Luggage tags printing: €674
Eyelets (6.000): €48,30
Eyelets machines 5 pieces: €30,00
Waxed cotton rope (1260 m): €46,16
Art designer: €150

COMMENT BOX

Total Budget: €1166

SHARE YOUR ACTION
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Information to give to your target group on the MDGs and sustainable
lifestlye
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
http://www.who.int/topics/millennium_development_goals/diseases/en/index.html

MDG1 : Poverty
Make poverty history: video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=um_M8dwbEP8

MDG 3: Gender equality
FAO: Gender Equity
http://www.fao.org/gender/gender-home/gender-programme/genderequity/en/

MDG 7: Environmental sustainability
EarthHour 60+: BeyondtheHour
www.beyondthehour.org
Are you a sustainable Consumer?
http://simula-residuos.apambiente.pt/
Eco-Fashion
http://www.edun.com/
http://www.peopletree.co.uk/

MDG 8: Global partnership
Mineral Conflict
http://www.globalwitness.org/campaigns/conflict/conflict-minerals
Responsible Consumption - Conflict Minerals - TakeAction |
RAISEHopeforCongo
http://www2.americanprogress.org/t/1684/campaign.jsp?
campaign_KEY=6265
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Background
Addressing Young Modern Performers (YMPs) outside in nature is a challenge
that is taken up with this recipe. Our idea: YMPs like being outside, so we
wanted to address them with short messages on development education
while they are enjoying their leisure time in nature. We looked into what our
target group likes to do outdoors and chose to include some small messages
on sustainable lifestyle in a geocache. Geo…what? Geocaching is a high-tech
treasure hunting online and outdoor game played in many countries by YMPs.
The basic idea is to locate hidden containers, called geocaches, outdoors with
GPS devices and then share your experiences online. A geocacher can place a
geocache in the city or the woods, pinpoint its location using GPS technology,
and then share the geocache's existence and location online (
www.geocaching.com). It is an interactive gaming experience. Searchers will
locate the cache using GPS to get as near as 10 meters, and then they need
to search for a box. Inside the box there are small items like coins, rings etc.
that can be taken as rewards, or traded by replacing them with others. Also,
there is a logbook in which every successful searcher will write down the date
of discovery, and some personal notes which are also published on the
internet platforms of geocaching.
The idea of the game is not only to search for geocaches, but also that people
share their favorite sights and view points with others. Therefore, it is also a
web 2.0 tool for exploring new and interesting places. Geocaching is a trend.
There are five million geocachers worldwide already, and the numbers are
increasing rapidly with more than two million caches spread in cities and
countryside. YMPs like to join geocaching as an individual outdoor leisure
activity. They often have smartphones with built-in GPS, so they often go out
for geocaching during their lunch break, during meeting breaks, or on the
weekends.
Geocaching is one example, but not the only game or sport that target groups
like YMPs enjoy. Other activities include inline skating, jogging, and many
other pastimes that are a) outdoor and b) individualistic. This recipe may give
you some ideas on how to address YMPs outdoors by combining development
education with nature - may it be installing a painting with development
information on an inline track, preparing a park bench, or something else
completely. The idea is to reach YMPs outdoors where they have not been
reached by NGOs yet.
next page>
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Summary
This action makes use of the habits of YMPs in order to place development
education information in this game. We want to put MDG information literally
“into the game”. Eight treasures (caches) are placed in the city and nearby
nature. Each cache addresses one of the MDGs. Information material and
hints for personal lifestyle change concerning the MDGs are included in the
caches. This could be, for example, a simple chart on the situation of gender
equality, with a link to online petition initiatives for women’s rights. This
material is for the finder to take away. The locations of the eight MDG caches
are published on geocaching internet platforms. YMPs who are already
registered on these platforms get to know about the caches. This way, YMPs
get information on MDG lifestyles in a casual way, while playing their regular
geocache game.
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Ups

Centre
Topping

Cheap:

Budget

The Geocaching Recipe is an inexpensive possibility to inform YMPs on
sustainable lifestyles, as the general set-up of geocaching is private, and the
non-professional materials used in geocaching are cheap and can be easily
produced.

Internet links

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

No promotion needed:
As geocaching is a game already established within the group YMPs, no
additional promotion is needed for NGOs implementing the geocaching recipe.
The only thing you will need to do is to post on the platforms. These
platforms are visited by thousands of YMPs each day and thus the potential
impact is very huge.

Local links:
As geocaches can be distributed everywhere in the city, you can place
information directly at places YMPs are regularly visiting, and at the same
time also generate a link between the location where the YMP will find the
geocache and the message of the cache. For example, you can place a
geocache at a river bar and inform about water scarcity, or place a geocache
nearby a world shop in the shopping zone of the city and inform about fair
trade.

Longterm awareness raising:
Geocaches for casual learning can be used for several months or years as a
long-term action.

Downs

Maintenance:
The geocaches that you place need constant monitoring and maintenance
work, as the information materials within the caching boxes are to take away.
Thus the cache boxes need to be refilled regularly. Also, if materials are not
taken away and stay in the boxes, some caches may get destroyed after a
while as regular passersby accidently find a geocache box and take it with
them, as they don’t know the game.
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Ingredients

Centre
Topping

Amount

Name

8

waterproof boxes (Tupperware
or similar)
waterproof, resealable plastic
bags
logbooks with designed covers
bills (self printed)
information charts on global
gender gap
paper cones
small envelopes
condoms
packages of tree seeds
software program to produce
QR tags
GPS navigation device

Budget
Internet links

14
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

8
50
50
50
50
50
50
1
1

Baking time

Expertise

[20 days]

[Advanced]

Nº of Chefs

(M)BAKE

Budget
€105
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1st step - Setting up general contents
We started with a brainstorming session on which content we wanted to
transmit to the YMPs by geocaching.
The general impression is that we have to deliver short messages. This is not
because there is not enough space in the MDG geocaches, but because a YMP
who is searching for a geocache doesn't have the intention of reading long
stories about MDGs. Still, he or she is in a game in leisure time hours. That is
why we thought of pictures and slogans within the MDG geocaches. More
information can be integrated into the description and introduction of the
geocache on the online platform.
Our main goal is to get YMPs to a) think about possibilities to change their
lifestyles in a sustainable way and b) to pinpoint that information locally
within the sights of the city that are related to the topics.

2nd step - Searching for locations
Knowing which locations we will choose is important for us because the shape
and size of the information material depends on the size of the box, which
then depends on the hiding place. So the first step, before further elaboration
of the information material, is to find suitable locations that are close to
places YMPs are visiting on a regular basis, and which would fit the topic, as
well as offering some space for hiding a cache box. Moreover, we need to
take care that the MDG caches are not too close to other caches already
existing in the city. Otherwise, there would be some confusion with other
searchers. The search for locations took us on some walks through the city,
and at the same time gave us ideas for the contents of the boxes as we were
browsing different locations.

3rd step - Buying materials
As geocaching is a private, leisure time game, no expensive materials are
needed for preparation. We bought standard Tupperware boxes

in sizes appropriate to our hiding places, some additional materials like
condoms for MDG 6, and tree seeds for MDG 7. All other materials can be
paper and some plastic covers.

4th step - Producing materials
Production time depends on the number of items that are produced per cache
box. In our case, we produced 50 of each information material item, and put
20 of each in the boxes, so that some reserves for future refilling of the cache
boxes is available at hand.
All materials were put into the plastic bags and then in the boxes,
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so that no water from rain could destroy the information materials. In
addition, we placed a small letter to the finder, that if a geocache is found by
accident it is part of a game and it should not be taken away.
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8 geocaches on MDG lifestyle

Internet links

Geocache MDG 1
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Idea: Inform on current situation of poverty and promote fair trade as a
possibility to improve living conditions of people in developing countries.
Content of information item MDG 1: We added 50 one dollar bills as a symbol
of the poverty line of 1,25 dollars a day and put the number of people living
under poverty line, 1,4 billion, on it as well. This is a take away item. Our aim
was to inform about the global situation in a few lines just to give an overall
easy-to-remember impression.
Content of the logbook on MDG 1:
Front:
Congratulations! You have found it!
Some more information on this MDG you will find on the back.
If you like, you can take a dollar.
Please tell your friends about the MDGs if you like.
Back:
By fair trade, the situation of many in need is improved. Products that are fair
trade can be found in fair trade shops, world shops and in some
supermarkets as well. The next world shop is nearby your place –-> QR tag
Link and QR tag to world shop Esslingen on Logbook
Location: 100 meters walking distance of world shop Esslingen
Internet information on geocaching platform: www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 1. Links to GCAP Germany and online
resources on MDG 1.

Geocache MDG 2

Idea: Inform on current situation of primary education and promote German
initiatives for better education in developing countries.
Content of information item MDG 2: This cache has four different stations that
need to be found subsequently, with tasks until the final treasure is reached
by the player. There are several riddles and small games to be solved at each
station. We added 50 designed small paper cones filled with sweets,
symbolizing the first school day of a child. (In Germany these are given to
children on their first school day by their parents, to help them feel more
comfortable in their new environment.)
Slogan: 72 million children are waiting for their first day of school.
Content of the logbook on MDG 2:
Front:
Congratulations! You have found it!
Some more information on this MDG you will find on the back.
If you like, you can take an item with you.
Please tell your friends about the MDGs if you like.
Back:
Primary education for boys and girls is a start - a chance. It is a requirement
for getting a job. You can support a school project to help enforce
development.
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www.betterplace.org–->

Internet information on geocaching platform:www.opencaching.deBackground
and targets of MDG 2. Links to online resources on MDG 2.

Geocache MDG 3

Idea: Inform on current situation of gender equality and promote initiatives.
Content of information item MDG 3: We added 50 simple but easy-tounderstand graphs on the gender gap index.

Content of the logbook on MDG 3:
Front:
(see MDG 1)
Back:
The short clip, and the organisation “The Girl Effect”, aims at strengthening
the situation of women. Their position is a key factor in fighting poverty.
www.thegirleffect.org

–->

Internet information on geocaching platform:www.opencaching.deBackground
and targets of MDG 3. Links to online resources on MDG 3.

Geocache MDG 4

Idea: Inform on current situation of child mortality and promote initiatives.
Content of information item MDG 4: We produced 50 silhouettes on MDG as a
take away item. It displayed the topics and targets of MDG 4, such as hunger
vs. food security, measles vs. open access to vaccines, etc.
Silhouette on MDG 4
Content of the logbook on MDG 4:
Front:
(see MDG 1)
Back:
Many organizations like, for example, “Worldvision” support a better future for
children.
www.worldvision.org–-> QR Tag
Internet
information
on
geocaching platform:www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 4. Links to online resources on MDG 4.

Geocache MDG 5
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Idea: Inform on current situation of maternal health and promote initiatives.
Content of information item MDG 5: We added 50 small maps of the world,
showing the distribution of maternal health in the world.
Content of the logbook on MDG 5:
Front:
(see MDG 1)
Back:
The organization “Doctors Without Borders” fights for more medical assistance
for women in labor. This way many problems during birth can be prevented.

www.aertze-ohne-grenzen.de

–->

Internet
information
on
geocaching platform:www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 5. Links to online resources on MDG 5.

Geocache MDG 6

Idea: Inform on current situation of HIV/AIDS, worldwide and in Germany,
and promote personal prevention.
Content of information item MDG 6: We added 50 labeled packages of
condoms for geocachers to take with them, if they like.
Content of the logbook on MDG 6:
Front:
(see MDG 1)
Back:
Education is the best weapon against AIDS. Information is easy to get at
“Don’t give AIDS a chance”. (well-known German initiative)
Also there was a hint to organizations that work on MDG 6:
The organization “Doctors Without Borders” fights for more medical assistance
for women in labor. This way, many problems during birth can be prevented.

www.gib-aids-keine-chance.de –->

Internet
information
on
geocaching
platform:www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 6. Links to online resources on MDG 6.

Geocache MDG 7

Idea: Inform on the importance of stopping deforestation.
Content of information item MDG 7: We added 50 packages of tree seeds, to
make a small personal experiment for geocachers on planting a tree possible
if they like to.
Content of the logbook on MDG 7:
Front:
(see MDG 1)
Back:
Saving environment can be really easy if we think about the resources that
we use, for example, by printing on recycled paper.

Recycling –->
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Internet
information
on
geocaching
platform:www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 7. Links to online resources on MDG 7.

Geocache MDG 8

Idea: Inform on global partnership – especially on debt relief.
Content of the logbook on MDG 8:
Front:
Congratulations! You have found it!
Some more information on this MDG you will find on the back.
Please tell your friends about the MDGs if you like.
Debt relief now! That is what many NGOs promote because many developing
countries pay more interest to other countries than they receive in
development aid. For example, in Guinea Bissau each citizen’s share in debt is
850 dollars.
Back:
For establishing a global partnership, connecting civil society is important.
NGOs are important players in that partnership. An NGO that is near to you is,
for example, DEAB.

www.deab.de –->

Internet
information
on
geocaching
platform:www.opencaching.de
Background and targets of MDG 8. Links to online resources on MDG 8.
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5th step - Hiding the caches
For hiding the caches, we chose daytimes less frequent to regular visitors, so
that no passersby can observe where the geocaches are hidden. Therefore,
the danger of accidental findings is minimized. When hiding the caches, we
used a GPS device to get to know the exact coordinates of our chosen hiding
place. The GPS device we used is a smartphone with GPS navigation software
like this. For smartphones of different operating systems, such as Mac,
Windows Phone, and Android, there are free programs available called 'GPS
trackers'. If you do not have such devices, you can also use a removable car
navigation device which can show you the coordinates. You can even use the
OpenCaching maps of your city by pointing the cursor to the hiding place, and
the coordinates will be displayed .

Coordinates can be in different systems depending on your GPS device. It can
be in “degrees-minutes-seconds” or it can be in “decimal degrees”. For
example, N 44° 48.055 E 009°18.7 and longitude 44.815278 latitude
9.301944 are the same spot in two different systems. Geocachers mostly use
the degrees-minutes-seconds system. Therefore, you might need to convert
coordinates depending on your GPS device. There are several free online
tools
for
this
conversion
on
the
internet
such
as:
http://www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/bickel/DDDMMSS-decimal.html.
Once we had the coordinates of the hiding spots noted, we then published
them online.

6th step: Publishing the geocaches online
For putting the caches online, we used, for example, a geocaching platform
called www.opencaching.de. This page is also available in many other
European countries. OpenCaching is one of the two biggest platforms. The
other platform is geocaching.com, but this platform allows no educational
caches at all.
After creating an account on the platform, we put a short introduction and
the coordinates of each cache on eight different pages of the platform. Each
page referred to one cache and its MDG. On the pages there was a short
introduction to the cache idea and some short background information on
each MDG. The cache could be located on a map as well.
Example MDG 2
In addition, we added a teaser on our
web and Facebook pages.
In our case, the eight geocaches were
placed in the nearby city of Esslingen.
We chose locations that are frequently
visited by YMPs. These were the
technical university of Esslingen, sports
locations where YMPs go for a run, and
locations close to shops that YMPs visit.
The idea was to get to the places that
YMPsl go to regularly. This is because
many YMPs involved in geocaching are
playing it along their usual daily routine,
on lunch breaks from work, while going
shopping, or while doing sports.
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Feedback
As a tradition, geocachers will log their findings in the logbook, as well as on
the internet. This way, feedback is directly a part of the game, and we could
easily gather responses from our target group. The target group responded
very well to the caches, and many of them wrote that they found the topic
very interesting and got some new ideas from that. Responses were, for
instance: "the topic was damn interesting",“thank you for the cool item!",
(condom MDG 6) and “looking forward to more caches like this”. For the
following months we estimate around 50 logs a month, which will add up to
around 500 people by the end of the year.
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Budget
Condoms: 50 x €0,18 = €9
Tupperware boxes: 8 x €4 = €24
Plastic bands: 14 x €0,10 = €1,4
Logbooks: 8 x €1 = €8
Packages of seeds: 50 x €0,06 = €3
Paper informational materials: €10
GPS device: €50
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Total budget: ~ €105
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Practical advice
http://www.geocaching.com
http://www.opencaching.org(de/cz/pl/es/it/no/se)
http://www.wikihow.com/Go-Geocaching
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1FxrMY91jJU
http://www.maps-gps-info.com

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Links on contents
MDGs

MDG 1
http://ochaonline.un.org/News/GlobalFoodTrends/tabid/4429/language/enUS/Default.aspx
The Millennium Development Goals Report 2010, United Nations Department
of Economic and Social Affairs August 2010
http://www.bmz.de/de/publikationen/reihen/sonderpublikationen/Millenniums_Entwicklungsziele_Bericht_2012.pdf
http://www.whiteband.org/
http://www.standagainstpoverty.org/
MDG 2
http://www.unesco.org/education/efa/ed_for_all/background/world_conference_jomtien.shtml
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/mi/goals_2005/goal_2.pdf
http://www.unesco.org/education/efa/wef_2000/index.shtml
http://portal.unesco.org/geography/en/ev.phpURL_ID=2297&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
MDG 3
http://www.genderandenvironment.org/
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=37080&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
http://www.unifem.org/
MDG 4
WHO
http://www.who.int/about/en
http://www.who.int/healthinfo/statistics/mortchildmortality/en/index.html
UNICEF
http://www.unicef.org/progressforchildren/2007n6/index_41802.htm
The Measles Initiative
http://www.measlesinitiative.org
MDG 5
WHO
http://www.who.int/
"Women Deliver" initiative
http://www.womendeliver.org/
UNFPA webpage: No woman should die giving life: facts and figures
http://www.unfpa.org/safemotherhood
UNICEF
http://www.unicef.org/progressforchildren/2007n6/index_41812.htm
The world health report 2005 – Make every mother and child count
http://www.who.int/whr/en/
MDG6
WHO
http://www.who.int/
Detailed press information on HIV and AIDS
http://www.unaids.org/
International Health Partnership
A new global initiative for health
http://www.internationalhealthpartnership.net
An international organization of doctors working in developing countries
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/
http://www.iucn.org/
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MDG7
WWF
http://www.panda.org/index.cfm
Greenpeace International
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/
United Nations Environment Programme
http://www.unep.org/
MDG8
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
http://mdgs.un.org/unsd/mdg/
http://www.mdgmonitor.org/

(M)BAKE
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Background
In the last couple of years, more and more television screens have been
placed in our everyday surroundings, may it be in bars, subway stations, at
crossroads, in shop windows or gyms. Multimedia content is broadcast from
every possible place. In most cases so far, this is used for company
advertisement. We want to make use of this new channel of information for
development education. As many of the screens are placed in places where
people are on the move, we chose, in this case, sustainable mobility as a
topic.
Our target group Young Modern Performers (YMPs) are one of the social
groups that keep up very high individual mobility, and they love cars. Of
course, public transportation and riding bicycles are alternatives to that, but
also those who want to stick with their cars can contribute to sustainability,
for example by buying electric, hybrid, or eco-cars. They provide individual
mobility, and are, at least, more eco-friendly than conventional cars. They
even promise an exclusive status because they are a new trend in mobility.
With this action we can address this option for change. Mobility is a very
important topic. With the invention of cars, our mobility behavior was
changed completely. The dark side of this development is the environmental
pollution by combustion engines, which is one reason for climate change.
Especially in cities, there is a high car density. The stop-and-go traffic is
extremely detrimental to the environment, but our demand for individual
mobility is still eminently strong. The consequences of this behavior are, of
course, not limited locally to the city where the pollution is caused. The
impact on the environment, and the civilization, is much more dramatic in the
south than in the north of our planet.
Of course, the medium “public spot on screens ” can be used also for a broad
variety of other topics of development as well. Whatever topic the spot has, it
is of utmost importance to stick with a high-quality production. YMPs are
accustomed to getting professional media content, and poor-quality movies
will be ignored, not because of the content, but because of the amateur form
of production.
next page>
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This recipe explains how to set up an appealing and professional spot on a
development topic with limited financial resources, and place it in a way that
the target group YMPs can relate to. Whatever development topic you want
to address, it can be done in the form of a short spot for public screens. In
our case, we chose a spot about sustainable mobility, but this is just one
option. A natural place to inform people about their mobility behavior is, of
course, on the street! Therefore, in the action that we implemented, and
which is the basis of this recipe, we chose a strategic, well-placed intersection
and showed a short spot on an advertisement screen (4x4 m) at a crossroads
with thousands of cars passing by. The film is 15 sec in length, so that car
drivers waiting at a red light could follow the full spot.
The content of the film is a silent movie slapstick story about a YMP who is a
passionate sports car driver, but gets some hassle with a tree at a parking
place. Now let us see, in detail, how to produce and disseminate such a
development education spot.
<previous page
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Ups
Very attractive manner to address YMPs.
Once shooting of a spot is finished, the spot can be shown over a long period
of time.
Spots can be useful in various channels such as exhibitions, fairs, internet
pages, Facebook etc.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs
High costs.We tried to keep the costs very limited, but it has to be stated
that a quality spot cannot be produced without a budget. Even if some costs
can be reduced, when shooting a social spot there is equipment, such as
cameras, to be rented, and also public screens cost money to rent. However,
we feel that if some advice is considered, the costs are still manageable for
most NGO budgets.
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Young Modern Performers?

Ingredients
Centre

Ingredients

Topping
Budget

Amount

Name

Internet links

1
1
COMMENT BOX

česky
deutsch
polski
português

Ups & Downs
Cake base

GALLERY

1

SHARE YOUR ACTION

1
12
1
1
1
1

1

3
1
1

1

1

3

1
2
3
1

1

Baking time

concept for the plot / script
film director (who gives overall
instructions to the team and
the actor)
cameraman (who operates the
camera)
actor
helping hands (to move the
equipment + provide catering)
conventional car
eco-car
place with permission to shoot
a film
high resolution digital camera (
Full HD video capability for
example Canon D5 or equal
)
lens mount (to be able to
change the lenses of the
camera)
different lenses (to shoot close
up and wide angle)
tripod (a stand for the camera)
skid (
a sledge on wheels in order to
move the camera without
shaking)
high quality directional
microphone (for example
Sennheiser ME 80 or equal)
LINK to Picture LINK picture
DSC01274
wind shield for the microphone
(to minimize wind noises) LINK
picture LINK to Picture
DSC01274
daylight reflectors (
mirrors to catch the sunlight
an focus it on the set
)
very sunny day to get enough
light for reflection
daylight spotlights with 2500
watts power (additional light)
silverboards (3m x 3m) (
more reflection of light)
power generator or battery
pack to power the lights and
reload the camera battery
pickup or van (
to move the equipment)

[30 days]

Expertise
[Advanced]
Logistics have to be arranged and coordinated between NGO staff and film
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crew.

Nº of Chefs

Budget
tbc

Tips for low budget
Renting the film equipment
Film equipment is very expensive, and it is not only NGOs who cannot afford
to buy all the equipment, but also many other filmmakers do not have the
money for this. For this reason, there are many companiesthat rent film
equipment for a low cost. If you shoot a non-commercial social spot, you will
even get lower prices.
Involving students of film and design
Shooting a high-quality film means to involve professionals, unless you are
very experienced in film production yourself. We found out that students of
media academies were very interested in cooperating with us on noncommercial social spots. They could in this way increase their experience, and
we contributed the money needed for renting the equipment. Therefore, no
film company needs to be involved, which would increase the budget
tremendously.
<previous page
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Ups & Downs
Cake base

GALLERY

1st step - What do we want to do ?
The beginning is to set up the core framework of the spot. This means, for us
to decide what topic the clip should be about, what message we want to
transmit, and what style the spot should be - comic, animated or real actors,
etc. Also very important, is the question of where this spot should be
displayed, because in cinemas there is sound, and a spot can be rather long.
On the other hand, the number of viewers is limited. Whereas a public screen
(like in a subway or at an intersection) has no sound, and the spots for these
kind of screens are rather short, but the number of viewers is higher.
In this recipe we decided to go with a public screen. This, of course, has
implications on the spot itself. It is short, with less than a minute of running
time, and is a “silent movie”. We wanted real persons playing roles of YMPs
as a target group.
So we put down this framework in a first short draft.

2nd step - Contacting film students
We now had to get in contact with some professionals for the realization of
the film. Most film companies are very expensive, and beyond the small
budget that we had. But there are other ways to get creative and professional
people interested in your idea.
1. It is possible to contact film academies and find out who to turn to.
Sometime the media academies have a blackboard that offers film jobs to
students. This is where you can put your offer. Sometimes the media
academies also have regular working groups for students that people from
outside can turn to for presenting their film projects, and the students can
then decide in these working groups what project they want to pursue.
2. Another easy option is to get hold of a creative film student or director is
by searching for finished filmprojects via YouTube. At the end of film projects
that are presented on YouTube there is often displayed the name and contact
of the author. This is what we did when searching for a director who’s style
was interesting to us.

3rd step – Develop the script for the film
We found that the experience of the film director enriched our ideas for the
spot enormously. So it makes a lot of sense to have some creative
brainstorming with the film producer in order to develop the story that you
want to tell. The result of this brainstorming was a roughly sketched story.
In our case, the story we came up with is about a tree and a car driver who
have some trouble together. A YMP named 'Paul' drives to work with his big
limousine every morning. When stopping in the parking lot of his company,
he parks his car on his personal parking space under a big tree and gets out
of the car - it's a sunny day, he takes a deep breath, and smiles. He is
dressed up in a suit, and ready to “conquer the business world”. Suddenly he
gets a hard slap on the cheek by a limb of the tree. Really confused, he looks
around and finds just a tree in front of him. The tree, however, does not
move and looks completely innocent, as if saying, "what are you looking at?
It was not me". Irritated, and doubting his own perception, he leaves for the
office. We now see Paul in fast sequences on different days getting slaps on
the cheek, again and again. He tries different strategies of avoiding it, like
holding his arms to the right side for protection but then getting a slap from
the left side, etc. As he grows really frightened of the tree, his look also gets
very frightened. His tie becomes sloppy, he is not well shaved anymore, he
grows a beard, and gets dark circles under his eyes. During these scenes,
Paul's big limousine spreads a lot of smog out of the exhaust when
approaching the parking space. There is an animation zooming from the
smoking exhaust of the limousine up to outer space, in order to show the
world as a whole globe. A cloud of smog will darken the globe, going from
north to south, showing how our pollution arrives at developing countries in
Africa and elsewhere.
Finally, some days later, Paul arrives at the parking spot with a nice eco-car.
Nervously, he gets out of the car but this time he just gets an encouraging
clap on his shoulder. Finally, and deeply relieved, he walks away.
The globe is shown again and lightens up.
The two animations in the middle and end of the spot carry the slogan:
Climate change affects the whole planet!
Your change for the climate does as well!
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Our idea behind this script includes some points that we would like to share
when it comes to addressing YMPs.
Light message: When addressing YMPs as a target group, the message
should not be advisory, but more in the form of a suggestion.
Humor as a tool: Humor has proven to be a very good method when it
comes to making messages memorable to this target group.

Short:
A spot on development topics which are, of course, not priority number one
to the target group of YMPs, is more likely to find its way into the mind of the
viewer if it is short. A long documentary spot is not likely to be viewed until
its end, as YMPs are more used to the style of short video clips. Additional
information can be linked to the spot via Facebook or a webpage. In our
case, we chose to include a Facebook link in the spot so that viewers could
visit the Facebook page if they wanted to have deeper information.

4th step – Searching for a location

Shooting this type of spot means that we needed a real location. In our case,
we needed a parking space that also has a single tree in front of it, and a tall
building in the back to symbolize the office tower that Paul is working in. Of
course, there are always some locations already in mind. But it is also very
useful to search for locations in Microsoft Bing Maps (http://www.bing.com/
maps/). The bird view perspective shows, very realistically, how places look.
In this way, we can add other interesting places to our list of potential sets
for the shooting.
After personally visiting some of these locations, we contacted the owner of a
specific location, which was a private parking place. We got permission to
shoot on a weekend when the parking place is empty.

5th step – Search for actor and film team
The search for an actor was actually an easier task. There are many
webpages, (www.schauspieler-index.de) similar to social networking sites,
that provide pages for each actor, and also a search engine for what kind of
actor you might need (comedy, drama, etc.). In our case, we were lucky to
get contact to an actor through the director of our spot.
The search for a film team was the task of the director, who picked his
favorite fellow students from the media academy to support him.
As a film team, we needed for a spot like ours about 10 people. This included
the director, cameraman, sound engineer, and some roadies to move and
position spotlights, cables, and reflectors. Also desirable is a make-up artist
who can prepare the actor so that no shimmering is on the face in the final
cut. In our case, we ourselves took on the job of make-up artist, and also
helped with moving the equipment to save some money.

6th step – Logistics
Logistics include everything from the requisites, to technical equipment and
rental of vans, up to catering. Requisites, in our case, were two cars that we
needed to shoot the spot - one big limousine and one eco-car. These we
rented from car rentals.
Another requisite was some clothes for the actor to visualize the different
days that the telling of the story includes. That was borrowed from friends.
And for a good mood on the shooting day, nice catering is a good idea as
well. In order to save money we prepared that by ourselves.
Also, we needed a lot of other cars that were placed in the parking places, so
that it looks like a regular working day in the final spot. Those we borrowed
from friends as well.
A word on brands and product placement: when shooting a spot there may be
some products that are used in the spot. Avoid showing the specific brand,
because you do not want to make advertisements for them. Therefore what
should be done, in any case, is to either avoid the label of the brand
completely, or if this is not possible, to conceal the label or product in a way
that it can't be recognized.

In our case, we had to change the design of the cars. Just hiding the logo
would not have been enough to make them unrecognizable to the viewer. We
bought a lot of glue strip and changed the shape of lamps, windows, the
front, the roof – everything that would identify the car with a certain brand.

7th step - Writing a call sheet
Call sheet Paul vs. Baum
A call sheet is the “master plan” for the shooting day. It is needed to have an
overview of what is needed and what steps need to be taken during the
shooting day of the film. The call sheet is written in cooperation between the
NGO and the director. Elements of a call sheet are:
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Times to be there for different members of the crew - the director and the
technical roadies arrive first, then the actor and the make up crew, different
car owners shall arrive later, the catering team comes at noon etc.
Location of the shooting and directions how to get there.
Important numbers of people responsible for the day, such as the director.
Schedule for the day with each scene to be filmed, a description of the
content, materials needed for this scene, crew members needed for this
scene, and the time that this scene will be shot.
Scenes of a spot are not necessarily shot in the order they appear in later on.
For example, in our case there are several sequences of 'Paul' arriving with
his car at the parking lot and getting out of his car. All sequences of him
arriving were shot one after another, and all sequences of him getting out of
the car where shot one after another. This way, the crew only had to move
the camera twice – one time for shooting a wide angle of Paul arriving, and
one time for a shooting close up of Paul getting out of the car. Otherwise, we
would have needed to move the camera after each sequence again.

8th step – Shooting the spot
The time frame started on a sunny early morning at 9 on a parking lot in
front of a big office building. About 15 people (10 students from the media
academyand colleagues from finep and DEAB) prepared the set. Preparation
of the set included:
- Filling up the empty parking spot with cars.
- Installing the technical equipment, including connecting the electricity.
- Preparing the cars with the glue strip so that the brands were not
recognizable.
- Dressing, instructing, and making up the actor.
- Preparing the catering.
Even for a very short clip of 15 seconds, the shooting day can be long. This is
not only because scenes are repeated several times, but also because when
shooting with professional equipment, a lot of material needs to be broken
down, moved and set up again when changing the scenes.
In our case, it finally took 10 hours of shooting for a spot of 15 seconds. So
starting early gives some extra time, in case it takes longer than planned.
Important aspects to look for during the shooting of a spot are:
Light: Light is a major aspect, and also spotlights are one of the most
expensive technical items if we cannot use natural light. Therefore, a sunny,
cloudless day is a must for shooting if we do not want to rent many
expensive spotlights.
Continuity: Also related to light, but as well to other aspects, such as
wardrobe, is the question of continuity in our spot. We need to think about
which scenes are going to be located in the story at what time of the day. All
scenes that are written to be in the morning should be shot also in morning
light, because the change of sunlight and shadows is something that will be
visible in the spot. Also, someone on the set should have an eye on the
wardrobe and placing of props. The actor should not wear the same clothes
on 'different days' in the spot. In our case, it was also important to rearrange
the cars at the parking lot to underline the impression of a change in days.
These are little things that, however, add up to the general impression.

9th step – Editing
The editing procedure is a dialogue between director, film editor, and the
client. Some exchange between all parties needs to happen before the final
cut can be finished. The final material should be delivered in different formats
such as avi, mpeg, mov and xvid so that it can be disseminated afterwards
on as many different channels as possible.
<previous page
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The main course in
this recipe is to deliver
the spot that was
produced to our target
group
YMPs.
Therefore, the first
thing
that
should
happen after finishing
the spot is contacting
providers of public
screens
that
are
strategically
wellsituated to address
YMPs.
This means
screens that are viewed by a high percentage of YMPs. We have found
several places that are specifically suitable to address YMPs.

Particularly suitable are, for example, screens that are placed in:
- lobbies of business hotels
- exclusive bars
- exclusive gyms
- public squares of office buildings
- junctions between office buildings
In our case, we chose an intersection
in the city of Stuttgart, which connects
a district, with many large companies of
the region, with other cities. These
companies have a high percentage of
YMPs as employees. And these YMPs
cross the junction on their way to and
from work. The screen is placed directly
opposite a traffic light. During rush
hours, a lot of traffic jams happen
there, so that YMPs can find some
diversion in watching the spots on the
screen. Our spot was displayed 200
times a day at that intersection, which has 120.000 vehicles passing by daily.
(Movie MAH01388)

In general, public screens can be booked for money. For the screen in our
example, we paid a rental fee. As an NGO, however, there is a great chance
to reduce the costs in comparison to regular prices. In our case, we got a big
discount as an NGO with a social spot.
In hotels, gyms and bars, a good way to approach them is to bring a
notebook with the spot on it with you, and to prepare a DVD with the spot
on it which you can leave at the bar. You can also leave a letter, with the
offical letterhead of your organization, if the person in charge is not present.
You can also link the spot with other sources of information, such as
Facebook or your own webpage, to give further information that cannot be
included in a short spot. We chose to give deeper information on sustainable
mobility on a Facebookpage. This included articles on the consequences of
global climate change for developing countries, tips for saving fuel, a
calculator on co2, and many other useful hints on how to change personal
lifestyle.

Where to put your logo
Putting the logo of your organization, and eventually logos of your funding
sources, is simple at the closing credits at the end of the film.
<previous page
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Lessons learned
We learned from this action that a spot turns out to be an effective and highstandard medium to reach a lot of YMPs.
We also learned that it is important to involve a competent director who
knows which angles and what techniques to use to make the spot look good.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Feedback
We got a lot of very good feedback. Those YMPs that watched the movie
told us that they found it funny and nice. Quotes: “Nice spot, funny slapping
tree”, “ I can imagine well driving an eco-car, but it has to be comfortable
and chic”, “Everyone has to change something, why not their car?”.
<previous page
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To be completed

Internet links

Total budget: 730 Euro
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For contact to media students in your country
European Film School Network

Advice on film making
http://www.cameratim.com/video-production/tips
http://www.blacksharkmedia.com/2011/09/canon-7d-video-10-tips-for-hdfilmmaking/
http://www.cinemaadvanced.com/producing/the-only-film-making-advice-youreally-need
http://www.checklist.com/film-production-checklist

Technical Equipment
http://www.kameraverleih.de(national link)
http://www.facebook.com/video/video.php?v=152093698205512

Sustainable Mobility
http://www.transport2012.org/
http://www.sutp.org/index.php
http://www.greenmobility-project.de (national link)
http://www.wattgehtab.com(national link)
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Background
Our opinion poll and many external studies as well have proven: Young
Modern Performers like electronical devices and gadgets and especially they
like smartphones. They organize their work and meetings with them, write
emails, use them as to do lists etc. But they also use smartphones as a tool of
diversion so they watch clips and music on it and they play small games with
it as well.
smartphones are cell phones like the I- phone: With touch screens, phones
that can access the internet, have email and office programs and many
additional programs that can be installed individually by each user (much like
with a normal computer). And smartphones have a wireless internet
connectivity. We can use this way of communication to address YMP with
casual learning on lifestyle change and MDGs.
next page>
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Summary
This recipe informs about how to develop and distribute an interactive game
for smartphones that is on sustainability and MDGs.
In our case we, finep and DEAB, set up an interactive game for sustainability
that was advertised to the target group by a roll up with a link for download
to it.
The game is designed as a puzzle with various motives that illustrate MDGs
and development topics. These motives are in random order and need to be
put into the right order again. After correct solution of the puzzle additional
information on the topics appears for the Young Modern Performers on their
smartphone screens.
<previous page
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Ups
With this game many topics can be addressed at the same time. You can
have various motives and various screens. Each screen can be used for
another topic.

Internet links

Once the game is ready and promotion material is produced, costs of
distribution are low and the game can be used over and over again.
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

The target groups really intensively focus on the materials if they are
designed as a game because it is not only a one look and pass way of
addressing IT. Furthermore paperless work is a field of future expansion and
you address also people that are not so interested in paper material.

Downs
This action needs deepened technical expertise if you want to implement it
without an external programmer as subcontractor.
For maximum outreach additional promotion material is recommended. In our
case we chose a roll up to advertise the smartphone app.
<previous page
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Ingredients

Centre
Topping

Amount

Name

Budget
Internet links
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1
1
10
1
1
1

concept (an idea of the game)
programmer (who will program
the app
motives (high resolution)
designer (for start screen of
the app + roll up design)
roll up (2 m x 1 m)
homepage

Baking time

[50 days]

Expertise
[Novice]
If you have a programmer to elaborate the technical questions the action is
easy to implement.

Nº of Chefs

Budget
€730
Tips for low budget
Choose a simple app for your action
smartphone apps can be very different in the way they function. And this is
something that we can influence in the very first idea. An interesting app
does not need a lot of functions as long as the basic idea is appealing. The
simpler the app is in functions the cheaper it will be in development.
Especially difficult in programming are apps that use geotracking (need to
know where the phone is), apps that use the camera of the smartphone, apps
that need to be connected to some kind of online service to work properly
etc.
Easy apps only need to understand if a finger is pointed at a screen or not
and that is it. With this function there are already a lot of ideas that can be
implemented. Like in our case a little puzzle game.
Ask IT students for programming
There are a lot of IT students who are very capable and interested in
programming of such an app for smartphones. Very often they need to do
gather some experience in practical work during their studies and this can be
an option for them. So they win and we as an NGO win as well with creative
works that are done.
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In the first step answers need to be found to two main questions:
What topic do we want to promote?
What will be the specific function of the app? (Will it be a game? What
game? A video player? What content for ?)
When thinking about an app some basic criteria may help as orientation.
Success of any app is increased if it:
- is easy to understand in handling
- (if it is a game) is not too easy and not too difficult
- is usable “in small breaks” for a minute or two
- has added information to it that the user did not know about before
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It helps a lot to also look at other existing apps and think of how they can be
related to development topics. An overview is to be found in the stores of
Android, Apple and Windows
In our case we decide for a puzzle game that deals with all 8 MDGs and 3
additional topics of sustainable lifestyle.

2nd step Hiring a programmer
For hiring a programmer there are several options. Professional companies
can be found on the internet. For getting into contact with students it can
help to leave a message on a black board of a university.
In our case we chose to work with a talented student of informatics.
In the briefings with the programmer you will see that your idea of an app
will still change because some of the things that you want are technically
maybe not possible or the programmer will give additional input to what is
possible that you may not have thought about.
In our case we added an additional feature that is a help section. Thereby the
user is introduced into the functions.
Also it is important to think about on which kind of smartphones the app
will/should be used. The programs that are used to elaborate an app for i
phones are completely different from those that you use to elaborate an app
for Android or windows phones. If you want to provide the app for all sorts of
smartphones this will mean double working for programmer because he will
have to start all over again for another kind of smartphone.
To decide which types of smartphones to address it might help to know that
some smartphone types are more widspread than others. “Android”
smartphones, “Nokia” and “i-phones” are most widespread. Windows
smartphones and Blackberry smartphones are less widespread.
For the puzzle app in this recipe we decided to provide it for Android, Nokia
and Blackberrys to cover a broad range of users. Blackberrys we chose
because these are very often used by business people like the Young Modern
Performers are.

3rd step Elaborating the contents
This step only makes sense to begin with after the technical questions are
clarified with the programmer.
Only then we know what exactly can be displayed at what time and in which
size on the screen. What kind of contents you choose is up to you. However
we recommend not to overload the app with too much text. A smartphone is
in regard to size – a phone, which leaves rather few space for long texts.
In our case we decided to go with a combination of graphics and a little text.
We chose 11 motives in total. Each motive (level) was about 1 development
topic.
In total 11 different pictures are available in the puzzle app. 8 of them show
the MDGs and 3 additionally are dedicated to what everyone can do to make
a difference. So these 3 are about important topics for Young Modern
Performers on lifestyle change- to sustainable mobility, to fair trade and to
ethically and environmentally responsible usage of IT gadgets.

Logic of the game:
At the beginning the user sees a picture that is divided in 9 parts (3x3). But
the parts are in wrong position so the picture is completely mixed up.
The task is now to puzzle these 9 parts of the picture to their right position.
But because only one position is free at a time it is a task of strategy and
logic.
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Once all pieces are together at their right position and the picture is
completed a pop up window appears and shows some information on
sustainable lifestyle and MDGs is displayed.
Example
Level 9 Fair trade

Translation in English:
Piece by piece a better world
For example: Fair trade shopping
Fair trade provides many products ranging from Coffee and sweets, textiles
up to handcraft art and many more.
The Fairtrade label
Guarantees fair traded products with an additional surplus for producers in so
called developing countries – without exploitation of labour force and for a
long-term perspective on development
Get more information about fair trade on our Facebook page Lifestyle for a
better world
Here you can find the translation of the other motives

4th step- Test run
After all the contents are elaborated the programmer of the app will include it
in the program. By the time that the app programming itself has been done a
test run should be made in order to see if everything is working the way it
should and what needs to changed.
Testing the functions can be done by us. But a pre test with some people
from outside, ideally members of our target group is a great chance to see
how the app is perceived.
In our case we did a pre test with 5 persons that played our puzzle game. It
turned out, that they wanted the size of the texts bigger. Also we had in the
original version of the game some expressions that we thought were common
language but it turned out that it was “development NGO slang” that most
people from outside did not understand. For example we erased a word like
“stakeholders” from the texts as none of our testers understood what this
means.

5th step Providing download options

With intergrating the changes from the test run the app is ready. From the
designer we get the files of the app. These files we need to provide as a
download for the Young Modern Performers. So we need to put the files
online so that people can visit the web page and press a download button.
After having it downloaded to their smartphone people can then install the
app in the same way that a program on a computer is installed. In general
there are two options on how to provide a download:
- We can create a download page on a section of our own homepage
- We can upload the app to a marketplace or app store. These are the official
portals Link to downloading apps to smartphones.
For the puzzle app that is described here we decided to go with both options
to have maximum outreach to our target group.
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6th step Promotion material
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So the app is ready for download but what to do with it now? If we want to
reach Young Modern Performers or any other target group with this app we
need to promote it which means that we need to inform about the app and
where to get it.
Many options are possible to inform on an app. This can be leaflets or adds in
the internet on special interest websites for Young Modern Performers.
For the promotion of the puzzle game we chose to print a roll up with the
download link of the app on it. The target group is very constraint in time.
therefore the project team wanted to address the YMP during waiting times to
get their attention. Thus we use hotel lobbies and the airport area to deliver
some information on sustainable lifestyle and MDGs to them.

Content in English
QR code
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It proved to be very valuable to have a QR code on the roll up. A QR code is
working in the same way as a barcode on a product works. It carries some
information on it that can be read by a fitting device. Any modern
smartphone can read these QR codes. Use of them is really simple: You just
take a picture and the phone will directly go to the webpage that is linked to
the QR code. In our case this was the download page for the app.
So any Young Modern Performer coming across the roll up could just take a
picture of the QR code and would get the app directly as a download.

7th step Reaching the Young Modern Performers with the
smartphone app
When thinking about where to put promotion materials for Young Modern
Performers every place is suitable that they visit often. Of course they are not
living apart from normal society as a clan but they are visiting many of the
same places that other groups of people also visit. However still there are
locations with higher percentages of Young Modern Performers than others.
For example in a business hotel there is a higher percentage of Young
Modern Performers than in a supermarket.
So for reaching the Young Modern Performers best we can choose those
places which we know have higher percentages than other.
For the puzzle app we chose for example waiting lobbies of business hotels
and airports. A lot of Young Modern Performers are at these places and also
they often have waiting time and are happy about some distraction which our
app could offer perfectly.
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Lessons learnt

Budget

Don’t write – call !
When addressing hotel and airport management or other it is important to
emphasis that you are not doing commercial advertisement. With this kind of
action it is likely to be recognized as a company which means that regular
fees for advertisement will be charged. Very clear communication is essential
to get the possibility to display something for free. We found for us that
letters to hotels and airport management are not very successful. Even
though it is high effort in time it is best to visit hotels in person with the roll
up and the app at hand. Only then we can really make them understand
what this action is about and explain the idea of non profit development
education. Once having understood the concept the reactions by the
management of hotels and airport were very positive about the action.

Internet links

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Feedback
When working with digital educational material there are two ways of
measuring. Numbers of access by people and reaction of people.
First of all we gathered feedback in numbers. A counter on the downloads
enabled us to exactly measure how many people installed the app.
During the implementation we reached over 500 smartphone users.
Also we could see at what times the app was downloaded. Thus we could
also track what places the roll up worked very well
However, when implementing a new technique of educational action it is
helpful to also get some voices of the target group. So we asked some Young
Modern Performers at the lobbies how they felt about the app. We got great
feedback: “The puzzle is fun and I did not know about MDGs before”; “fun
app”; “no information overload, well done”
Of course we could not attend all the reactions to the roll up because we
were not there all the time. What we did instead was to interview those
people who spend all day there and could tell well, how the initial reactions of
Young Modern Performers to the app were like- the staff of the hotels and
airport.
With these interviews we completed our feedback.

Where to put your logo
In a program or an app there are in principal two places that allow putting
the logo. Putting the logo of our organization is possible either at the so
called credits (impressum of a program) or at the start screen as well. For the
puzzle app we used both.
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Budget
Fee app programmer: 400 Euro
Publication fee app store: 30 Euro
Design of roll up and start screen: 100 Euro
Roll up production: 200 Euro

Total budget: 730 Euro
COMMENT BOX
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For getting ideas on apps
Android
Apple
Windows

Technical tips
COMMENT BOX
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What you may communicate to an app programmer
http://www.appfidelity.com/2011/05/10-tips-for-creating-a-great-app
http://www.sparxoo.com/2012/06/14/tips-for-great-mobile-app-design

What you may consider when naming your app
http://www.netmagazine.com/features/top-10-tips-naming-your-app

Information on Sustainable Mobility
http://www.transport2012.org/
http://www.sutp.org/index.php
http://www.greenmobility-project.de(national link)
http://www.wattgehtab.com(national link)

Information on Fair trade
http://www.fairtrade.net/
http://www.flo-cert.net/flo-cert/
http://www.wfto-europe.org/
http://www.european-fair-trade-association.org/efta/
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Background
When looking at options to address a target group like YMPs, it is obvious
that they do not come to your events by invitation, but that you need to
move information to them. So, you need to think about places where you can
address these 'reluctant' target groups. When searching for locations to put
your message for a target group like YMPs, it makes sense to reflect upon
necessities. What do these people need? If you know what, for example,
YMPs need and where they get it, you have found possible locations where
development education can start. Whether they like your development
education or not is something that is up to you, in terms of how good the
actions are. But at least you are in the right spot to reach them.
So what do YMPs need? In case of this educational action, we came up with
a rather simple but striking answer. YMPs need, like anyone else, to…eat and
drink! They go for lunch to the management cafeteria in big companies or, if
they are still studying, technical departments of universities, and they go to
fancy bars and restaurants. We wanted to target these locations with an
action. And we wanted to adapt the topic of development that we promote to
this need of food and beverage.
next page>
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Summary
In this recipe we will explain how we addressed YMPs in a cafeteria with an
interactive napkin on fair trade coffee. We printed a small riddle about fair
trade coffee on the napkins that could be solved by using a cell phone. The
idea: we presented a decrypted mystery text that can only be decrypted by
typing the letters into a cell phone as a short message. This way, the text
recognition software of the cell phone can form meaningful words out of the
random letters, very much like it does when we type a short message on a
cell phone.
We produced 30.000 of these napkins and placed them at the cash registers
of the cafeteria for free take away. For three weeks, the napkins at the
cafeterias were distributed.
In our case, we decided to produce napkins about fair trade coffee. But the
idea of providing interactive elements on everyday use print products may
give you many ideas of your own on how to promote other development
topics to YMPs with this method.
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Ups
You can print a lot of copies for relatively small amounts of money - with
€800 we managed to produce 30.000
It is easy to put into practice - you do not need any technical expertise.

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

You can directly connect offline and online messages and thus can give
deeper information.
With putting the message in the form of a riddle, people will intensively take
notice of the message because they have made an effort to decode the
message.

Downs

(M)BAKE

People who are not able to decode the riddle will not get the message at all.
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Amount

Name

2

Cafeterias at technical
universities (can be also bars,
restaurants or companies)
Napkins
QR Code (you can also use the
one we had)
info pavillion (information about
coffee-cultivation, fair trade
etc.)
posters with information on fair
trade

Internet links

COMMENT BOX

30.000
1

SHARE YOUR ACTION

1

4

Baking time

[40 days]

Expertise
[Novice]
If you have a programmer to elaborate the technical questions the action is
easy to implement.

Nº of Chefs

Budget

€1100

Tips for low budget

Print black and white
If you print one color (black and white), the amount of napkins that you can
get out of your budget will increase.
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1st step - What napkin will it be ?
When designing a napkin with some information on development education,
there are many options. Important things to consider before going into the
details of design are:
- What format will the napkin have? This will determine the images that you
can use and how much space you have.
Bars, restaurants, and cafeterias mainly use the formats 1/4 fold and 1/8 fold.
1/4 fold means that the napkin is folded as a square.

The 1/8 fold means that the napkin is folded rectangularly.

These two formats are available in different sizes. So, the first thing to decide
is what format of napkin you want or need, and the places where it will be
distributed.

2nd step - Thinking about interactive motives
How a napkin comes alive…
Advertising on napkins is not new. But in the last couple of years, a new
trend is to make the napkin interactive. An interactive motive is a motive that
will motivate the viewer to do something.
Options for interactive motives are riddles - games that everyone knows from
childhood (hangman, mazes, sudoku, battleship, crossword puzzles). There
are many possibilities and you will surely find many more when thinking about
your own motive.
A riddle as a short message
In the action described here, we decided to go with a short message puzzle.
We came up with the idea of designing a napkin that looks like a smartphone.
The dimensions of a small napkin are similar to that of a cell phone or
smartphone. So we thought: why not write a short message to the viewer on
a napkin that looks like a smartphone?
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We could have, of course, just written the text on the napkin, but we wanted
to get the attention of YMPs. We wanted to make them stumble and wonder,
and make them curious.
So we 'encrypted' the short message. For encryption we used a very simple
idea.
Every cell phone has the numbers 0-9 on its keys, and these also represent
letters – each number has three letters to it.

Because it is a lot of work to type each letter of a word with only the keys 09, every cell phone has a program for text recognition. It is called T9. This
program understands that when you are pressing the buttons, you do not
want to write the first letters on the button only, but it figures out which word
you mean. For instance, pressing buttons 4 3 5 5 6 on your phone means not
“gdjjo” but it means “hello”.
We used this mechanism and made a riddle out of it.

The task for the viewer is now to type in the letters and see how his or her
cell phone will make meaningful words out of it. When being decrypted, the
random letters will form the following sentence:
Relish your fair trade coffee…and 1,4 million small scale farmers will have a
better life!
The sentence is short, so it is not too much to type for the viewer. At the
same time, it includes two important messages to YMPs: fair trade coffee has
a direct impact on producers in developing countries, and it is not something
that we need to do out of charity - fair trade coffee is actually tasty! It
addresses not moral obligation in the first place, which would anyway not
work with YMPs as a target group, but it addresses the interest in a good
quality product.
Linking web content to the napkin

Another element of interaction was a QR code that we included in the middle
of the smartphone motive. A QR code works in the same way that a barcode
on a product works. It carries some information on it that can be read by a
compatible device. Any modern smartphone can read these QR codes. Use of
them is really simple: you just take a picture, and the phone will directly go
to the webpage that is linked to the QR code. In our case, this was a
Facebook page with additional information on fair trade. So any YMP could
just take a picture of the QR code and would get additional information on
the web.

3rd step - Designing the napkin
Design of the napkin is something that is, in most cases, outsourced to a
graphic designer. Still, there are some general restrictions and tips that you
can give to the designer when it comes to designing a napkin.
Not everything can be printed on napkins. Napkins are rather small and the
structure of the napkin paper is very rough. Therefore the motives cannot be
printed as precisely as on normal paper. If we choose too many small details
on the napkins, these will not be readable anymore.
Include a bigger margin in the design.
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Napkins are folded after being printed. Folding napkins is not as precise as
folding other paper. So, the rim may vary from napkin to napkin, and if the
motive is designed exactly up to edges of the napkins, folding will harm the
appearance. As well, some napkins have a special texture at the rim which
will produce bad quality in printing.
For these reasons it is better to leave a margin of around 1 cm to the edges
of the napkin, because in these areas most printing color runs to the edges.
Therefore, it is better to leave it blank.

4th step - Choosing locations
Locations for development education with interactive napkins
When choosing the right spot for distribution, again it is important to reflect
upon how many YMPs are likely to visit this place. This will determine what
kind of bar, cafe, restaurant, or cafeteria to choose for distribution. Also,
permission is needed from the managers of these places. This can be tricky,
especially when it comes to those places that YMPs visit regularly. Managers
of these places are often not familiar with development topics and can be
hard to convince. Also, some bars have contracts for advertisement with
certain companies that also make use of articles such as napkins and beer
mats, etc.
Strategy for addressing locations
In order to convince management of the locations, it is therefore good to wait
until a really finished design is ready that you can present. This way, owners
and management of the places you address will get a clearer picture of what
you are offering. With a good design and interesting idea, many of them will
be open to your idea – especially as it is free for them and even saves them
money from buying napkins on their own.
With the smartphone napkin on fair trade, we decided to address cafeterias in
technical universities. We chose this place because we found out that many
YMPs are among students of technical sciences. Therefore, the cafeterias of
technical universities are places with a high density of YMPs as a target
group. Also, both universities we targeted offer fair trade coffee which was, in
our case, another criteria of great importance (because otherwise the slogan
on fair trade coffee would have been senseless).
For establishing contact, we first sent an information package to the
cafeterias that included the design and a description of the action as well as a
description of our organization. In a second step, we contacted them by
telephone and talked about open questions. Finally we arranged a personal
meeting with the management of the cafeterias.

5th step - Printing the napkins
Digital vs. flexo print
There are two methods for printing napkins. One is digital print, and the
other is flexo print. In digital printing it works very much like we know it from
our home printer. In flexo print the printing company will fabricate a metal
plate as an image of your text or picture that it will use as a standard form
for printing thousands of pieces with the same motive. So flexo print is a little
more expensive at the beginning, but it will be much cheaper if we want to
print many napkins.
Spending just a little more money here will allow you to print more pieces.
For example, in our case we had the choice of investing €500 and getting
500 napkins digitally printed.
With flexo print we needed to invest €800, but got 30.000 napkins for that
price. So, for a little more budget we got a tremendously boosted number of
napkins (30.000 instead of only 500).
A big package
Napkins are much bigger in dimensions per piece than a leaflet. Multiplied by
a couple of thousand pieces, the napkins will come from the printer in many
big packages, which will not fit in a single car, not to speak about carrying
them. The best idea is to make arrangements with the bar, restaurant, or
cafeteria and give the address of the place directly to the printing company
for delivery.

6th step - Preparing online content
Any kind of online content can be linked to a napkin. A Facebook page is a
good option to present online content for several reasons:
1.It is easy to set up. No special IT knowledge is needed to set up a
Facebook page.
2.Spreading and interconnecting a Facebook page is very easy.
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In our case, we used for the napkin a Facebook page that was also used for
other development actions before. This way, YMPs who visited the page due
to the napkin could not only read about fair trade coffee, but also about other
topics of sustainability such as sustainable mobility, IT, etc.
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7th step - Placing napkins
After all the preparation, this step is easy and involves only filling up the bins
and holders of cafeterias and bars.
The smartphone napkin showed in this recipe was distributed in the cafeterias
of two university technical departments. One cafeteria is in a university in
Hohenheim, Germany, which has students studying agriculture, economics, or
business informatics.
The other university is in Heidelberg, Germany, and offers, among other
subjects, natural sciences, maths and physics, economy and law studies, and
medicine.
The distribution of the smartphone napkins took place in autumn 2011. It ran
for four weeks - until the last napkins had been distributed.

8th step - Organizing supporting activities
In some places, such as cafeterias, it is possible to have some additional
activities that go along with the start of the distribution of the napkins.
It can be some information point on a topic with some leaflets, or it can be
some installation of art to draw attention to a topic.
In our case, we decided to install some coffee-related art objects from a local
artist for one week. The artist put up two oversized coffee filters which had a
diameter of approximately one meter. Also there was a width of material
tinged with coffee in the entrance area. The artist also painted cloths with
coffee elements which were put up at the windows.
In addition, there were 20 information papers hanging on the wall where
students could read about the cultivation of coffee, the working conditions in
this sector, and fair trade coffee. Furthermore, there was a fair trade point
where students could buy fair trade food such as chocolate, dried mangos,
tea and, of course, a large assortment of coffee.
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We also had an information point on fair trade in place during the first day of
distributing the napkins.

9th step - Instructing service staff
The napkins are distributed over a period of several days or weeks at the
locations. As you cannot be there all the time, service staff or waiters will
refill the napkin holders or place the napkins at the tables. They need to be
informed about the action as well, and also should be briefed about tracking
some reactions by YMPs. This will allow you to get more feedback beyond
your own.
Where to put the logo
The logo of your organization and sources of funding can be printed on the
napkins anywhere.
<previous page
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Feedback on the interest of YMPs can be measured by first-hand perception,
as well as through getting feedback from the service staff at the locations.
In our case of the smartphone interactive napkin, the project team evaluated
the success of the action by a total of three days of direct observation in the
cafeterias of the universities. The first reaction was mostly a quick notice of
the napkin, with some irritation as if to say, "is this a printing error?" But
then YMPs started getting curious, and took out their cell phones. Very
quickly, we noticed how everywhere in the cafeteria YMPs were hooked by
the riddle - with the napkin in one hand and the cell phone in the other,
trying to get the solution. We then did interviews with some of them. Nearly
all of them got the correct solution. 8 of the 15 that we interviewed had also
used the QR code and visited the homepage. Most of the YMPs said that
they had heard about fair trade coffee before, but did not know about the
background of fair trade. They found it nice to be informed about fair trade
and the option of getting fair trade coffee at the cafeteria. Some quotes
were: “good idea, very interesting”, and “I liked the Facebook page”.
The interest of YMPs was also shown on our Facebook page, which was
visited over 1000 times during the action.

Lessons learnt
We learned that it is important to combine fun and information when
addressing YMPs. To create interactive print materials proved to be a great
tool for development education. Especially, target groups that are not familiar
with development topics, such as YMPs, need something extra if they are
addressed. A fun and interactive element, such as a riddle, served this cause
very well.
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Budget
Design of napkin: €297,50
Printing of 30.000 napkins: €820,74

Total: €1118,24
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Options for games to play with a pen (on a napkin)
http://www.papg.com/
http://www.dmoz.org/Games/Paper_and_Pencil

How to print a napkin sample on your own office printer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzKJJTiP-pU&feature=related

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Information on recycling napkins
http://www.greenyour.com/node/14068?subject=1269
http://www.fairtrade.net/
QR Code generators
http://qrcode.kaywa.com/ (createyourownQR-Code)
http://zxing.appspot.com/generator/
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Background
If new target groups, such as Young Modern Performers (YMPs), are going to
be reached by development education, it is important to get the information
to them (and not trying to get them to visit us). This is a major advantage of
casual learning, because also in this way, people who do not attend our
activities normally will get information on global development. Having in mind
this idea, we thought about attaching development education to an article
that everyone buys on a regular basis. This way, many new addressees can
get our message.
We can think of many such items: tickets for public transportation, shopping
bags, CDs and also…books!
Even though nowadays we have e-books in the internet, many people prefer
paper publications and books are still very popular, especially among
educated people. This is true for many parts of society, and it is as well for
YMPs. YMPs are highly educated and read on various topics, as we found out
in our polls.
But how to get development information into books? What comes with many
books anyway? A bookmark on MDGs!
Find out in this recipe how we produced bookmarks on global development,
and how we got these bookmarks to YMPs in the Polish city of Krakow.
With this recipe, you may get ideas on your own everyday item that you want
to connect to development education.
next page>
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Summary
We contacted the owners of the biggest bookstores in Krakow, and we
proposed cooperation. The bookstores are the places where we can meet
YMPs every day. We chose the biggest and the most prestigious bookstores
in Krakow where many YMPs are among the clients. Finally, the bookstore
'Glówna Ksiegarnia Naukowa' agreed to distribute the collection of special
bookmarks promoting MDGs. We designed eight types of bookmarks, each of
them promoting one of the eight MDGs. The bookmarks included the icons of
the MDGs, slogans and questions connected with the topic of MDGs, and our
Facebook address – 'Lifestyle for MDGs', where YMPs could find answers for
their questions, and be informed and inspired to make their behavior more
friendly to the MDGs. The Facebook page was updated a few times a week.
The bookmarks were placed in visible places near the cashiers, info points,
and on specially chosen shelves (business, traveling publications) to hit
especially our target group, as they read particular books. The bookmarks
were distributed from July to September, 2011.
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cheap:
Production cost is really low.
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Eyecatcher :
It is something more than a leaflet, and the way of information is very
attractive. There can be a nice design and interesting, catchy slogans, with
links to a fan page on Facebook. It gives a possibility to get more information
about 'Lifestyle&MDGs' to our target group.

Downs

May be out of date in the future:
E-books may become more popular than traditional books, which diminishes
the usefulness of bookmarks.
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12.000
1
1

bookmarks
designer
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Baking time

[3

months]

Expertise

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant
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Budget
€1000
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1st step - Location and timing
Our initial task was choosing the time, place (in general) and duration of the
action. If we want to address not just anyone, but a special group of people
like YMPs, choosing the right locations is crucial. Of course, YMPs are not
living on isolated islands, but in the midst of society. But there are places
where more YMPs can be found, and there are places where there are less.
So the question for us was, which bookshops to address? We chose modern
and prestigious bookshops over ordinary ones because we knew from our
opinion polls which kind of shops YMPs prefer. And we also chose special
sections of the bookshop with those topics that YMPs are really interested in.
We wrote letters to come into cooperation with bookstores. This was the
longest part of the action, because of waiting for responses. Finally we found
agreement with ‘Glówna Ksiegarnia Naukowa’ (Principal Science Bookstore)
and bookmarks were distributed in four branches of this bookstore in Krakow.

2nd step - The Message
When creating slogans for bookmarks, we were thinking of an interactive
style. The question was, how to reach them directly with the information
about our project and MDGs? How to assure that the YMPs got complete
information? And how to do it in an interesting way? We decided to prepare
a two stage process of educational activities. We had questions on the
bookmarks, and answers to be found on Facebook. In this way, we connected
offline and online information, got YMPs curious about reading more, and also
had an opportunity to provide detailed advice and information. This
combination of short offline, and longer online information was used a lot in
all the recipes that you will find on this web page.

3rd step - Design
After having decided upon the message, the next step is to contact the
graphic designer and request a cost estimate.
Developing graphic design of bookmarks:
Main side: MDGs icon, question, Facebook site link
Reverse: bookstore logo, bookstore address, our organisation logo, EU logo
and EU statement
When thinking about the style of the bookmark, we tried to get a really
modern design which orientated at the taste of YMPs.

4th step - Facebook
Creating site on Facebook – all information, posts and graphics

5th step Printing of bookmarks
(M)BAKE
THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE

6th step Distribution of bookmarks in bookstores
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Bookmark 1
MDG 1: Eradicate extreme hunger and poverty
Question: Do you know how much you could eat for one dollar in Bolivia ?
Answer: Is one dollar much or not? ‘Boliviano’ currency (BOB) is what is used
in Bolivia. One US dollar is about seven Boliviano. What can you buy with it?
Two liters of fuel, a scoop of ice cream, a pineapple, a 620ml beer can and 2
litres of water.
Extreme poverty begins when you have less than one dollar equivalence to
survive for one day.
Currently, we have 1.2 billion people living below the $1/day level. It is
around 18% of the total human population.
To compare – there are about 0.73 billion people living in Europe, which is
around 11% of the total human population.

Bookmark 2
MDG 2: Achieve universal primary school education
Question: Do you know who you would have become, if you had not
graduated from university?
Answer: Most probably you would have real problems looking for a job. But,
do people in developing countries study at all? If you type into Polish Google
‘studies in Angola’, the web browser will ask you if you meant ‘studies in
England’ (‘Angola’ and ‘Anglia’ are similar words in Polish). Developing
countries have real difficulties with basic education, so it is hard to expect
well-organised high school education. The Millennium Development Goals
Report 2010 shows significant growth in basic education availability on a
global scale. The general primary school education index for developing
countries was 89%. This is a good result if we compare it to 1999, when
primary school was attended only by 82% of entitled.
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Bookmark 3
MDG 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Question: Are you a woman? Check in which countries you would not have a
chance to be promoted?
Answer: Women were only 8% of all parliamentarians in Ghana, Kuwait, Libya
and Algeria in 2010. To compare – in South Africa, Sweden and Holland
almost half of all deputies were women. In 2008, parliaments of eastern and
northern Africa engaged only 8% of women, in developed countries the index
was 26%.

Bookmark 4
MDG 4: Reduce child mortality
Question: How many Ethiopian children will die from incurable diseases before
you will click on this link?
Answer: Every hour about 15 children die in Ethiopia. It is equal to half of a
school class or kindergarden group, so it is a huge amount for just one
country. Mostly, it could be solved by basic, simple medical care, which is still
a problem for African countries.

Bookmark 5
MDG 5: Improve maternal health
Question: What is the amount of the newborn allowance in India? Click and
check!
Answer: In 2009 the Indian government assigned $45/citizen for medical
care. The same year in Poland the government assigned $804/person for
medical care.
In 2007, the Khasi tribal council in Meghalaya state decided to introduce
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benefits for mothers.
It was intended for women having at least 12 children. The tribal council was
afraid of immigrants, and wanted to develop their own nation. The council
assigned about five thousand rupee (?$120) for every woman having more
than 15 children.

Bookmark 6
MDG 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Question: Are you going on holiday? Have you got a mosquito net?
Answer: Every 30 seconds malaria kills one African child. That means 3000
children every day. Every year about one million people die because of
malaria. Mosquito curtains are a very simple and effective way to prevent
mosquito bites, which is the most common way of spreading malaria. Using
mosquito curtains, we could reduce 20% of malaria child mortality. A
mosquito curtain costs less than 50 zloty ($15), and it can save life.

Bookmark 7
MDG 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Question: Could we drink tap water in Krakow?
Answer: If you are very thirsty, you don’t have to look for a nearby store. You
can use the tap water at home. But it is a comfort unavailable for 1/6 of the
human population. In countries like Sudan, drinkable water has the value of
gold. Sometimes people have to walk hours to get some water, which is
commonly of poor quality. The group in most danger to sicknesses caused by
contaminated water are children.
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Bookmark 8
MDG 8: Develop a global partnership for development
Question: Do you know what you could buy in a shopping centre in Zambia?
Answer: There are two shopping centres In Lusaka, Zambia’s capital city Manda Hill and Arcadia. Goods are mostly imported from South Africa. Before
those shopping centers were built, the main trade center in Lusaka was Cairo
Road. Its decor was rather different from clean, modern shopping centres. It
was filled with street peddlers, and finding specific products was very hard.
Shopping centers Manda Hill and Arcadia are very similar to those in Europe,
as they have the same design and chain stores. In Manda Hill you can buy
everything. There are banks, bookstores, clothes shops, fast food, and a
huge shop called ‘Shoprite’. Obviously, it is a capital city, and there are no
places like this outside the city. The most popular trade places in Zambia are
still traditional markets, where the most common products are fruits and
vegetables.
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We put our bookmarks in visible places near thecashiers, info points, and on
specially chosen shelves (near science, travelling publications) to hit especially
our target group YMPs, as they read particular books.
Near the cashiers, who were asked to promote our action by giving
bookmarks free to YMPs
Historical publications
Bookmarks among traveling literature
Law and science bookshelf
Information point

Feedback
To get feedback about our action, we did short interviews among bookstore
workers. Having that database, we know that customers enjoyed our
bookmarks and were willing to take them home. The most popular designs
were 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7. Furthermore, our site on Facebook is quite popular
and people enjoy visiting it and reading our articles, or viewing pictures and
news.
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Budget
Graphic designer: €62
Printing: €929

Total budget: €991
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Links to the media
There was information about the action published on SWM website:
http://swm.pl/5955.twoj-lifestyle-dla-mcr

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com
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Background
Young Modern Performers (YMPs), the target group of the 'Lifestyle&MDGs'
project, are active and ambitious people. They spend their free time in many
different ways, often active. Besides doing outdoor sports they go to the gym,
fitness club, swimming pool, spa or hairdresser more frequently than average
people. In this recipe we present an idea of how we as NGOs can reach YMPs
in situations of active leisure time.
next page>
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Summary
To attract YMPs attention to the Millenium Development Goals (MDGs), we
decided to promote MDG 7 – ‘Ensure environmental sustainability.’ We
decided to focus on the topic of waste of water, and wanted to show YMPs
that they have an influence on the environmental situation every day, and to
challenge them to change their behavior regarding their daily consumption.
As they attach weight to a healthy lifestyle, they know the importance of
water in our everyday diet. But do they know how hard it is to get unpolluted
water in the Global South, and do they know that they have an influence on
this situation?
We established cooperation with a producer of spring water, and we created
special stickers for water bottles. The bottles of the spring water with the
special stickers were distributed for free in fitness clubs, health and beauty
salons, gyms, hairdressing salons, shops, and spa and wellness centers in the
Polish city of Krakow.
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Ups

Centre
Topping

Flexibility:

Budget

Water bottles can be distributed in many places, such as fitness clubs, spas,
health centers, and hairdressing salons.

Internet links

Added value for YMPs:
COMMENT BOX

Water bottles for free are something like a gift, and very useful in those
places.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs

Costs:
We received bottled mineral water for free from Fundacja im. ks. Siemaszki –
producer of the spring water 'Polonea', so our only cost was for the design
and printing of stickers. Otherwise, the cost would be too high.
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Amount

Name

1000

bottles of water (additionally
1000 bottles of water for an
event)
labels for the bottles
graphic designer
car (for delivering the bottles)

Budget
Internet links

COMMENT BOX

1000
1
1

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

Expertise

[1,5 months]

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant
(additionally more than 20 volunteers to organize an event)

(M)BAKE

Budget
€1000
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1st step - Establishing contacts to water companies
We had to find companies producing bottled water, and we had to set the
conditions of our cooperation. For us it was important to get free bottled
water, and to get half the space of the bottle label for our sticker. We offered
them promotion of their brand. One of them agreed, and then we could go
further.
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2nd step – Designing labels

The next step was creating a label, so we needed a slogan and design. We
needed a really catchy slogan and advice for YMPs. We had a brainstorming
session and decided on the slogan ‘You are lucky’. This message is defiant
and and at the same time it makes readers curious about the why, so they
continue reading. Also, it implies a connection between Global North and
Global South. This is what we wanted for addressing YMPs.
We also wanted a picture connected with the lack of water on the Earth, and
a piece of information about how to save water in our everyday life. The
advice was 'Closing the tap while brushing your teeth can save 20.000 litres
of water per year and help 2.000 children in Africa survive'. We asked a
graphic designer for her ideas, and then we just had to wait for the final
result of her work.

3rd step - Preparing online information
Getting YMPs to notice development topics is one thing. But for a change of
lifestyle and the active contribution of YMPs (and any other target group),
concrete advice is needed on changes of lifestyle. And this advice does not fit
on a single label for a bottle. So we connected offline information with online
information on the topic. We started our 'Lifestyle for MDGs' Facebook page
with previous actions for YMPs. It is quite easy to start one - the hardest part
is to maintain it up to date, and stay in touch with guests. So we wrote
articles and news on the topic of water consumption and scarcity, to be
ready when the action started.

4th step - Choosing locations
Meanwhile we needed to find places to distribute the bottles. Part of our team
was totally focused on the research. The aim was to find places where YMPs
spend their leisure time with sports and health care. We found exclusive
gyms, fitness clubs, hairdressing salons, beauty salons, saunas and spas
where YMPs are clients every day. We proposed to them to leave our bottles
in receptions or changing rooms.

5th step – Preparing the bottles

http://www.bakeabetterplace.org/actions%20-%20our%20recipes/Bottle%20Labels%20for%20MDGs/Cake%20base.html[26.02.2013 14:51:04]
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Final design of the labels:
MDGs logo, slogan saying ‘you are lucky’; Facebook link; picture of desert;
the advice for YMPs: 'Closing the tap while brushing your teeth can save
20.000 litres of water per year and help 2.000 children in Africa survive'; and
our organisation logo, EU logo, and statement.
When the sticker was ready and the water was delivered, we had to stick our
labels on the bottles and allocate them to actual places. Two volunteers stuck
the labels on the bottles manually. We needed a car and two volunteers to
deliver the final product to the selected places.
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Centre
After all the preparations, we started water and invitations distribution.
We found many places that agreed to our proposition:
1. Spartacus – fitness and sauna
2. Active Woman Studio Promocji Zdrowia i Urody – health & beauty
salon
3. Studio Figury Estetka – health & beauty salon
4. Fitness Team – fitness club
5. Si?ownia Champion – gym
6. Szko?a Jogi na D?bnikach – yoga school
7. "LOOKSUS" Salon Urody – beauty salon
8. DIVA Studio Urody – health & beauty salon
9. Studio Urody Naturelle – health & beauty salon
10. Studio Urody Angel – health & beauty salon
11. Salon fryzur Hairtalk – hairdressing salon
12. Salon fryzjerski Starzyk Danuta – hairdressing salon
13. Ekopralnia – eco-friendly laundry
14. Lady Fit – fitness club
15. Medicor – fitness club
16. VICI – hairdressing salon
17. Studio EFFECT – health &beauty salon
18. Prestige – health & beauty salon
19. Centrum Urody Sekrety Pi?kna – health & beauty salon
20. Strefa Ruchu Zachodnia – fitness club
21. Per?a – day spa
This feedback showed us that reaching service providers and shops can be
easy, if you offer an item that their customers will benefit from. Hence, the
shop owners and service providers feel that there is also a benefit in there for
themselves. You as an NGO can use this win-win situation to your advange.
The task is just to find the right kind of item that will fit with those places
that you want to address.
Despite the great response, we had limited staff for distribution, and also a
limited amount of 2000 bottles. We decided to choose the most suitable place
(with the highest percentages of YMPs). We finally left water bottles, and
invitations to the additional events, in these places.

‘Polonea’ water in health & beauty salon DIVA

Water in Fitness Club – Fitness Team

http://www.bakeabetterplace.org/actions%20-%20our%20recipes/Bottle%20Labels%20for%20MDGs/Centre.html[26.02.2013 14:51:13]
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FEEDBACK
As with any action with a new target group, getting feedback helps you to
learn for future activities. As we could not attend the distribution process to
our target group by the shop owners all the time, we gathered indirect
feedback. We did a few interviews with company representatives. They told
us the customers were interested in the action and had been taking our
bottles of water willingly. But we also have direct feedback from the YMPs
who received the bottles. We could see strong feedback on the Facebook site
as well. After the action and event, we had 100% increase in people
connected to our site, with more than 100 who read our news and articles,
and watched movies.
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Budget
Graphic designer: €200
Printing: €800

Internet links

Total budget: €1000
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Internet links
http://krakow.naszemiasto.pl
http://malopolskaonline.pl
http://www.facebook.com
http://swm.pl/6945.wdziecznosci-czas
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Background
Very often when looking at Young Modern Performers (YMPs), we tend to
think they are only white-collar male employees working for big corporations.
But of course, there are also many women who have the same approach of
high professional and personal achievement, career-building exclusive
lifestyles, and are in this sense also YMPs. With this recipe we want to
introduce an example to you of how to reach, in particular, these women with
concise information on development that is embedded into their everyday
lives.
There are many options to specifically address women from the group YMPs.
In our case, we specifically focused on those YMP women who have already
reached a good social standing and want to start a family, and link it to MDG
5 - 'Improve maternal health'.
It is always good advice to find a connection between the message and
everyday life. If a woman is pregnant herself, it’s easier to get her interested
in the question of other pregnant women in the Global South. It’s common
for women to visit their gynecologist quite regularly, and not only in the case
of pregnant women, but also women who care about their health in general.
That is why we chose consulting rooms and antenatal (prenatal) classes as
the main focus of this action. Our goal was to make the YMP women visiting
these places aware of the differences between Global North and Global South,
in areas of caring about women’s health. They will be able to compare their
opportunities for caring about their health with lack of opportunities for the
women from the Global South. In the period of pregnancy, women have to
control their body condition and count days properly.
So a calendar is an often-used item, and seemed to be the best channel to
make our target group interested in MDG 5.
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Summary
The calendar included a standard table with months and days, and next to it
some space for writing the dates of appointments with the doctor. On the
other page it shows a picture of an African woman with a child, the symbol of
MDG 5, and a slogan connected with it.
We distributed these calendars in gynecology clinics and antenatal classes
where our target group goes in the Polish city of Krakow. We wanted to
make the YMP women aware of the importance of caring about women’s
health and the problems that arise in this area in developing countries. The
calendar was used for the whole of 2012, so the ideas again and again will
accompany the women and become established in their minds. Our idea was
to give something to the YMP women which would be taken home and used
by them.
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Ups
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Useful:

Budget

Calendars are very popular and useful items that most people use every day.
The calendar is, of course, not only important for women in general, but
especially in the case of pregnant women as they have to control their body
condition and count days properly.

Internet links

COMMENT BOX
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Repeated Message:
People use the calendar every day, so you can be sure that the ideas again
and again will accompany the women and become established in their minds.

Downs

Connection of MDG 5 with lifestyle:
For most recipes presented here, we try to give concrete information on how
to personally contribute to the achievement of MDGs. But it is hard to give
advice to YMPs and explain to them how they can change their lifestyles and
in this way improve maternal health in the world. We focus on information,
and we wanted to make the YMP women aware of the importance of caring
about women’s health and the problems that arise in this area in developing
countries.
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Amount

Name

Budget
Internet links

600
1

maternity calendars
graphic designer
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Baking time

Expertise

[4 months]

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistant

Budget
For 600 calendars
€652
The cost of this action depends on the size of the calendar, the material from
which it is made, and also the amount of calendars.
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1st step – Choosing times and places
We conducted some research on the internet to find out how many antenatal
classes and gynecological consulting rooms there are in Krakow. Then we
checked the websites of those places, read opinions on internet forums, and
decided to choose the biggest clinics and the most prestigious antenatal
classes which were recommended on the internet, and by others. We chose
10 different places, wrote e-mails to them and called them, in order to come
into cooperation with gynecology clinics and antenatal classes in Krakow. We
reached an agreement with four antenatal classes and four gynecology clinics
in Krakow. One colleague proposed we also distribute the calendars in one
gynecology clinic in Swietochlowice, because she lives there. We agreed, and
so the calendars spread beyond Krakow.

2nd step – Creating calendar
In choosing the type of calendar and creating slogans and information that
will be contained in it, we decided a paper desk calendar would be the most
useful for YMPs. We brainstormed some catchy slogans and discussed what
suggestive information about the problems of pregnant woman in the Global
South to put on the calendar. Some volunteers also conducted internet
research in order to gather information and statistics about the situation of
pregnant women in developing countries. We chose the picture and prepared
the guidelines for the graphic designer.

3rd step - Designing calendar
We then contacted the graphic designer and the publishing house and
requested a cost calculation.
Developing graphic design of calendar included:
- Choosing the size
- Creating the space for notes, for example the dates of medical
examinations, to make the calendar more useful
Main side
The picture of African woman with child.
Slogan: "Every single mother wants to be around when her child makes their
first steps.
I am supportive, I support MDG 5."
5 MDGs icon
Facebook site link
Reverse
The calendar
The space for notes
Visibility: our organisation logo, EU logo, and EU statement
Overleaf
2000-2015, MDG 5 - Improve maternal health
"In 2008, 86 times more young mothers died in Zambia as a result of
postnatal complications than in Poland.”

Slogan: "Every single mother wants to be around when her child
makes their first steps. I am supportive, I support MDG 5."
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MDG 5, Improve maternal health

2000-2015, MDG 5, Improve maternal health

"In 2008, 86 times more young mothers died in Zambia as a result
of postnatal complications than in Poland.”
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4th step – Getting media attention
Creating news on Facebook, research on the internet – information, pictures
on MDG 5, etc.

COMMENT BOX

5th step – Production of the calendars
Printing 600 calendars Time – 2 days

SHARE YOUR ACTION

6th step – Distribution of the calendars
Three volunteers were tasked with preparing the proper number of calendars
and communication materials for the organisations. It took two weeks to
reach all the places, because the antenatal classes are open during irregular
hours. Our volunteers delivered the calendars by car. We suggested that the
calendars should be displayed at the reception or in waiting rooms – in places
where people have a lot of time to read and take interest in calendars. This
way, we even increased the interest of our target group by choosing the right
spot and the right situation for our action.
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The calendars were distributed in eight places in Krakow:
ANTENATAL CLASSES
1. Bobaskowo
ul. Grzegórzecka 12/VIII, 31 – 530 Krakow
tel: 791-557-760, 791-557-767
e-mail: kontakt@bobaskowo.com.pl
http://www.bobaskowo.com.pl/
2. Szczesliwa Mama
ul. Fieldorfa – Nila9/31,
tel: 509 – 096-046
e-mail: mama@szczesliwa-mama.pl
http://www.szczesliwa-mama.pl/
3. Ecopartus
ul. Radzikowskiego 47B/7
tel: 12-44-24-300, 666-30-44-30
e-mail: recepcja@ecopartus.pl
http://www.ecopartus.pl/
4. Groszki
ul. Sadzawki 1
tel: 502 610 513
e-mail: groszki@groszki.com.pl
http://www.groszki.com.pl/
GYNECOLOGICAL CONSULTING ROOMS
1. Femina Klinika (clinic)
ul. Warowna 113
tel: 12-267-40-64
http://klinika.ginekologiczna.com.pl/
2. Prywatna Klinika Poloznicza SPES (clinic)
ul. Królowej Jadwigi 15
tel: 12-427-20-20
e-mail: biuro@spes.pl
http://www.spes.pl/
3. Specjalistyczny Gabinet Ginekologiczno-Pololzniczy
dr n. med. Antonina Loster
ul. Dietla 54 1
Kraków 31-039,
tel. (12) 4296245
4. Gabinet Ginekologiczny
ul. Kubiny 22
41-600 Swietochlowice
5. Fundacja Zycie i plodnosc
ul. Wójtowska 3 pok. 36
30-001 Kraków
fundacja@zycieiplodnosc.pl
telefon/fax: 012 633 06 13
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Feedback
We asked for feedback from the staff of the gynecology clinics and antenatal
classes. They told us that what they could do was to observe the reactions of
people, especially women of course, in the waiting room. It took around two
months to distribute all the calendars. The reaction was positive. YMP women
looked at the calendars and read the messages contained on them. They
liked the design of the calendar, especially the picture and also they said that
the statistics on the situation of women in developing countries are
frightening.
We put also information related with MDG 5 on the Facebook site.
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Budget
Graphic design of calendar: € 249,54
Printing of the calendars: € 402,46

Internet links

Total budget: € 652
COMMENT BOX
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Internet links
Connecting online and offline information is a good method of
a) getting many people to take note of a short message
b) providing deeper information for those interested
Here is a link to the Facebook site we used for this action:
http://www.facebook.com
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Background
When trying to reach new target groups it is all about reaching new channels
with development education as well. But almost no development education
has reached people at their workplaces. This we wanted to change. These
days, everyone is working in the office: Young Modern Performers (YMPs), to
whom we address this action, spend most of their time at the computer, both
at work and also in their spare time. A lot of them work in the IT industry
and thus are interested in technology news and new computer gadgets. YMPs
lead modern and comfortable lives, they have modern equipment in their
houses and offices, and they constantly seek replacements with even newer
equipment and gadgets. We can see YMPs using computers, mobile phones,
iPods and iPhones everywhere – on the streets, in trains, cars, coffee shops,
restaurants, etc. They use this technology for both work and leisure.
One of the most important and useful accessories for the computer is the
mouse. Even though we use more and more touch pads in laptops, the mouse
is still the most convenient and efficient way of using a computer. People use
it to surf the internet, work using Office software or play computer games.
We recognized the mouse pad as a very direct and personal gadget that will
enable us to reach the target group YMPs. Mouse pads are useful especially in
the office, where using a mouse is still common for nearly every work station.
That is why we decided to produce special mouse pads and distribute them to
the offices of one of the biggest companies in Krakow where many YMPs
work. We decided that mouse pads could be the best way of raising
awareness on the issue of computer and electronic waste, in the context of
illegal dumping places in developing countries.
With this recipe you will find an idea of how to reach workplaces. A
mousepad is one idea of how to do it. When looking around at your working
desk you may come up with many other ideas as well, starting with staplers
and memo stickers, to desk blotters. Read more in the following on how we
worked with mouse pads.
next page>
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Summary
Trying to reach the target group of the project, we decided to use a common
tool that YMPs use in order to inform them about MDG 7 – 'Environmental
sustainability'. We wanted to create a graphic design carrying the message of
a change in lifestyle in order to reduce computer waste. In this case, there
was an idea to put more information on Facebook and put the link to our
Facebook on the mousepads. Thus the future users of these mousepads
would be able check the link and gain more information about the topic.
The mouse pads would be distributed in offices of the corporations in Krakow
with high amounts of workers from our target group. Our goal was to create
a modern and distinctive palette of mouse pads. At the same time, through
the message on the mouse pads, we sought to make YMPs think about
environmental protection and change their thinking regarding developing
countries. The results may be long term, because people change mouse pads
rarely and use them every day.
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Good connection to Young Modern Performers:

Budget
Internet links

Choosing the right kind of company enables you to be sure that you will reach
your target group directly. In our case almost 99% of the workers were
YMPs.

COMMENT BOX

Downs

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Permission:
Even though the preparations of actions, production of mouse pads, etc. may
only take about one month, the permission from the companies for
implementing the action can take up to almost 6 months. It is always harder
to build up cooperations with a company (which has no idea about your cause
and aims, and as well, a long decision-making process if it is a big company)
than with other NGOs. But if we want to get development education to new
people and new places we need to dedicate the time to build up these new
cooperations.
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500
1
at least 1
1

COMMENT BOX

mouse pads
graphic designer
company to grant permission
car (for delivering the mouse
pads)

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

[4 weeks preparation +
5 months getting permissions]

Expertise

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant

Budget
The cost of this action depends on the amount of mouse pads in our case we produced 500 for €990
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1st step - Choosing the topic
This educational action will allow us reach to our target group YMPs directly.
The type of gadget determines a lot what we can, and what we want to, put
on mouse pads. We wanted to find an idea which would be very closely
related with computer use. We decided that MDG 7 - 'Environmental
sustainability' - in combination with use of IT would be the best topic in this
case. Environmental protection is a very popular topic and even something
like a 'trend' in the everyday life of YMPs. There are a lot of eco-initiatives
implemented by large companies and corporations. It was great opportunity
to combine this environmental protection topic with promotion of MDGs and
the idea of changing personal lifestyles. So we decided to promote MDG 7
and awareness of the problem of illegal dumping of computer and electrical
waste in developing countries.

2nd step - Creating mouse pads
We conducted research on the internet in order to find a good, and cheap,
producer of mouse pads. We asked three companies for their offers, and we
chose the one that gave the best offer. We agreed on the price and due date
and they gave us the guidelines for the graphic.
We also conducted research on the internet to find interesting information
about the chosen topic, in order to help us find the slogan and create a
graphic design for the mouse pad, and also which we could put up on our
Facebook site. Here are some of the internet sources we used for inspiration:
http://makeitfair.org/en
Greenpeace report

3rd step - Designing mouse pads
Design is a crucial point for addressing a target group like YMPs. When
deciding on a design for the mouse pads, we also brainstormed ideas with
volunteers of our organization and asked the graphic designer for advice. Our
aim was to interest YMPs in the topic and encourage them to reduce e-waste
in their everyday life. It was not easy to find a suggestive, economical picture,
saying a lot about so complicated a problem and yet modern and interesting
for YMPs. Therefore we presented the topic and our idea in great detail to the
graphic designer. In the end we managed to come up with a slogan, and our
graphic designer developed the graphic design.
Developing graphic design of mouse pads included:
- specified dimensions
- the topic – general idea
It was very important that the graphic design should be very modern and
interesting because of the specific target group, and also it should interact
with the work office equipment. We decided to put a slogan in English for
several reasons:
- the economy of words
- most computer gadgets have English contents
- YMPs speak English very well
- such large companies usually have foreign partners or clients who visit their
offices
Slogan:don’t make them live with your broken computer
REDUCE YOUR COMPUTER WASTE
Facebook site link
Visibility: EU logo and EU statement
Our organization logo
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4rd step - Production of mouse pads
When the graphic design was ready we sent it to the producer of mouse
pads. The production of 500 mouse pads took one week.
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5th step - Cooperation with a company
It was a long process to gain an agreement with a company for the
distribution of the mouse pads. We did research with volunteers of our
organization on the internet and among our friends. In the end we prepared
a list of the biggest corporations in Krakow where mostly YMPs work. Then
we started to try contact with them. The production of mouse pads was
finished, so we could present the final product. It took a lot of time to start
cooperation, because the decision-making process is quite long in such large
companies, starting from the person of first contact (secretary, marketing
board) and ending with the director or president of the company.
A company near Krakow, Sabre Holdings, was very interested in our idea and
offer from the beginning. Within the company there is something like an 'ecoteam', which promotes lifestyles friendly towards the environment, and takes
the initiative to change the habits of workers, for example, by organizing the
collection of used mobile phones and encouraging the reduction of e-waste
and garbage disposal in the proper way. After almost two months there was
acceptance from management and we could start distribution of mouse pads
in the offices of the company.

6th step - Distribution of mouse pads
We delivered mouse pads to the company by car. If doing any kind of
development action within a large company, it helps to use the established
communication channels of the company as well. In our case, we agreed with
the manager of the eco-team that she would send information to the workers
by the interior e-mail system. There was information about the action and
they were told that they can take a mouse pad with them. The action was
really successful because on the first day all of the mouse padswere
distributed.
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Feedback
On the first day of the action we received the information from the manager
of the eco-team that workers were very interested in this action, and all of
the mouse pads were already given out. She told us that the workers really
liked the design of the mouse pad and the reactions were very positive.
Our conclusion from this action is that it can be very effective to reach people
in working places if you have the right item to provide to those working
there.
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Budget
Graphic design: €247,67
Production of mouse pads: €743

Internet links

Total budget: €990,67
COMMENT BOX
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Links on how to produce mouse pads (among other office items)
online
http://www.zazzle.com/designer+mousepads
http://www.snapfish.com/snapfish/gifts/product=mousepad

Our information of the action online:
SWM website: http://swm.pl/9667.afryka-nie-potrzebuje-twoich-smieci
Facebook site:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tw%C3%B3j-Lifestyle-dla-MCR-YourLifestyle-for-MDGs/155618077842515
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Background
These days travel is an inseparable part of our business world. In this age of
globalization, people have to travel a lot for appointments, meetings and
conferences. And Young Modern Performers (YMPs) are a vital part of this
mobile global business world.
But how to address business travelers as a target group? They are hard to
reach by development NGOs who normally provide public events and street
activities to get people interested.
If you want to address them, we need to let the information travel with
them. This action will provide you with some ideas on how to send
development education 'on the road'. In our case, we successfully put an
offer of development information with them on trains. But the principle of
reaching people on the move can also be transferred to airplanes and many
other ways of public transportation.
Besides airplanes or cars, YMPs often use trains as a combination of a
comfortable and relatively quick method of traveling with the great advantage
that they can work while traveling. To meet this demand there are, in many
European countries, fast train connections between the major metropolitan
business areas. For instance the Polish railway has Intercity trains that
connect the cities of Krakow and Warsaw as well as Warsaw and Wroclaw.
These more expensive Intercity trains are used primarily by the wealthy and
those who travel for business. Each of these trains has a restaurant carriage
run by a service provider, WARS. According to recent research by this
company, 90% of its customers are YMPs traveling for business. Eating a
meal on these trains can give a traveler an opportunity to relax during their
long journey. It also presents us with an opportunity, for while customers are
waiting for their meal, it may be possible to interest them in something. Thus
we took the opportunity to draw their attention by giving them special
placemats.
next page>
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Summary
We decided to establish a partnership with the catering company for the train
restaurants in order to expand our presence on trains. In order to do this, we
created development messages on paper placemats for putting them on the
food trays from which their customers would eat. 'Global partnership' is a
topic that YMPs can be interested in, because of its obvious relation with the
world of international business and finances. That is why we decided to use
this as the topic message on our placemats. People often get bored while
traveling, especially when it takes three hours to get from Krakow to Warsaw
and four hours between Warsaw and Wroclaw. They have more than enough
time to read our message, and what’s more, because they usually have 3G
internet connections on their laptops, tablets or phones, they were able to
check also a Facebook page on the topic immediately.
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Wide outreach:

Budget

distribution of placemats in the trains gave us possibility to reach to YMPs in
many places in our country, especially in the biggest cities.

Internet links

Downs
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Close cooperation with company needed:
we received the permission for the action after 2 months of negotiations.
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20.000
1
1

placemats
graphic designer
service provider
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Baking time

[4 months preparations + 2 weeks action]

Expertise

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant

Budget
The cost of this action depends on the amount of placemats in our case, we spent for producing 20.000 placemats a total of
€925
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1st step - Choosing the topic
Choosing the right topic is important in order to reach a target group that is
not affiliated with your cause yet. The objective is to find a topic that the
target group, in this case YMPs, can relate to and have concrete ideas on
what they can do personally to contribute to global development. This action
in restaurant carriages let us reach to our target group YMPs directly. The
customers of the restaurant carriages are a specific group within YMPs –
managers, businessmen, and investors who travel mostly on business.
Through this action we aimed at interesting them in the 'global partnership
for development' program. Our idea was to make those people who deal with
investing money as their daily work reflect about positive options of investing
in sustainable business and entrepreneurships that foster equal living
conditions around the globe.

2nd step - Establishing the cooperation with the service provider for
the train restaurants
If searching for an item that is appropriate to place for an action, it can also
be very helpful to discuss this with those who work there every day: service
providers, companies, shop owners or whoever has direct access to your
target group. You can ask what their customers like.
In our case we contacted the WARS Company, service provider for the
restaurants on Polish high-speed trains, in order to form a partnership with
them. We sent our proposal by email and then phoned them. We offered to
make some gadgets for restaurant carriages and asked them for their
suggestion on what would be the most useful. We also offered them
promotional benefits, including the promotion of their company on our SWM
website and the Facebook page for this action. We also offered to put their
logo on the item to be distributed. They suggested to produce special
placemats. However, we still had to wait for the final acceptance by the
WARS management, which took almost 1,5 months. Then we could finally get
started with the design of placemat.
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3rd step - Creating placemats
We decided to use the same printing house that is the main supplier of
placemats for WARS. This way it was cheaper and it was possible to negotiate
a discount. They gave us the standard dimensions and tips for graphic
design.
Designing placemats
We brainstormed catchy messages with some volunteers at our organization,
SWM, and conducted research on the internet about MDG 8 to find some
information that could help us to formulate the right messages, and which
could also be interesting and useful for our Facebook site.
Contacting the graphics designer
Developing graphic design of placemats:
- specified dimensions
- the topic – general idea
It was very important that the graphics design should be very modern
because our specific target group YMPs consider a stylish design more
important than other target groups. We suggested the blue color because this
is the colour of MDG 8. It was also very important that the placemats could
serve the functional of a placemat.
- slogan
- logos
Main side
Inwestujesz? Postaw na rozwój. Kolej na Po?udnie.
Do you want to invest? Choose development. It's time for the South.
Facebook site link
Global partnership for development
MDG 8 icon,
Visibility: EU logo and EU statement
Our organisation logo
WARS company logo

4th step - Finalization of cooperation with WARS Company
When the graphic design of the placemat was ready, we sent it to WARS for
approval, they accepted it, and we could finalize our cooperation and sign the
contract.

5th step
Printing of 20.000 placemats

6th step - The distribution of placemats
A great advantage when cooperating strongly with a service provider at the
location you want to target with your action, is that the distribution can run
as everyday business of this service provider. In our case this was true as
well. The printing house sent the placemats to WARS company directly and
also few copies to us. WARS company organized the distribution of the
placemats a part of their everyday service to the guests in the train
restaurants.
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Topping
For this action we chose rail connections between the most important cities,
connecting the capital of Poland – Warsaw – with Krakow and Wroclaw.
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Budget
Graphic design: €247,67
Printing of placemats: €677,99

Internet links

Total budget: € 925,66
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Internet links
SWM website
http://swm.pl/8780.kolej-na-poludnie-czyli-kampania-z-warsem
SWM Facebook site
http://www.facebook.com/pages/SWM-M%C5%82odzi%C5%9Awiatu/290171611492
Twój Lifestyle dla MCR Facebook site
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tw%C3%B3j-Lifestyle-dla-MCR-YourLifestyle-for-MDGs/155618077842515
WARS facebook
http://www.facebook.com/PodrozePelneSmaku?ref=ts
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Background
This recipe will give you an example of how to include development education
in a leisure time environment such as a bar or a discotheque. It may give you
ideas on how to adapt items that are interesting enough to get noticed by
people while they are out in the evening. You can think of everything that
makes sense in a bar, club or discotheque. This can be a beermat, napkin,
cocktail decoration, stickers on toilets, or light installations in a corner of a
club. Everything that fits to night life and could carry information on global
development as well.
Young Modern Performers (YMPs) are very busy people during the day, but
after work they like to go somewhere to relax and have some fun, sometimes
just for a drink with colleagues from work or for some informal business
meeting. So it is great opportunity to reach them on these occasions.
In our case we chose to address YMPs in a trendy club with silicone
wristbands. Silicone wristbands are very popular among many YMPs, both
men and women. Wearing such wristbands is actually something more than
just a bracelet. Usually it means that you identify with something and support
the message, idea, campaign, etc. We thought that this kind of gadget would
be a good way to promote the fair trade idea. It is their free time, so we
didn’t want to interrupt their fun in an aggressive way, but just to grab their
interest in the topic. We wanted to give them something that they can take
home. We thought that silicone wristbands would be the best gadget.
We did this action during carnival in our town of Krakow, Poland. Carnival is a
special time when people want to go somewhere and have some fun. In
clubs and pubs there are special carnival parties - costume parties, concerts,
and discos. In the center of city you can meet a lot of people going to dance
and meeting up with friends. Among them there are also many YMPs.
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Summary
The goal of this action was to reach YMPs with the topic of fair trade and
MDG 8, and to encourage them to buy fair trade products. We produced the
silicone wristbands and distributed them in one of the most prestigious clubs
in Krakow, which is frequented by many YMPs. They could take it home and
wear it every day, so that we could be sure that the message would reach
them, and if they wished, they could get more information on our Facebook
site. We also hoped that by wearing the wristbands, they could also interest
someone else in fair trade.
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Ups
Stipulates discussions: The wristband sticks with people and it will be visible
for others. So the wristband can lead to discussion about our message.

Downs
COMMENT BOX

Limited messages: Wristbands offer very limited space for a message, so all
we can transmit is really a slogan, not a deeper explanation on any topic.
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1200
1
1

silicone wristbands
graphic designer
club/bar/discotheque (offering
permission for distribution)

Budget
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Baking time

Expertise

[2 months]

[Novice]

Nº of Chefs

Chef’s assistant

Budget
The cost of this action depends on the material from which it is made, and
also the amount of wristbands. In our case, the production was 1200 pieces
and cost a total of
€613
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1st step - Creating and designing wristbands
The first thing we did was to prepare the information for the wristbands. The
problem was that we had to find a really short message because of the small
size of the gadget. We brainstormed ideas and managed to create a short
slogan:
I am fair. I support FAIR TRADE.
There is a kind of wordplay in the slogan, for even though somebody may not
know much about fair trade, there is the suggestion that it is something very
positive. In the sense of informing about sustainable lifestyles, our goal was
to bring their attention to the idea of fair trade and to encourage them to
change their everyday consumption habits.
We decided that the wristbands should be blue because of the color of the
icon of MDG 8, which is related to fair trade.
With the wristbands there was limited space for a message on fair trade. So
we connected the wristband directly to our Facebook page that provided
deeper information on how fair trade works and what it is good for. This way,
the YMPs could reach out online for more information on how to change their
personal shopping behavior.
In this sense the wristband was a teaser for a more complete information
offer online.
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Centre
Next we needed to find a producer. One volunteer conducted research related
to different companies producing wristbands and asked them for their prices.
Then we chose the company with the best offer and asked them for an
example of the wristband.
Design of the wristband – simulation before production

COMMENT BOX
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I am FAIR.
MDG 8 icon
I support FAIR TRADE
Facebook site: Twój Lifestyle dla MCR
EU logo
SWM logo
www.swm.pl
When we accepted the design, production started. The production lasted one
week.

2nd step - Choosing place
After the wristbands were produced, we could look for a place for their
distribution. Like always when reaching out to a new target group, it is
important to choose the right location to find those people that you want to
address. So where to find YMPs in the evening?
We conducted research among their friends and on the internet, and
prepared the list of the four most prestigious, modern, and popular clubs and
pubs among YMPs in Krakow. Then we contacted them – first we sent the
offers of cooperation by e-mail and also pictures of wristbands, and second
we phoned them. Finally, we partnered with the club 'Lizard King' in Krakow,
which is a very popular club not only in Krakow, but also in other Polish cities.
It is a popular place because of concerts which take place there every week.
'Lizard King' is where many of the most famous bands in Poland have their
concerts and this always attracts a lot of people.

3rd step - Distribution of wristbands
It was planned that the action would be implemented during carnival time. So
we agreed that wristbandswould be distributed in January and February that
year. Our volunteers delivered the wristbands to the club. It was important to
determine how people would get the wristbands.
The best option when being at a strange location is always that the material
you want to distribute is directly promoted by the host of the bar, club event.
This way, acceptance is much higher among your target group (who came
not for you but for the bar, club or event).
Thus for the wristband action, we agreed with the staff of the club that the
wristbands would be given out at the entrance point with the tickets. In this
way, we could be sure that everyone would get a wristband.
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Feedback
The wristbands were distributed during several concerts at the Lizard club.
The reactions were positive – people took the wristbands with a ticket, they
wore them during the party, and took them home.
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Design and production of 1200 wristbands

Budget

€613,11
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Background
The aim of this action was promotion of MDG 5. Maternal mortality is not a
problem in the Czech Republic (the Czech Republic ranks among countries
with the lowest maternal mortality ratio), so the main point of this activity
was to draw attention to this problem in countries of the Global South. Young
Modern Performers (YMPs) tend to ignore the issue of maternal mortality, as
many of them do not have families yet and therefore are not familiar with
maternity. We wanted to point out this problem and make it significant for
our target group. We wanted to draw their attention to this issue and to
provide them with more information about the possibilities of how to get
involved. As it was clear that we cannot make YMPs come to an event on this
topic, we chose the opposite way – take the information to them. We decided
to present the issue at specific places frequented by the target group YMPs:
physicians, laser clinics, and cosmetics and massage studios. But how to get
this information there? This recipe illustrates how we managed to reach YMPs
within locations that they like to visit by using common advertisement
channels in a new way for development topics.
next page>
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Summary
The basic idea was to communicate MDG 5, 'Improve maternity health', on
the back side of business cards of partner businesses. The deal was simple:
they can use the front side, and we can use the back side. We would pay for
the distribution. We involved businesses that are attractive for the YMPs.
Seven subjects took part in the project. The businesses were a cosmetics and
massage studio, an aesthetics laser clinic, and an international documentary
and advertising production. There were also four physicians participating (two
gynecologists, one pediatrician and a general physician). On the back side,
there was a visualisation of a pregnant woman saying, “So that giving birth is
a happy event all over the world” and “We support MDG 5: Reduce by three
quarters the maternal mortality ratio”. There was a link to the website
zajimejtese.cz (it means 'be interested'), where can be found more about the
given MDG.
With this recipe we would like to share an idea of how to increase the
spreading of a development topic by creating a partnership in advertisement
with suitable businesses. This way we created a win-win situation: the
businesses can promote their business for free and we get many new (and
formerly hardly reached) locations to spread our message on global
development. If you think of advertisement items that are used by shops or
companies in your surroundings, you may find plenty of other options for
combining development messages and advertisement for suitable businesses.
May it be pens for take away, sweets at the cash point or reception, or any
other advertisement material. With this recipe we hope to inspire some of
these possibilities to be put into action.
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Ups
Easy distribution: It is an action which is quite easy to manage. It is also
quite easy to convince the partners to get involved, as it does not present for
them any cost nor time.

Sticks with our target group: The medium is a good choice, as people need
the information on the card and keep it. Also it is a very cheap way to reach
your target group.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs
MDG 5 hard to communicate: In our specific case for MDG 5 promotion the
feedback was not as broad as we expected. Generally, it is a bit difficult to
involve the target group with MDG 5. Those who do not have their own
children do not relate that much with the issue. Also it is an MDG which is
quite difficult to communicate, as it is not easy to find concrete examples
from one’s lifestyle that would help in fulfilling this MDG. The back side of the
business card can also be ignored by the target group.
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3500
1
as many as you
need

printed business cards
graphic designer
businesses that will participate

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

Expertise

[4 weeks]

[Beginner]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistant

(M)BAKE

Budget
€ 825
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1st step – The medium
We brainstormed about the medium which would be good to spread our
message. We decided on business cards. They are handy as they fit in a
wallet and people tend to keep them as they include information which is
useful to them.

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

2nd step – The design
We met with the graphic designer and we agreed on a design, which displays
a pregnant woman. There is a text saying: "So that giving birth is a happy
event all over the world” and “We support MDG 5: Reduce by three quarters
the maternal mortality ratio”. There is a link to the website zajimejtese.cz(it
means 'be interested'), where can be found more about the given MDG. The
design includes the EU logo.

3rd step – Finding and contacting businesses to distribute your cards
Addressing a new target group like the YMPs means that we have to
thoroughly choose the locations for our material. Only then can we be sure
that the right people are reached by the action.
We got together to brainstorm the best places to spot our target group. Some
of them were introduced to us through friends and partners, which made the
contact easier. One of them had already worked with us in the past. It was
not difficult to get the businesses involved. We sent them a design and a very
short cover letter explaining that the cards are for free, and the purpose of
the action. We contacted nine businesses and only two of them refused. One
of them (laser aesthetics clinic) said they are just starting their business and
they want everything to be positive. The other business also considered the
message to be negative and disturbing.

4th Step – Arranging details
Once the businesses agree, arrange with them how many cards will be
printed, what information they want to have on their cards, and in what
design. Some of the businesses had their own design, and decided to leave it
up to us.
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5th step – Printing the cards
Any copy studio would do the design and printing for you.

6th step – Distributing the cards
Once we printed out the cards, we distributed them to the businesses
together with the cover letter, which is attached below. We briefly explained
MDG 5 and asked the doctors and business owners to provide information to
their patients and customers if they seem interested.
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Topping
The idea of using business cards proved to be very effective. We had very
positive reactions from the business owners, and many business cards
reached YMPs with little effort of distribution by our NGO team.
But in our case, we also found out that communicating the MDGs (and MDG 5
in particular) by printing out messages is probably not the most effective way.
Especially if this MDG is quite difficult to apply to someone’s lifestyle, and we
cannot offer a solution for everyday life.
Also, we should have thought more about the feedback in advance. We
cannot be there all the time in a clinic or massage studio. So when
implementing this kind of action with indirect distribution through business
owners, we cannot get direct feedback by those who receive the business
cards. We provided the link to our website zajimejtese.cz, where all the MDGs
are described. We should have probably provided a link directly to our
Facebook webpage, where MDG 5 is explained, to be able to measure the
feedback more precisely.
However, we had some feedback from the physicians who said that they had
spoken with their patients about the issue. One interested business
(gynecologist) asked if it could be possible to print next-visit cards, or if she
could use our visuals again, because her patients expressed interest in the
message.
We still feel that with advertisement material such as business cards, many
other development topics can be easily promoted to a huge number of YMPs.
Therefore, this method can be helpful as a tool for reaching new locations
and target groups with development information.
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Total budget: €825
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Internet links
http://www.who.int/whr/2005/en/index.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KlKZAXzL0http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74cUQepOnbQ
http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/the-womens-blog-with-janemartinson/2012/may/04/midwives-save-lives-tanzania
http://www.mdg5watch.org/
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Background
We were looking for an idea of how to promote MDG 7 (Environmental
sustainability) and MDG 8 (Global partnership) in a way that YMPs find
attractive and could apply in their lifestyle. Fashion is very important to YMPs.
Probably every one of us has some pieces of clothing in our wardrobe that
we don't actually wear. Some of these pieces have never been worn at all.
Therefore we decided to organize a clothes swapping party. We wanted to
show that buying new clothes is not the only option of how to expand
someone’s clothes collection. The best part is that participants can get new
stuff for free (which always counts). In our message, we decided to focus on
the fact that most of the clothes today are produced with low social and
environmental standards. We usually have no idea what sort of journey the
clothes make before arriving at the store. Swapping parties as such have
been around for some years now. But mostly they are private and organized
among friends. So the swapping has not reached many other groups in
society yet. We decided to organize a public and more glamourous swapping
party that would also attract new target groups such as YMPs – a swapping
event for stylish and high quality fashion in combination with a fashion show,
music, and poetry slam. YMPs like 'glittering' events. For us it was important
to create that effect with this event.
With this recipe we would like to share our experiences with an upscale
ambience event especially for YMPs – an event that is different from other
events that NGOs normally host and thus attracts people that normally do not
come to NGO events.
This recipe may also give you some inspiration for your own events for new
target groups such as Young Modern Performers.
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Summary
By organizing a clothes swap, we decided to communicate MDGs 7 and 8. We
decided to hold the event in a popular venue in the city center. Apart from
the actual clothes swap and entertainment program, we also had a
presentation on the life cycle of clothes and environmental and social issues
connected with the matter. There were also posters explaining these issues
and environmentally-friendly tips on how to take care of your clothes so that
they last longer.
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Ups
Fashion is a universal theme that attracts the target group and is of their
concern. The crowd was very excited about the clothes swap. It is a situation
with a concrete date.

Downs
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

We found out that leaflets on the tables in a club do not draw that much
attention, as there are other leaflets and menus and our message can get
lost among them. The idea is not completely new.
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Amount

Name

1
1 -2

venue
performers (DJs, presenter,
etc.)
mirrors
clothes hangers

2
many as you
can
many as you can
several
1
500
20 - 30
10s
optionally

clothes racks
models (volunteers)
poster design
printed posters
flyer/stands
clothes vouchers
fair trade and organic food and
drinks

[50 - 60 days]

Baking time

Expertise

[Expert]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants

Budget
€1007
Tips for low budget
If you want to lower the budget, you can use volunteers as much as
possible.Also, you can make your own design of information tools and use
your own properties.

(M)BAKE
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1st step – Brainstorming
After being introduced to the project “(re)cycle fashion” organized by the
student organization 'oikos Prague', we decided we could organize our
opening event in cooperation with them. In the past, the project included
various events on the life cycle of clothes that consisted of clothes swapping,
fashion show, lectures and an exhibition. All of these were done at the
University of Economics in Prague (the largest business school in the Czech
Republic), where our target group is also present. We decided that if we
worked together, we could attract a much bigger crowd than just the
students from the particular university.

2nd step – Choosing the date
During our first meeting in October, we set the date for March.

3rd step – Choosing the venue
We agreed that our venue should be a well-known place outside the
university, so that many people could relate to it. We also wanted it to be a
regular venue of our target group YMPs. Finally we agreed on Rock Café
Prague, which is a club in the heart of the city, where concerts and movie
screenings are held. It is a well-known venue among most of the club goers.

4th step – Program
When thinking about an event for a target group like YMPs that has not
joined in events of this kind before, it is important to include some elements
that you know they like.
We brainstormed about the program of the evening. In order to attract YMPs
to the event, we wanted to make the whole evening about sustainable
fashion and wanted to have more than just a mere clothes swap. First, we
agreed on a DJ and a presenter. Then we came up with the idea of a fashion
show with outfits created from the pieces of clothes people would bring. We
wanted to attract a bigger crowd; therefore we contacted a few poetry slam
performers that would give shows on the theme of clothes. This kind of show
is popular among the target group. We also decided that we would like to
have a short presentation of the life cycle of clothes.

5th step – Arranging the venue
When choosing a location, it can be helpful to go with one that is already
well-known among your new target group. This way the fear of going to a
new place is decreased for your potential guests.
In choosing the venue for a clothes swapping event, you should also have in
mind its space dispositions. Before the actual event, you need to visit the
venue and check what kinds of arrangements are possible. People will want
to try the clothes on, therefore it is important that you have enough mirrors.
Also, you will need to arrange fitting rooms or choose a place where it’s easy
to try the clothes on. Another important thing is how you will display the
clothes that people have brought to the swap. If your event is very small you
can just put them on tables or on one rack, but if your event is larger, it will
turn into a big mess. Therefore you will probably need to put them on more
racks and hangers. If you do not have racks and want to hang the hangers
on a rope, check if it will work out. If you put too many hangers with clothes
on the rope, they will all slide to the middle of the rope, which will make it
impossible to access the clothes.
If your action is bigger, it is also advisable to have a floor plan, so that you
know where you are going to put which exact piece. We hired a scenographer
who helped us arrange all the elements.
We rented folding screens and used one that was already in the club. The
same went for clothes racks. We managed to borrow some for free from
production agencies, and some we had to rent. If you are working on a
bigger action, the clothes racks definitely look more professional, and as well,
they are much easier to use with ropes.
For the opening event of the action, Marks & Spencer kindly provided us with
400 hangers free of charge.
Also, think about how you will arrange the changing rooms. With divans we
set up some individual and group changing rooms.
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5th step – Rules
Make clear to yourself on which basis the exchange will take place.
We tried to keep it simple: for every piece you bring, you will be allowed to
take one home.
In the past, the organization that we included in this swapping, oikos,
experienced that some people brought clothes that were not in a very good
state. Therefore we decided to put a limit of maximum five pieces people can
bring, communicating that they bring 'the very best five pieces' they do not
wear. Of course, there are people that can bring 10 great pieces, but we
decided we needed a fixed rule for everyone.
During the next two weeks, where clothes were available for swap in the
club’s café, everyone could take as many pieces as they brought.

6th Step – Volunteers
At the opening clothes swapping event, you will definitely need the help of
many hands, and if you only want to use a limited budget, that will mean
finding volunteers.
We contacted our volunteers through the 'Czech Republic Against Poverty'
network that our organization, Educon, is a member of. We had our meeting
with the volunteers two weeks prior to the event, where we introduced them
to the event. Then we stayed in contact by email and phone.

7th step – Poster/promotion
Depending on your target group, ideas, and budget, you can decide about
the means of your promotion.
We have been promoting our event on Facebook in the “(re)cycle fashion…
pošli to dál!” group, which oikos has been using to communicate in the past.
We also had our poster and flyer stand designed and printed. With the help
of volunteers, we distributed the posters at places mostly visited by members
of our target group, such as cafes and clubs in the center of Prague, business
schools, and various other places that are attractive to our target group. Also
the design of the promotion material was chosen to be in a modern art style
so that our target group YMPs will directly get the idea that this is not an
ordinary clothes swap, but a glamourous event.

8th Step – Fair trade & organic food
We thought it would be nice to serve something small that people can munch
on in between events. Also, to promote the MDG 8 issues, we teamed up
with one Czech NGO that provided the fair trade and organic food.
The whole action started with the 'Swapping party' event on March 9th, 2011
and continued for another 14 days.
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1st step – Get the venue ready
We were around the place from early afternoon with our volunteers. We split
them into groups with various tasks: accepting the clothes brought in,
bartending, and being stage helpers. We designated a special place for the
clothes racks, where the clothes were being collected. It was in a different
room from where the program was taking place. That turned out to be a very
good idea, as we wanted to use the pieces brought for the fashion show and
also people were very anxious about seeing the clothes.
We started arranging the stage and the club according our scenography
scheme. We decorated the walls with an exhibition that was explaining the
life cycle of clothes.

2nd step – Collect the clothes while you have the stand -up comedy
performance
Before 7 pm, the first attendees started showing up. By that time, the DJ
was already playing. The attendees were all given vouchers for their clothes
and offered a welcome drink as well as fair trade and organic food (chocolate,
biscuits etc.). There were also other two NGOs present with information
material specifically on fair trade and fair clothes campaigns. In the
meanwhile, before all the clothes from the late coming guests were gathered,
everyone could enjoy themselves with the DJ and stand-up comedy show.

3rd step – Fashion show
In the meanwhile, we were preparing the fashion show. We had two students
of design that were putting various outfits together from the clothes that
people brought to the event. The fashion show was a great success. People
could actually see that you can create great looks from the pieces people
brought in. For the fashion show, we used our friends and some of the
volunteers as models.

4th step – Presentation on life cycle of clothes
Then we wanted to use the attention of the people to introduce them more
to the issue of clothes production in the developing countries. We had a short
presentation done by a former member of the student team that was working
on a project for the British Council. The project was aimed at the life cycle of
our clothing.

5th step – Let the swapping begin
At this moment, most of the attendees (especially women) were already very
anxious for the swap to start. When we brought the racks in, they went crazy
and started checking and trying the clothes on. In twenty minutes, there
were only a few pieces left.

6th step – Make sure the swap goes according to the rules
We had the volunteers checking if everyone got as many pieces as they were
allowed. However, it was not really necessary.

7th step – Prepare the two week follow-up swap
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With an event that is organized in an appealing way, you can reach many
YMPs. If you want to extend the range of people that you reach, there are
many options for follow-up to an event. Again, it is important to think about
where to situate that follow-up action. Places that the guests of the event
actually visit often are desireable.
After the clothes swapping event that we presented here, the second part of
the swap continued for the following 14 days. We placed a clothes rack with
some clothes for a swap in the cloakroom of Rock Café. On the poster next to
the stand and on flyers on the tables, we communicated the possibility of
swapping clothes that people have with them for the clothes on the clothes
stand and motivating them to do so also in their daily life (with their
colleagues, friends, etc.), and connecting the whole action with the
Millennium goal.

Translation of the flyer on the tables:
Quiz:
Children in developing countries may: a) walk to school b) play c) make your
clothes
Recycle the fashion
Clothes can be recycled
What can you do with clothes which you aren't still wearing?
Exchange with your friends or collegues. Or you can take a chance here and
now – exchange it for something on our clothes-rack. You can find it near the
cloakroom and you can exchange an arbitrary number of your clothes.
The action is supported by the European Union. The content doesn't
necessarily express the point of view of our patrons and they can't be
responsible for it.
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Topping
When addressing a target group like YMPs it is important to make the event
'glittering'. YMPs like stylish clothes. So if you want to attract this target
group you need to make sure that people bring clothes in a good state and
that the whole event does not become a second-hand store, which would
distract the target group.
However great the clothes that people bring (and it usually happens that not
every one brings great pieces), you will probably have some left that no one
will want to take home. It is a good idea to contact some NGOs/charities in
advance to see if they could use some clothes.
We contacted some NGOs in advance and some of them expressed interest to
take these clothes, which they took. The rest of it we put in a recycling bin
for clothes.
As this action was based in only one specific club, we were not able to push
some message about it to larger media. But something appeared in the
student magazines of
Prague's largest business university, VSE, and
something also on the webpage of Rock Café.
We tried to offer a richer program than just a mere clothes swap. However, it
turned out the attendees (especially women) were mostly keen on the swap
itself, and the other parts of the program (which were also in place, so that
we would have enough time to sort out the clothes) rather distracted them,
as they were very anxious. If you decide to have something more than just a
swap, make it something that has to do with fashion – fashion show,
workshops, etc.
We also found that the swapping event had even more response. It was an
intense experience for the attendees and it inspired them to organize such
events themselves. The incentive to swap in the form of leaflets, which
continued in Rock Café, did not have such a great kick. The clothes on the
rack were changing and were being swapped, however it was not so intensive
as the opening swapping event.
We received positive feedback on the Facebook page of the event. Also, we
asked for the direct feedback of the participants. A few of them organized
similar events themselves with their friends or colleagues as a result of their
participation at our action.
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Budget
Printing (posters of the opening event + posters on the tables): €172
Renting and buying the equipment of the action (hangers, clothes racks, red
carpet, etc.): €283
Services: scenography, stage setting consultancy: €552

COMMENT BOX

Total budget: €1007

SHARE YOUR ACTION
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Internet links
English:
www.fairwear.org
www.cleanclothes.org
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Background
Getting new audiences like Young Modern Performers to be interested in
development topics means that we need to arouse their curiosity. How to do
this? We can create something out of the ordinary. Not an information stand,
not flyers, not something that people already know. We need to create an
unexpected setting, a new situation for our target group.
With this recipe we want to share our ideas of how to create attention with
an unexpected event that we organized on the street.
This action deals with the propagation of MDG 7. Access to safe drinking
water and basic sanitation is not an urgent issue in most of Europe and also
not in the Czech Republic, where this action takes place. So the main point of
this activity is to draw attention to the countries of the South. Nonetheless,
Czech Republic also has some problems with water usage, too. The
commentary was made to motivate the target group to change their everyday
behavior – from the reduction of drinking water use in their bathrooms to
pressuring politicians to limit the use of drinking water in industries. We
wanted to point out this problem and make it significant for the group YMPs,
so we connected the topic with swimming in pools, an activity often enjoyed
by the target group.
We wanted to draw their
attention to this topic and to
provide
them
with
more
information
about
the
possibility
to
engage
in
campaigns for safe drinking
water
and
sanitation
in
countries where there is a need
for improvement and inspire
them to reduce their water
consumption. We also wanted
to link water consumption
behavior in the developed
countries with the water problems in the developing world.
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Summary
We communicated MDG 7 'Ensure environmental sustainability', in particular
the target 7C 'Halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without
sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation', by an
installation of an empty swimming pool in front of Palladium, the largest
shopping mall in central Prague.
The event was accompanied by a performance: Czech actresses were
'relaxing' in the empty swimming pool. The presenter explained the event to
the people and we handed out 'instant water'.
The goal of our action was to point out through hyperbole that we are
wasting clean drinking water for swimming pools and flushing toilets.
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Ups
The form of the event is definitely original; it draws the attention of the
media and public, because it is clearly an unexpected situation.
It is an authentic way how to communicate a worldwide environmental
problem.

COMMENT BOX

Downs
SHARE YOUR ACTION

The outcome of the event very much depends on the weather.
Even though you choose a place where the target group likes to hang out, it
might be a bit difficult to make sure it will not be attended by other people
that in the end might distract your target group.
It is not possible to ensure constant audience – the target group can get an
incomplete message.
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1
1
2
several

SHARE YOUR ACTION

100s
1
as many as you
can
as many as you
need

Baking time

Expertise

rubber swimming pool
venue
models
other installation tools like
parasols and inflated chairs
etc.
informational material, in this
case 'instant water pills'
presenter
media contacts
permits for a street action

[30 - 50 days]

[Advanced]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants

Budget
€1169
Tips for low budget
If you want to lower the budget, you can use volunteers instead of hiring
actresses (the moderator should be an experienced one, so preferably hired).
Also, you can make your own design of information material.
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1st step – Concept
After brainstorming we came up with a concept of an empty swimming pool
with a performance that would consist of two Czech actresses relaxing in the
pool and a presenter that would interact with the public. Also, as a
communication tool we decided to use tubes of 'instant water'.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

2nd step – The place
Think of a place that is frequented by YMPs. Based on our experience, we
would probably recommend a place which is not open to everyone. Ideally it
would be inside an exclusive mall, gym, open-air swimming pool grounds,
etc. Check if you need any permits to hold the event.

3rd step – Arranging the necessary equipment
We arranged the rental of the pool and got some other equipment such as
parasols and inflated chairs. Also you will need a sound system, so that the
presenter can speak with a microphone.

4th step – Designing instant water
We asked our designer for a design on our tube with 'instant water' in fizzy
tablets. He came up with a very nice design, which actually looks like a real
product (if the instant water in fact existed).

5th step – Having the instant water produced
Using our design, we had custom instant water tubes produced. We also had
one 'oversized' produced, which we used as a table for the presenter, as you
can see in the photo.

6th step – The performers
We recommend that you hire a presenter who is experienced at
communicating with the public. The YMPs should be attracted by his speech,
not distracted. He should therefore know how to address them. Also, you will
need someone to 'relax' in the pool. We decided to use two Czech actresses,
as popular faces definitely attract a bigger crowd. However, you can use
volunteers if you are short on budget.
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7th step – Arranging the filming of the event (optional)
We had our event filmed by a professional documentary filmmaker in order to
be able to use the video in social media.

8th step – Spreading the word
Send out a press release to the media. Communicate the event on social
networks and anywhere else you can.
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9th step – Getting everything set up
We had everything delivered in the early afternoon. We set up the swimming
pool and prepared the sound system for the presenter. The filmmaker got
ready for filming.

10th step – Let’s begin
At 4pm the event started off. The actresses and the presenter took their
places and everything began. The presenter was interacting with the YMPs,
presenting the issue in an interesting and entertaining way. Also, the text
transcripted below was prerecorded and played various times. The event took
two hours.

11th step – Post production of the video material
We had our video edited by a professional filmmaker. Also the presenter
recorded a voiceover for the video.
Translation of the text about the issue, recorded and played during the
action:
"Seven billion people live in the world, more than one billion lack access to
good quality drinking water – that's almost one in six. It is assumed that if
current trends continue, by 2025 two-thirds of all people will live in countries
with severe shortages of drinking water (relative to population development
and water management). Meanwhile the amount of available drinking water is
still declining – in comparison with 1950, less than half. The problems are
mainly in sub-Saharan Africa. Causes may be found in the combination of
limited resources, environmental changes, and mismanagement. Among other
things this is due to insufficient emphasis on local issues – only a few
countries have considered the sufficiency of drinking water and at least the
minimum sanitary facilities as among their priorities. Another serious problem
is that poor people in developing countries are forced to pay for clean water
more often than the rich. This inequality is also associated with slums where
housing for the poor is rarely connected to the water network. Poor countries
are estimated to lose up to eight percent of their gross domestic product due
to environmental degradation. In addition to economic problems the lack of
drinking water is primarily associated with the health and lives of people.
Over 2,5 billion people suffer from bad sanitary conditions. Diarrheal diseases
and malaria kill each year about 3,1 million people – from which 1,6 million
could be saved if they had access to sufficient safe water and live in better
health and hygiene conditions. Due to the lack of drinking water, 1,8 million
children die each year. Unlike many world regions, Europe has sufficient
supplies of drinking water. The main issues here are pollution and treatment
of sewage. Entering the European debate are issues around abuse of water
resources, such as maintenance of golf courses in the areas where it may
lead to a temporary shortage of drinking water. In Spain, for example, water
consumption of a golf course is the same as of a city with 12.000 inhabitants.
Tourism may also be a problem. The average water consumption of a tourist
is about one-third more than a local. As well, global manufacturers of drinks
do not manage water reasonably – Coca-Cola, for example, uses 2,7 liters of
water for one liter of finished product. The remaining 1,7 liters of water (i.e.
63%) is used for cleaning bottles and machines, and discharged as waste
water. Problems arise also with the privatization of water resources. It shows
that investors are not interested in economically poor and rural communities
and are focusing only on areas where they can expect high profits, and
therefore focus primarily on the wealthy clients and industry, making it more
difficult to access drinking water in poor areas. This problem is not so distant
to us: because of privatization, a village in the Olomouc region was without
access to safe drinking water for several weeks. Water is consumed even
where it is not visible – even though the jeans we are wearing are dry, their
production consumed 10.000 liters of water, a pint of beer 150 liters, and a
kilogram of beef costs 15.000 liters of water. Direct average consumption of
drinking water in the Czech Republic is over 100 liters per person, per day.
Water in endangered countries is also abused in agriculture and
manufacturing, which runs from developing countries to us – there grows
wheat and soybeans for our cattle, coffee, etc. Let's consume water
reasonably, even if we have enough drinking water for us, and do not abuse
the agriculture and water resources of poor countries. Water is a luxury!"
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12th step – Publication of the vide o
Post your video on YouTube. Make as much of your video as you can. If done
well, it can become viral in social media.

Translation of the message at the end:
"More than one billion people don’t have sustainable access to safe drinking
water."
"Saving water is not only a moral duty, it will be a necessity soon."
"Water cycle on the Earth is only one."

Where to put your logo
Put your logo on the 'instant water' tube and its oversized version, as well as
on the swimming pool. Do not forget to put the EU logo too, if you have an
EU-funded project.

TRANSLATION
Instant water
20 fizzy tabs
Magnesium
6,41 mg/l
Calcium
26,1 mg/l
Sodium
1,40 mg/l
Iron
0,02 mg/l
Nitrates
5,0 mg/l
Made in EU in collaboration with United Chemical Works
The event was supported by European Union. The content must not express
the opinions of the sponsors and does not demonstrate any responsibility
from their side.
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The reaction at the place of the event was as we expected. An extraordinary
event got the attention of the people passing by a shopping mall. A high
percentage of them were target group members. People came to look closer,
listened to the commentary and some of them took the 'instant water'. The
presenter was interacting with them and interviewing them about their watersaving habits in a funny and witty way. A second wave of attention was
drawn by a video that was taken during the action. In regard to the fact that
two well-known Czech actors played in the video, it drew the desired
attention of the target group, mainly in social networks.
The action attracted media and had quite good media coverge. News and
photographs from the action appeared in one online newspaper article (
www.denik.cz), printed local Prague daily newspapers (METRO, Pražský
deník), and one printed nationwide daily newspaper (Mladá fronta DNES).
We found out that it would have been better to address the target group in a
closed space or in a venue where the YMPs have exclusive access, i.e., it
might be better to have the event directly in the shopping mall, in a gym, by
an open-air swimming pool, or in a similar place. As our event was in an
open space in front of the mall, elderly and homeless people gathered
around. That sort of distracted some members of the target group from
staying longer and from interaction. This tool – performance with confusing
message – would maybe be better in different cultures.
Check in advance if you need a permit to hold the event in a public space or
on private grounds. As our event was in front of the mall, we thought we
actually needed the mall’s permission. In fact we needed permission from the
city council, and for our kind of event we should have applied a month before
the event. However, thanks to the kindness and understanding from the
officials, we got a type of permit which is actually designated for different
types of events.
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Budget
Renting and buying the equipment: €458
Printing: €30
Services (scenography, moderator, actresses etc.): €681

Total budget: €1169
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION
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Installation Empty Swimming Pool for MDG 7
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Creating unexpected situations to draw attention from new
target groups
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Internet links

Internet links
www.globalwater.org
www.water.org
www.cleanwateraction.org
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Background
This action puts out development information on shopping bags in a
fashionable manner. Design shopping bags are not only handy but also are
very appealing with a design that is especially attractive to the target group
YMPs.
We used this action to promote MDG 3, but it may of course be adapted to
many other topics of development education as well. We chose gender
inequality, MDG 3, as the topic as it is a problem that is hugely influencing
the development in the South. However in a different form, it is also present
in the Czech Republic. The pay gap between many men and women working
in the same positions is among the highest in Europe. We wanted to
communicate the problem to our target group in a way that would not be so
serious and therefore well accepted.
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Summary
We placed our graphics communicating the gender inequality on cotton bags
that were given away with purchases at selected shops. The graphics showed
a European young professional woman carrying a barrel of water and a
handbag with the text 'With a water barrel to a well or with a handbag to a
meeting? To enforce gender equality.' The bags were given away with a
purchase in fashion boutiques and one shop with baby accessories where the
target group shops. The bags were made from high quality organic cotton
and apart from spreading the message they also help to protect the
environment, as their users can use them instead of plastic bags for their
shopping.
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Ups
A simple idea, which is easy to realize. You can also think of collaboration
with a fashion retail chain, which would reduce your cost and also enlarge the
number of places where the bag can get to your target group.

Downs
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

We tried to come up with an interesting and provocative design. According to
the feedback, the design gets attention and might make people think about
the issue for a while. However in our case the message did not offer any
specific solution. But you may in your own action come up with a non-MDG
topic that fits well with this action.
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Ingredients

Centre
Topping

Amount

Name

Budget

700

COMMENT BOX

1
1
several

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

cotton bags distributed to
several shops
motto for the bag
design of the graphics
agreements with the shops
where your target group likes
to shop

[60 days]

Expertise
[Beginner]
If you have a programmer to elaborate the technical questions the action is
easy to implement.

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants

Budget
around €950
Tips for low budget
If you want to lower the budget, you don’t have to use an original image on
the bag, you can use something already used for another purpose from a
different action made by your NGO (but connected with the topic of this
action). A good idea would be to get together with a retail company and
share your costs. The logo of the retail company could be on one side of the
bag and your message on the other.
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Cake base

Centre
Topping
Budget

1st step – Choosing the medium
We decided to choose a cotton bag as a medium for our campaign. The
cotton bags can be used for shopping (and therefore are environmentally
friendly), so the message stays visible for the lifetime of the cotton bag. If
worn in public, an attractive or interesting design can also draw attention.

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

2nd step – The design
First, we got together to brainstorm about the message and the form in
which we would get it to our target group. We decided that it would be a
good idea to communicate the problem that women are facing here as well
(though in a different form) in a rather funny, not too serious way. Therefore
we came up with an idea of a design that would picture a European
businesswoman carrying a barrel of water on her head with a text: 'With a
barrel for water or a handbag to a meeting?' We wanted to suggest what a
woman would do if she had her choice and also to point out that even though
women in the Czech Republic are encountering a gender pay gap, the position
of women in the South is much more severe. We had a designer come up
with various designs and we chose one of them.

3rd step – Printing the design
In the meanwhile we looked for a company that would print our design on
the bags. We wanted to have organic cotton bags, so that they would be
environmentally sustainable, and we also wanted bags of good quality that
would be durable. The bags were printed with following design.

TRANSLATION: With a barrel for water or with a handbag to a meeting.
Enforce gender equality.

4th step – Getting in contact with the retailers
We contacted various boutiques and fashion chains about the possibility of
giving away our bags with a purchase to the members of the target group.
However, we did not get responses from the big retailers. We found out that
personal contact in the smaller boutiques worked out much better. Also, the
smaller boutiques are not so busy and the staff has more time to talk to the
customers. Finally we reached agreement with four fashion boutiques and
one upmarket shop with baby accessories. This turned out to be a good
choice: in the Czech Republic the members of our target group tend to have
their babies in their early thirties, so that some of them can be already
mothers.
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5th step – Distributing the bags
Once the bags were printed, we delivered them to the participating retailers.
We also prepared a survey questionnaire. In some shops the bag was given
away when the women completed the survey. We explained the whole idea to
the shop assistants and asked them to give the bags to the members of our
target group. They said that these women were exactly their customers. The
bags were available in the shops for a period of five months (November 2011
– March 2012).
The bags were distributed in following shops:
Brána k d?tem, Náplavní 11, Praha
Kožešnictví Cinda Školská 655/1, Praha
BC Salon, Kozí 9, Brno
Quasimodo, Národní 37, Praha
Quasimodo, Vladislavova 17, Praha

6th step – Collecting the feedback
You can make a simple questionnaire for your target group and leave it in the
shops. The feedback you can then get from the staff in the shops.
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COMMENT BOX

We tried to come up with an interesting design. On the upside, the design
got attention and made people think about the issue for a while. On the
downside, our message did not offer any specific solution. If you are planning
on your own design you may think of focusing also on solutions to be
included, more so than we did in this case.
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Budget
Bags €750
Graphic and other expenses (as traveling) €200-250

Total budget: around €950
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Background
We were looking for a rather 'shocking' way to promote MDGs on a relatively
low budget. The saying 'sex sells' is very much true, as you will find by
watching an average commercial break. Czech society is quite open, and
explicit content is quite present in media. Therefore we came up with an idea
to promote MDGs as 'orgasm courses'. The selected celebrities would describe
how they reach climax and satisfaction. Obviously, these would not be any
sexual techniques, but things in their lives that would help achieve MDGs and
sustainable lifestyles.
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Summary
We decided to run a provocative campaign which would invite people to the
website, where they would get tips on how to achieve orgasm. On the
website they would not actually find any sex coaching tips, but instead
YouTube videos of celebrities talking about how they achieve climax and
satisfaction by doing things that help achieve MDGs. This activity included
building a website, shooting the videos with celebrities popular with our target
group of Young Modern Performers (YMPs), and a campaign on napkins
distributed in seven fancy restaurants and cafés, which included a link to the
website. This action may give you some ideas on how to make use of the
common trend to explicit messages in advertisement for your own cause, and
how to lure people to look into your development educational messages.
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Ups
This way of addressing the target group is very novel. The message is hidden,
it can be cool and can raise curiosity.

Downs
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Producing this action is very expensive. You must also rely on a kind of sense
of humor. Some members of your target group could be indignant, insulted,
and feel cheated.
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Amount

Name

1
a few
1
1
1
1
1
7000

design
celebrities
shooting location
contract
filmmaker
producer
producer
printed napkins

[60 days]

Baking time

Expertise

[Expert]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants

Budget
€2814
Tips for low budget
You can try saving money by getting the people you need involved for free.
Instead of a professional filmmaker, you can try to get a film school student
to do the shooting. It would probably require more time in this case.
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1st step – Brainstorming
We discussed and brainstormed the idea within our organization. We also
invited the director and an artist who was involved in the project. It really
helps to discuss the project with the professionals from the beginning as they
can offer you different ideas and points of view than those from people in
your organization. It would also be helpful to have a professional from an
advertising agency with you.

2nd step – The design
We got together with a designer and he came up with a provocative design.

3rd step – Arranging the shooting location
Pick a nice spot where the shooting will take place. A good idea might be a
place that is popular with YMPs. In our case, we had the director arrange the
place.

4th step – Getting in touch with the celebrities
If you are working with major celebrities, this is where the producer comes in
handy. First, you might need the producer to get the actual phone numbers
of the celebrities, as they would probably be difficult to reach. Second, the
producer is a person that celebrities like, as he gives them calls with potential
job offers. Therefore, they will probably be more open to your project if they
hear about it from their producer. We paid the producer 3000 CZK (about
€120) to get us in contact with the celebrities. It is pretty much the easiest
way: for the producer, it is easy money (it will not take him more than one
hour to make the phone calls) and for you it is a way to ensure that you will
get the celebrities you need.
The producer briefly introduced our project to the celebrities, and if they
agreed he passed us their numbers to explain more about the project and
shooting.
Think of celebrities that are attractive for YMPs and which could serve as their
role models. Brainstorm a few names more than you will actually need, as not
every one might be available or willing to do the shooting. We prepared a
cover letter, which explained the activity and the MDGs. The letter also said
that we would help the celebrity find out which specific MDG they would be
contributing or helping to achieve. You will probably need a legal contract,
which would specify the licensing under which the video would be used.
The filmmaker provided us with the contract he usually uses and we modified
it to suit our project. It will differ according to the legal system of your
country. Ours covered where the video will be used and for how long (on the
website www.kurzyorgasmu.cz). Also, in the contract there is permission to
use the video in campaigns promoting development and the right to mention
the celebrity’s name in matters connected with the campaign. According to
Czech law, in order to pass the copyrights, there must be some kind of
renumeration vested in the contract. We decided to pay the celebrities 1000
CZK (€40) for the hour of shooting and you would be surprised that, except
for one of them who refused, they did not hesitate to take the money.

5th step – Video shooting
The video shooting was done by a director who shoots commercials. We
helped the celebrities to chose the MDG that they could relate to.
The artist Sára Saudková chose MDG 3 – Gender equality. She is pointing out
the fact that Czech women earn 30% less than men working in the same
positions. She says that she will reach climax when men and women will be
evaluated equally and when there will not be any difference between their
earnings.
The actor Tomáš Hanák chose MDG 7 – Environmental sustainability. In the
video he is brushing his teeth while the water tap is open and the water is
running. He his talking about the problem of water scarcity in the world, but
he says he has no idea what he could do about the issue. In the last scene
he looks at the running tap and it seems that he might have an idea. The
camera focuses on the washbasin and the subtitle appears saying that in the
time of the video (38 seconds), 1,6 liters of water was wasted.
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The actress Petra Nesva?ilová chose MDG 1. She discusses the problem of
food waste in our society and that of food scarcity in other countries. She
says that Czechs throw out 100 kg of food per capita every year. She gives
her own tip on how to prevent food wasting: “When you go grocery shopping,
make sure that you don’t go hungry, as this makes you buy more food.” She
also suggests using old bread for bread crumbs or for feeding birds. She says
there are also ways to share food with your friends or giving it to someone
who is in need.
The Academy Award-winning director Jan Sv?rák tells a story about how he
wanted to buy the new iPhone four years ago. He realized that his old phone
(which he shows in the camera) was still working. He decided to wait until
the phone broke down, but this has not happened yet. Every time the phone
falls on the floor, he picks it up and it is still working. He says that he feels
bad about the idea of throwing it out as the phone contains precious metals,
which someone obviously had to mine. He says that during the time of
waiting he realized that he does not need to have every new thing that
comes out.

6th step – Video editing and postproduction
The videos were edited and special effects were added.

7th step – The Website
The designer that created the main design also designed the website. The
website www.kurzyorgasmu.cz is rather simple. It is optimized to be viewed
on smartphones. This enables us to reach many YMPs who are surfing the
web with their smartphones. All videos are embedded on YouTube, so that
they can be shared in social networks.
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1st step – Printing the napkins
COMMENT BOX

We had the napkins printed with the logo and with a QR code that links to
the website www.kurzyorgasmu.czThis is what the final napkin looked like.

SHARE YOUR ACTION

2nd step – Distributing napkins
We asked for permission to leave some napkins in fancy restaurants in the
center of Prague. It’s important to choose restaurants where you are sure
that you can reach your target group.
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Napkins: 7000 pieces (graphic design, print) €620
Web design: €280
Web domain one year: €4
Creation of the videos (shooting, production, sound, editing): €870
Actors: €120
Web developing: €920
(M)BAKE
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Total budget: €2814
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Background
The Western societies generate lot of waste. Plastic waste is very common, as
it is used as packaging for various kinds of goods. The plastic packaging and
bags are usually used just once and rarely reused. The usage of plastic bags
in our society is very high, especially in the time of Christmas, as we
generally get a plastic bag with every gift we purchase. Our target group of
Young Modern Performers (YMPs) enjoy lifestyles that are generally
connected with shopping and consumption. The idea was to prepare an event
that would draw attention to the problem of the usage of plastics in our
consumption lifestyles and therefore support MDG 7 – Environmental
sustainability.
next page>
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Summary
We wanted to communicate
MDG 7 in an interesting and
positive way. As Christmas time
was approaching, we came up
with an idea of a Christmas
tree decorated with trash as an
object that would definitely
draw attention. We wanted to
point out the excessive use of
plastics, but also offer a
positive solution.

We placed the tree in front of
one of the most frequented
shopping malls and handed out
paper shopping bags to YMPs
headed shopping. We asked
them to put the items they
bought in the paper bag in
order to not waste more plastic
bags. The event was very
successful, as it had great
media coverage.

Timing there was also very
important as the event took place the first work day after Christmas, when
people head to shops and the media are happy for stories, as Christmas is
already over and nothing really happens in politics or economy.With this
recipe we want to inspire you how to make use of special occasions during
the year to deliver your message. With a special timing during the year and
using symbols that everyone knows you can reach new target groups for
global topics. In our case it was Christmas time and a Christmas tree – in
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your case it may be something different. If you think of your local context
you may find a lot of special occasions during the year which could be made
use of.
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Ups
Original event with great media coverage thanks to very good timing of the
event. Also the action offered an actual solution to the problem that can be
used in everyday life.

Downs
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

We did not have a budget to give away bags made of cloth. This would have
been a better option, as a cloth bag has more uses than a paper bag, and
also the message would have stayed longer.

(M)BAKE

Also, in many cases you need to have permission for this kind of installation.
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1

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

700
700
as many as
necessary

Baking time

Expertise

tree amount of trash that a
family of four produces
during Christmas
bags
leaflets
permits

[1 month]

[Advanced]

Nº of Chefs

Chef's assistants
5-8 (We had our tree done by an artist. If you decorate the tree by yourself,
you will probably need more people and more time.)

Budget
€868
Tips for low budget
The cost of this action depends on how you manage to get the tree, if you
decorate it yourself, and what kind of bags you give away.
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1st step – Choosing a place
Find a place where you can
address your target group. We
decided for an area in front of
the biggest shopping mall in
central Prague.The mall also
has its own Christmas tree
placed in front during the
Christmas time.
2nd step – Choosing time
As we were working on the
idea of a Christmas tree
decorated with trash, the time
might
seem
obvious
–
Christmas
time.
However,
choosing the exact day requires
planning and good preparation.
It is always ideal to have an
event on a day when the media
are actually looking for some
news.

3rd step – Getting permit for the place if necessary
Contact the local authorities or the property owners to make sure you have
their permission to perform the event.

4th step – Getting the Christmas tree
We asked an artist to arrange and decorate the tree. We wanted a big tree,
so that it would be visible enough in the square in front of the mall. If you do
not need such a big tree, you might think of the trees that come in pots and
plant it somewhere else when you are done with your action.

5th step – Designing the Christmas tree
We had the Christmas tree designed by two artists, however you can design
it yourself. The Christmas tree was decorated with the amount of trash that
an average Czech household produces during the Christmas season. The artist
cut out quite nice decorations, mainly out of plastic, in traditional Christmas
shapes.
The artist had the decorations ready and decorated the tree right in front of
the shopping mall.

6th step – Spreading the word about your event
Inform the media about your action. Send a press release to the media and
promote the event in social media and anywhere else you can.
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7th step – Placing the tree at the spot of your event and decorating it
The action was performed on December 27th. It is the first day after the
Christmas holidays (December 24th-26th) in the Czech Republic. On this day
people already go shopping for the season sales. The artist started decorating
the Christmas tree at noon. In the meanwhile, the people from our
organization were interacting with the public. People were gathering around
and discussing the usage of plastics.

8th step – Giving away the paper bags
Between 2pm and 5pm, we performed the main part
of our event – we gave away the paper bags. We had
five volunteers in place. The selected members of the
target group were approached and offered a paper
bag for their shopping. Inside of each bag there was
a leaflet that explained the purpose of the event and
the waste of plastics. We learned from our previous
event at the same place, where we felt that other
people that were gathering around our event were
discouraging the target group YMPs from taking part
in the event. Therefore we decided to be more
selective: we gave out the paper bags only to the members of our target
group.
Inside of the bags there was the following leaflet: the title 'One bag is
enough, darling' paraphrased a Czech move called 'Four murders are enough,
darling'. The leaflet contains the link to our website, where the MDGs are
explained to our target group.

9th step – Talking to media
About ten journalists were present reporting on the event and interviewing
us. We explained to them the project and the MDGs.
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Topping
The action worked out really well and had great media coverage. However,
there might be a few points that we could improve. If the budget allows you,
it is better to get cotton bags instead. They are more durable and you can
have them printed. People can use them for shopping every day, which also
spreads the message. Also, a cotton bag might also be an option to split the
costs with some business that would like to participate. You could have your
design on one side and the business their logo on the other side of the bag.
Also a good idea would be to think about a Christmas tree in a pot, which can
be planted at some place later.
Thanks to the timing, we received great media coverage including national
TV. The event took place two days after Christmas, when all the usual holiday
coverage was over, but there were not many topics to inform about. Also,
between Christmas and the new year the media are open to topics affecting
the past year and the theme of plastic waste as an issue to think about
seemed perfect for them. The event was very successful, which we believe is
thanks to the above-mentioned timing.
The list of media that informed about the event:
MF Dnes – the most read national paper
Hospodárské noviny – one of the most read papers with the focus on
business
Benešovský deník – local paper
Pražský deník – local paper
TV Metropol – Prague-based TV channel
Frekvence 1 – national radio station
Ceská televize (national public TV broadcaster)
Ceský rozhlas (national public radio broadcaster)
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Budget
Paper bags: €78
Christmas tree with trash decorations: €780
Leaflets: €10

Total budget: €868
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION
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Internet links

http://www.plasticbagfreetorquay.org.au/top-20-ways-to-reduce-plasticconsumption/
http://www.squidoo.com/reduceplastic
http://thegoodhuman.com/2008/10/21/ten-ways-to-reduce-plasticconsumption/
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Background
General demand for IT products increases constantly. Today, many people do
not only own a computer – they own a digital camera, laptop, smartphone,
mp3 player, tablet and many other devices. Young Modern Performers (YMPs)
are at the top of this trend. They achieve high incomes and are very aware of
new technical developments. Indeed, they are the first consumers for most
technical devices. Demand subsequently opens the market for many gadgets
that have been appearing within the last decade.
The tremendous increase in IT that we all use everyday offers great chances
in communication and free access to information. This development can
enrich our lives. But at the same time there are downsides to consumption of
IT equipment.
Many different raw materials are used in IT products. These raw materials
are mainly produced in developing countries, which often comes with
disadvantages for the people and environments there. But also, production of
IT products is far from ideal. IT is primarily produced in low-wage countries in
Asia. Employees work under appalling working conditions, sometimes at the
risk of their lives. Workers, often women, regularly work 12 to 14 hour shifts,
six days a week – without protection against hazardous substances. Labor
rights are not enforced and trade unions are forbidden. This negative
implication of IT leaves consumers in Europe and elsewhere with a
responsibility for a sustainable demand and use of IT products. And YMPs can
be important multipliers for that, as they are trendsetting in consumerism and
especially, they are the avant-garde of IT users.
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In this recipe we describe how
to address YMPs about sustainable use of IT with art installations. For the
development action that is described here, we chose to create as an
installation of art a tree out of metal and glass that carries CDs instead of
fruits. Both the stem of the tree and CDs present information about
sustainable IT.
Why choose an art installation?
YMPs are not naturally interested in a development topic just because it is
about development. It is one topic amongst many others that they are open
to. That being said, it becomes clear that you can increase the interest of this
target group in your message if you combine it with something that attracts
the attention of the YMPs. So art objects are something that YMPs can be
attracted to, if they fit with their expectations and taste.
You may find other topics of development education that can be transported
with the means of art in an interesting way. Feel free to get inspired by our
example of a 'CD tree'.
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Ups
Attractive way to spread information (more eye-catching than flyers).
Casting channel of information which can be used several times and can be
handed over to others
useable for many different topics of development.
Combination of short information (reading at the tree installation) +
deepened knowledge (option to take home a CD).

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Downs
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The exposition of a piece of art needs some maintenance work
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Amount

Name
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300
1

for the sculpture
“CD-tree”:
30
1
some
some

blank CDs
location with the permission to
build up an art piece and to
distribute the CDs

smartphone-dummies
(available in cell phone shops)
steel column
plexiglass panes
transparent sheets with
information on it (to tape onto
the plexiglass)

Baking time

Expertise

[45 days]

[Beginners]

Nº of Chefs

Budget
Sculpture: €800 (material expenses + artist fee)
CDs: €650
Total: about €1500
Tips for low budget
Do it yourself
In our case we hired an artist to create the sculpture. But of course, if you
are very creative or know someone who is willing to design a sculpture for
free, you can save a lot of money. Think about asking students in art schools,
who could be happy about getting the chance to create a piece of art that will
be exposed in public, with only the budget for materials needed. Also, use
inspiration from the internet if you want to design the art piece by yourself.
The same goes with the CD production. You can, of course, burn the CDs and
label them yourself, which will save you around €100 from outsourcing it.
Printing the CDs with a label in black and white is cheaper than printing a
colored motif.
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1st Step – Thinking ab out a topic and artwork
First of all, of course, you have to decide on which topic you want to address
with a piece of art. We have chosen to address IT consumption with a CD
tree filled with electronic waste, like old cell phones, smart phones, PCs, etc.
But that doesn’t have to be your topic as well. Other topics of development
education can also be addressed in a creative manner. The idea is to make
use of a piece of art to attract the attention of your target group which is not
attracted by modes commonly used in development education. It works as an
eye-catcher, motivating people to have a closer look at the topic being dealt
with.
After brainstorming on this you should briefly write down your ideas and
collect your thoughts on a possible artwork.

2nd Step – Finding an artist
Contact an artist and discuss your ideas with him or her. Maybe you know an
artist living and working in your city. If not, you can also search the internet
or contact art schools.
The process might need some time but it will be fruitful. Surely artists can
also contribute with their own ideas to a creative realization of your topic.
Finally you have to negotiate with the artist for his or her work. (see ideas for
small budget above).
In our case, together with the artist we developed the idea to create a CD
tree as a sculpture filled with electronic waste, like thrown away PCs,
smartphones, etc.
Additionally,
the
glass
surrounding
the
tree
contained information on
the
topic
of
global
production of electronics
and computers, violation of
labor
standards
and
environmental
damage
during production, and
disposal of IT around the
globe.

3rd Step – Providing
further information to
take away
The information you can
transmit via an artwork is
normally
limited.
Therefore, you might think about providing deeper information on your topic
to take away.
If you decide to provide some information to take away, you have to think
about which medium to use. In our case we decided to use CDs because we
thought our tech-savvy target group might be attracted more by this
medium than by a simple paper folder. The CDs were hanging like 'fruits' from
the tree that was our sculpture, to be picked down and taken away.
According to the topic you want to address,
you can think about other gadgets as
giveaways.
It might be helpful to do some research on
the topic for your giveaways. In our case,
we collected practical information about
different aspects of production and
consumption of IT, starting from working
conditions and ecological hazards in the
collection of raw materials and then
production, up to recycling. Additionally, we
provided links for further information and
research on the internet.
This information should be put together
and edited according to the format chosen.
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The facts should be edited in a way that
appeals to YMPs:
- short informatio
- neatly arranged
- visually appealing
- messages should be positive and not
authoritarian
- state the source of your information

To address YMPs properly, it can be useful to think about which information
is linked to their everyday life. This kind of information might make it easier
for them to identify with the topic and perceive the link between development
topics and their personal lifestyles. Approaching the topic in a manner that is
adapted to our target group can increase the success of our actions.
The information we have chosen for our CD was about how one can consume
IT in a more sustainable way. For example, it names mobiles and smart
phones which are produced under certain environmental and social criteria, or
contains places where to dispose or recycle old cell phones.
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4th step – Producing giveaways

Internet links

The next step is to produce the giveaways. In our case, we had to produce
the CDs and give them a professional label or cover. You can either produce
your giveaway by yourself – which is the option for a small budget – or task a
company.
Usually you can find such companies, which produce these kind of gadgets to
give away on the internet. As well, local photocopy shops sometimes offer
printing for certain products.
In our case, we printed a short text on the CDs: 'smart and fair – dealing
responsibly with cell phones, notebooks and the like'. This label informed the
passersby, who can decide to take one with him or her, about the content of
the CD.
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5th step – Fixing the timing
Timing is important – so think about the time for your action. It might be a
good idea to link it to a special event or period.
We decided to realize our action in the pre-Christmas period. So, we chose a
corresponding motif with our CDs to take away and used them as little gifts.
You also have to decide on how long the action should take, how long you
want to expose your artwork and take accompanying actions. This might also
depend on the period you can use the location.

6th step – Finding a place
The place you choose for the exposition should be a location frequented by
the target group YMPs. You could think about public places close to areas
where a lot of YMPs work. Other options can be a shopping center, or an art
gallery, bar or café in a part of the city where YMPs like to spend their leisure
time. In our case, we decided for a public place in the city center where many
YMPs pass by on their way to go out for shopping or having a drink in the
evening.

The sculpture was directly
placed opposite to a trendy bar called Waranga Bar. This location is visited by
many YMPs in the evening. Also, directly opposite to the sculpture is the
entrance to a luxury shopping area with expensive furniture, jewelery and
other lifestyle accessories. These shops have many YMPs as customers.
When having decided for a certain place, you have to contact the owner and
get his or her permission to expose your artwork. If it is a public place, the
procedure might take some time and effort with public authorities – keep that
in mind for your time planning.

7thstep – Letting people know about your action
By inviting the press to the opening event and distributing press releases, you
might get some publicity in the local press. Social media also provide options
to raise awareness for your action, for example you can create an event on
Facebook.
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8th step – Taking action
After all the preparations are taken it is now finally time to take action. The
piece of art can be installed.
You should plan some person to take care of it. This person should regularly
pass by the installation and check if there is any damage or if something is
missing.
It might also be worth thinking about someone attending the exposition that
could talk to people passing by, distribute gadgets and supervise the whole
action. Furthermore, direct contact with YMPs passing by might be useful to
collect their feedback on the action.
<previous page
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Lessons learned
Our artwork, which was standing at a public place for one week, was wrecked
during night time. To prevent this you could do your exposition at a place
which is closed or supervised at night. Another option could be to store it in a
safe place overnight and reinstall it in the morning.

Feedback
People passing by approached our installation and took a closer look to find
out what our exposition is about.

Talking to them revealed that many were not aware of the problems with IT
production and the violation of labor rights. With the information gained, they
could develop their own thoughts on how to change their behavior. A young
woman said she wants to use her cell phone for a longer period to produce
less waste.
They also liked the idea of taking away our CDs with further information,
especially as they were designed as little pre-Christmas presents.

Where to put the logo
There should be some space on the artwork and on the giveaway gadgets
where you can print your logo.
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Budget
Sculpture: €811,75 (material expenses + work)
CDs: €653,88

Internet links

Total: about €1500
COMMENT BOX
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Internet links
Information offered on the CDs we distributed
PDF

Internet links

Some inspiration by recycling artists
http://www.recyclart.org/
http://www.pcbcreations.com/
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Background information on electronic waste
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/campaigns/toxics/electronics/thee-waste-problem/where-does-e-waste-end-up/
http://www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1870162_1822154,00.html

Information by recycling companies
http://uk.simsrecycling.com/earth-day-landing-page.aspx
http://www.ecosquid.com/client/index.jsp

More links (in German language)
http://www.kwaku.de/ (homepage of the artist we worked with)
http://www.recycle-it.de/
http://www.computerwoche.de/hardware/data-center-server/1853574/
http://www.designmediastudio.de/index.php (photocopy shop where we
produced our CDs)
<previous page
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Background
A problem of many actions on development education is that we only get the
attention of our target group once, for a short moment. For a deeper
connection to our program it would be desirable to also create action
materials that stay with the recipient for a longer time and thereby are
recognized for a longer period. This is especially helpful when we are
addressing new target groups like YMPs. This recipe is an example of how to
create development action materials for new target groups with the intention
of going home with the target group. How to do this? We need to produce
something that is really useful for our target group! And we have to make it
transport our message to the target group which in this case concerns the
individual contribution to climate change by car emissions.
Find out how we achieved this goal with this recipe...
next page>
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Summary
The aim of our action was to raise awareness about ecological sustainability –
MDG 7 – in the lifestyle of our target group. We decided to distribute ice
scrapers as practical and useful objects for YMPs and at the same time as
transmitters of our message. The amusing comic on the front of the ice
scraper attracts YMPs' interest and invites them to think about their personal
contribution to a sustainable future – while freeing their cars from ice in the
morning.
So the idea is to use practical objects with an added value that are distributed
to get in contact with the target group, which is normally closed to our events
and educational work. By giving them something practical which they can use
in their everyday life and combining it with some information or a message
you increase the chance to reach your new target group. This concept of
course can not only be used for the topic of environmental sustainability, but
also for other issues of development education, for example pencils for
educational matters (MDG 2) and so on.
<previous page
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Ups
Producing giveaways like ice scrapers is relatively easy and cheap to realize
Giveaways can be distributed at various places and with little effort

Downs
COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

The target group might not recognize the message or information provided
and only see the giveaway as a practical present.

(M)BAKE

Target group might not use the giveaways and throw them away instead
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1

idea for an attractively
designed giveaway
giveaways
willing to distribute them

Internet links

COMMENT BOX

300
helping hands

SHARE YOUR ACTION

Baking time

[15 days]

Expertise
[Beginners]
If you have a programmer to elaborate the technical questions the action is
easy to implement.

Nº of Chefs

Budget
€450
Tips for low budget
When it comes to printing the giveaways, it might be useful to print black and
white not multicolored. In our case, a black and white print was a lot
cheaper.
To save money you can do the design for the giveaway yourself instead of
hiring professional designers. Also, asking students is always a good option to
get professional work for a lower budget.
<previous page
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Ups & Downs
Cake base

GALLERY

1st Step – Thinking about the material to be used
Think about what kind of giveaway or practical object could fit your topic or
action and what could be something useful for the target group – a product
that is used in everyday life reminds them again and again to think about
your message and your organization.
For inspiration, you can search the internet for companies and their offer of
advertising products like giveaways and maybe come up with an idea.
We for example, decided to produce an ice scraper, but it could also be a
pencil, a coffee-to-go mug, and so on.

2nd step – Developing the message
After deciding what kind of material you want to use, the next step will be to
think about the content you want to put on it and – very important for your
target group – about the design. Depending on the material, you might have
to be really short and focused because, first, the space is very limited and
second, YMPs want to get concise information.
The ice scraper we used for our action also only offered very limited space so
we decided for a short slogan: "Freie Sicht auf Grönland … Mit
Durchblick gegen Klimawandel"
Which means "Free view on Greenland…with a clear perspective you can
work against climate change"

And on the back there was the message: "Saving fuel is saving the climate
and your wallet. Your change for the climate has a global impact. Find out
what you can do on our Facebook page: Lifestyle for a better world".
As there is only limited space on the material, it might be a good idea to
promote a web page that offers more detailed information on the topic.

3rd step – Thinking about the design
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What is important is not only the content but also how it is presented.
Especially for our target group, professional design is important so we should
think about it properly and try to meet the taste of YMPs.
To test if the material as you developed it attracts the target group, you can
ask some representative about their opinion by showing it to them.

4th step – Producing the material
The next step, after preparing all your ideas, the message, and the design, is
producing your material.
Maybe you already know companies producing advertising materials and
giveaways. If not, the internet is a good source to search for such companies.
Sometimes photocopy shops also offer printing for certain materials. Maybe
you just have to walk around the corner to your closest shop and ask there.
<previous page
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5th step – Distributing the materials

Internet links

Now it is time to think about the right place and manner of distributing the
materials you have designed.
First of course, it should be locations where your target group usually meets,
passes by, works…you could choose headquarters of big companies where a
lot of YMPs work, or shopping malls, gyms and bars where they pass their
free time.

COMMENT BOX
SHARE YOUR ACTION

Second, it is worth thinking
about a place or situation that
is linked to your topic to
distribute your materials. In our
case we distributed the ice
scrapers in parking decks close
to shopping malls, parking
areas close to universities, and
other areas frequented by
YMPs during winter time, so
the
receiver
could
make
immediate use of it. We left
one ice scraper on the front
windshield of every car.

6th step
While distributing the materials you can also inform YMPs passing by about
your action and about the topic you want to promote. Maybe you also want
to realize a special accompanying event or action to raise more attention for
the distribution. Talking about climate change it could be, for example, an
iceberg melting away, but also for other topics you might have a good idea
how to raise the attention of people passing by.
<previous page
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Places
For the distribution of your materials choose locations where a lot of YMPs
regularly pass by or spend their time. This could be close to firms and
educational institutions where YMPs work or study, or also close to places like
bars, malls or gyms where they pass their leisure time.
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Lessons learned
You probably won't be able to distribute your materials across your whole
city. Instead, you should choose well the locations where you might most
probably reach your new target group.
What is important is to provide materials that are really useful for the target
group, so they use them regularly in their everyday life and each time get
reminded of the topic you want to bring to them.
<previous page
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Budget
Printing: €412,81
Design: €29,75

Total Budget: about €450
COMMENT BOX
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Practical advice
http://www.motivators.com/Promotional-EcoFriendlyIceScrapers-Custom-38742.html
(eco-friendly ice scrapers)
http://www.iaspromotes.com/1400-c-eco-friendly-items.htm (eco-friendly
advertising materials)

Links on climate change
http://www.un.org/en/globalissues/climatechange/index.shtml
http://www.footprintrechner.at/footprint/question/verkehr(German calculator
for co2-footprint)
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/9d092c98-4184-11e1-8c3300144feab49a.html#axzz1rpgBXr3p
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Background
This recipe will describe an easy option of how to get your message across to
people at home and in their workplaces by designing your own screensaver.
Screensavers can be a universal channel for transmitting any kind of
development education message. Both private computer owners as well as
companies have screensavers installed.
In this recipe we used the screensaver to sensitize Young Modern
Professionals about options to reduce energy consumption when using IT
devices. But a screensaver is a very flexible tool, and you may have other
topics to be delivered by a screensaver. In this recipe you will learn what
crucial points need to considered regarding how and where to publish it.
next page>
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Summary
We produced a screensaver that is designed as a comic strip. The comic is a
story about a young professional that tries different and rather strange
options of energy saving before getting some useful ideas on how to save
energy at his workstation.
We made the screensaver available as an internet download and also
managed to install it in huge numbers at a company.
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Ups
A screensaver can deliver a lot of information.
Viewers of a screensaver are mostly not in a stressful situation and thus have
spare time to really read the information.
Once the screensaver is finished, dissemination is cheap.
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Downs
A screensaver will cost you in the beginning more than a printed paper
product.
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1
1
1

50
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draft of design and message
multimedia designer
account to an online software
platform (to publish the
screensaver)
blank CDs + covers (to send
the screensaver to companies)

Baking time

Expertise

[2 months]

[Advanced]

Nº of Chefs

Budget
€700
Tips for low budget
Create a slideshow
Creating a screensaver with moving elements is more expensive than one
with just frozen elements.

Use freeware
Don’t want to hire a multimedia agent? No problem. There is plenty of free
software to easily create your own screensaver such as '2D+3D Screensaver
Maker', 'Flash ScreenSaver Builder' or many others.
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1st step – Choosing a topic
A screensaver can carry any development education topic. You can combine
pictures, animations and written text. For this action, we decided as a team
to go with energy saving and IT and to relate it to the consequences of
climate change in the Global South. We chose this topic because we felt like
'Energy and IT' is directly related to the PC user in front of the screensaver.
In addition, when looking at the preferences of our target group YMPs we can
see that they are interested in IT. So there is a natural link to the topic.
A screensaver and energy saving might sound like a contradiction because
screensavers consume more energy than turning the screen off when it is not
used. But in our case this is exactly the main intention of the screensaver– it’s
message is: 'Please turn off your screen when you are not using your PC'.

2nd step – Choosing a design
For our target group YMPs, a high-quality design is of utmost importance. We
chose to work with a fresh-looking design of high quality. Another crucial
point was for us to have a bright and funny message rather than a problemfocused spot that only leads to a guilty conscience on the part of the viewer.
A comic seemed to fit these criteria because it can deliver a funny message
and can be designed in a high-quality modern look.

3rd step – Getting in contact with a multimedia designer
The easiest way to search for a designer is to look at existing animations and
screensavers and see whether there is a certain artist that you like in
particular. For the production that is described here, we found an artist that
had a great collection of sample animations on a web page. We contacted
him and presented our idea.

4th step – Checking technical framework
Before going into detail with the elaboration of contents for a screensaver, it
is helpful to get some information on what is actually possible to display and
what is not, also in regard to the money that you have. For example: when
talking everything through with the multimedia designer we found out that
different kinds of screensavers are even needed for different versions of
Windows (Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 etc.). Also, the kind of
movement that is possible to display depends on what programs users will
have on their computers. If they have, for instance, 'Adobe Flash Player' this
will allow a different display than other programs. We chose to use an
animation technique that is very common on many PCs and still allows
including moving objects in the screensaver.

5th step – Drafting a storyboard
After having clarified the technical preconditions and limits, we we came up
with a funny little comic story for the screensaver.
The idea was that the pages of the comic 'fly' onto the screen from different
angles. Picture after picture appears on the screen and in the end you have
a series of pictures that look like a comic book page. For each picture we
wrote a small description for the graphic designer so that he knew how to
animate exactly.

6th step – Producing the screensaver
The graphic designer produced the pictures according to our storyboard and
for each of the pictures we then had an exchange and a session of
proofreading. These were the steps of the story:
Start screen:
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View on dark earth from space –
in the center is the African continent.
Slogan: 'Climate change affects the whole world'
Then
1st scene

A YMP, let’s call him Max, is in the office thinking about what he can do
about that.
Question in his mind: "What to do?"
His idea: "Saving energy might help!"
"But how?"
Then he tries different things to save energy…
2nd scene

Max is trying to catch lightning to power his computer with electricity, and
gets heavily hit… so maybe not the best idea!
Still, he is not giving up…

3rd scene

Max forces his colleague to produce electricity in a giant turning wheel while
he is relaxing at his desk. It works, but might result in a bad atmosphere in
the office!
Another try follows…
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4th scene

Max gets rid of his computer and any electricity and goes old school with
candlelight and ancient ink pen. Also okay, but really a step back to old times.
Now he is on the right track.
5th scene

Max sits in front of an energy-saving computer which reduces his CO2
emissions.
6th scene

Max enhances his savings in energy by shutting down his screen when he
doesn’t need it.
7th scene

Again view on the earth from space with Africa in the middle of it. It
brightens up becoming blue again.
Slogan: 'Your change for the climate affects the whole planet'
8th scene
Logos and Disclaimer
9th scene
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We see Max again in the final scene. Now that he has done his part, he
animates you, the viewer of the screensaver, to do likewise. He turns to you
and tips against the screen from the inside of the monitor and 'shuts' your
screen down by pushing the power-down button of your monitor. The signal
fades out and the screen stays dark for a longer period. Then the screensaver
starts again.
So the story has some humorous elements but also two clear messages: 1)
We can contribute to reducing climate change with small measures like saving
energy when using a computer, and 2) There are easy things to do every day
like turning off the screen, or for the future, using green IT.

5th step – Setting up an installation program
Most users are not IT professionals and thus do not know how to install a
screensaver. Having this in mind, we added a small installation program to
the screensaver. This way the screensaver can be installed just by clicking on
an icon and everything else will work automatically. The screensaver is
available for Windows XP and Windows 7.
In addition we produced one version for installing the screensaver through
networks. This version is specifically designed for company use. Screensavers
in bigger companies are not installed like we know it from home, on each
computer individually. The IT manager of the company can decide what
software to install on all computers at the same time by a single command
from his own computer. This way he can also decide to install the same
screensaver on hundreds of computers in the company with little effort. This
is perfect for us, because we only need to address the management and a
single IT manager in the company to have our screensaver run companywide.

6th step – Testing the screensaver
Before publishing we tested the screensaver on 15 PCs and laptops. We
installed it on computers with different versions of Windows and different
screen sizes so that we could be sure that the screensaver works on many
different possible settings by future users.
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Distributing a screensaver is a
little bit different than other
digital
products
like
pdf
publications and web pages.
This is due to the fact that it is
an executable file, a program
that potentially may contain a
virus. So it does not make
sense to send it around via
email
through
newsletters
directly. Or would you open
just any file that you get by
email from an organization that
you maybe even do not know?
You need to make sure that
people trust in the program.
The best way to do this is to
upload it to large and wellestablished freeware platforms
on the internet like winload.com, tucows.com, and others.
Big freeware platforms check everything that is uploaded for viruses and
guarantee a download that is free of viruses. So we uploaded the screensaver
to several of the biggest platforms and requested them to check our
screensaver and publish it on their webpage.

8th step – Distributing the screensaver to companies
Putting a screensaver on the
internet makes it available for
everyone, which is first of all a
good thing. But if you want to
target a specific group it makes
sense to also think about
channels that reach exactly the
group you desire. In our case
here we wanted to address
YMPs. So we did some research
on companies that are likely to
have a high percentage of
YMPs within certain divisions
such
as
engineering,
IT
development,
etc.
A
screensaver is a great vehicle to get your message across to all employees in
general of companies as well. Once you have convinced the IT management
of the company, it is just a small amount of work for them and hundreds of
PC workstations will carry your screensaver. In our case, we decided to
address companies with an information package that consisted of a nicely
designed CD in a box, with a movie version of the screensaver and an
information letter as well.
We searched specifically for the staff members of the company that are
dealing with sustainability and Corporate Social Sustainability and addressed
the CD pack by name to them. These employees are already familiar with our
topics and therefore are easier to convince. We decided to put a movie
version of the screensaver on the CD and not the real screensaver because
we wanted to give the executives in the companies a chance to have a
preview of the screensaver without having to install it right a way.
One week later we contacted the companies by phone and discussed our
proposal of a free screensaver.
We managed to get an agreement with one of the biggest companies in our
region: Daimler- Benz. The IT division liked our screensaver very much and
agreed to include it into their internal software pool. This is a collection of
programs that are checked and available for download for all employees at
Daimler-Benz worldwide. The IT division put a notification about the
screensaver on the internal news system so that our screensaver would be
noticed as an option for download.
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Gathering feedback from the users was important for us so that we could
learn which aspects of the screensaver were received well, and which we
were to improve for the future. From the private users that downloaded the
screensaver via internet, we received a lot of positive feedback by comments
in the software archives. In particular, PC users liked the design of it and the
funny tone.
In order to get feedback from the employees of Daimler-Benz, we made an
agreement with the IT devision to give us information on how the employees
reacted to the screensaver and how many were installed.
The numbers just exceeded our highest expectations. Within three months
time more than 9000 employees downloaded our screensavers to their
working stations. And this is just the beginning, because the screensaver
continues to be available. The IT devision also asked some of the employees
their thoughts on the screensaver – most responded very well and found the
information delivered useful.

Internet links
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Total budget: €785
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Screensaver Production: €700
Blank CDs: €20
CD Labels: €5
CD Boxes: €60
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To get inspired for screensavers
http://www.themeworld.com/savers/top50-daily.html
http://www.freewarefiles.com/top100/top100_screensavers.php

COMMENT BOX

Software to build your own screensaver
http://download.cnet.com/windows/screensaver-editors-and-tools/
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finep - forum für internationale entwicklung + planung
www.finep.org
info@finep.org

polski
português

deab - Dachverband Entwicklungspolitik Baden-Württemberg e.V.
www.deab.de
info@deab.de
Educon
www.educon.cz
educon@educon.cz
IMFV - Instituto Marques de Valle Flor
www.imvf.org
info@imvf.org
SWM - Salezjanski Wolontariat Misyjny
http://www.swm.pl/
info@swm.pl
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